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Abstract

The aim of the work presented in this thesis is the construction and the study of numerical
integrators in time to solve stochastic differential equations (SDEs) and stochastic partial differ-
ential equations (SPDEs). More precisely, we are interested in the convergence of the methods,
in the weak sense and for sampling the invariant measure in the case of ergodic dynamics, in
the geometric properties of the integrators, paying particular attention to the preservation of
invariants and constraints, as well as to their robustness in the case of multiscale problems.

First, we study ergodic SDEs in large dimension, with an emphasis on Langevin dynam-
ics in Rd or constrained on manifolds, the study of which is central in molecular dynamics.
Inspired by several recent works that proposed examples of high-order numerical schemes for
the invariant measure with low weak order, we propose a new formalism called exotic aromatic
B-series, based on the popular tool that are the Butcher series and their recent generalization
with aromatic trees, and prove that it is suitable for the computation of order conditions for the
invariant measure for a class of Runge-Kutta methods. In particular, we introduce a new kind
of edge, named liana, that allows us to represent isometric equivariant differential operators
such as the Laplacian, and reveals a convenient tool for the computation of order conditions.
We emphasize that the proposed tree formalism does not depend on the dimension of the
problem. We translate into simple operations on graphs the tedious calculations necessary for
the Talay-Tubaro expansion, for the integration by parts of differential operators against the
invariant measure, as well as for the composition of operators.

Secondly, we apply the exotic aromatic B-series formalism to the effective computation of
order conditions for the sampling of the invariant measure of overdamped Langevin dynamics
in Rd or constrained on a manifold. The methodology is valid for any order and does not grow
in complexity when the dimension of the problem increases. We extend this methodology in
the context of Rd to the computation of order conditions for partitioned methods and to the
use of postprocessors or non-reversible perturbations. We also present the conditions of order
up to order three in the weak sense, as well as for the invariant measure. For the dynamics
constrained on a manifold, we obtain the conditions of order two for a new class of methods of
Runge-Kutta type. To illustrate the analysis, we present several examples of order two methods
for solving constrained problems, as well as the first method of order two for the sampling of
constrained Langevin dynamics that does not reduce to a splitting method. We confirm the
theoretical results with numerical experiments on the sphere, the torus and the special linear
group.

Thirdly, we study highly-oscillatory S(P)DEs whose oscillation is driven by a white noise.
These equations appear naturally in the context of optical fibers via the spatial discretization
of the non-linear Schrödinger equation with dispersive white noise. In this context, applying
a standard method has a cost and a precision depending directly on the high frequency of the
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oscillations. We introduce the concept of revolution times, a generalization of the period of the
oscillations in the stochastic context, and, following the idea of deterministic multirevolution
schemes, we apply it to construct a new second-order integrator whose cost and precision are
independent of the high frequency of the oscillations. We also present a geometric variant that
preserves quadratic invariants, and we test our schemes on stiff Kubo-type oscillators, as well
as on the nonlinear Schrödinger equation with dispersive white noise.

Finally, we give an overview of the new results introduced in this thesis, as well as an outlook
on future work. In line with the new ideas and tools introduced in this work, we present in
particular a recent work on a uniformly accurate (UA) method for solving penalized Langevin
dynamics.



Résumé de la thèse

Le but des travaux présentés dans cette thèse est la construction et l’étude d’intégrateurs
numériques en temps pour résoudre des équations différentielles stochastiques (EDS) et des
équations aux dérivées partielles stochastiques (EDPS). Plus précisément, nous nous intéressons
à la convergence des méthodes, au sens faible et pour l’échantillonnage de la mesure invariante
dans le cas de dynamiques ergodiques, aux propriétés géométriques de nos intégrateurs, en
portant une attention particulière à la préservation des invariants et des contraintes, ainsi qu’à
leur robustesse dans le cas de problèmes multiéchelles.

Dans un premier temps, nous étudions des EDS ergodiques en grande dimension, en mettant
l’accent sur des dynamiques de Langevin dans Rd ou contraintes sur des variétés, dont l’étude est
centrale en dynamique moléculaire. Plusieurs travaux récents ayant montré qu’il est possible
de créer des schémas numériques d’ordre élevé pour la mesure invariante et d’ordre faible
bas, nous proposons un nouveau formalisme nommé exotic aromatic B-series, basé sur l’outil
populaire que sont les Butcher series et leur récente généralisation avec les aromatic trees,
et nous prouvons qu’il est adapté au calcul de conditions d’ordre pour la mesure invariante
pour une classe de méthodes de Runge-Kutta. En particulier, nous introduisons un nouveau
type d’arête, appelé liane, qui permet de représenter des opérateurs différentiels isometric-
équivariants tel le laplacien, et se révèle être un outil efficace pour le calcul de conditions d’ordre.
Nous soulignons que le formalisme d’arbres proposé ne dépend pas de la dimension du problème.
Nous traduisons en opérations simples sur des graphes les calculs fastidieux nécessaires au
développement de Talay-Tubaro, à l’intégration par parties d’opérateurs différentiels contre la
mesure invariante, ainsi qu’à la composition d’opérateurs.

Dans un second temps, nous appliquons le formalisme des exotic aromatic B-series au cal-
cul effectif de conditions d’ordre pour l’échantillonnage de la mesure invariante de dynamiques
de Langevin overdamped dans Rd ou contraintes sur une variété. La méthodologie est val-
able à tout ordre et ne gagne pas en complexité lorsque la dimension du problème augmente.
Nous étendons cette méthodologie dans le contexte de Rd au calcul des conditions d’ordre
pour des méthodes partitionnées et à l’utilisation de postprocesseurs ou de perturbations non-
réversibles. Nous présentons également les conditions d’ordre jusqu’à l’ordre trois au sens
faible, ainsi que pour la mesure invariante. Pour les dynamiques contraintes sur une variété,
nous obtenons les conditions d’ordre deux pour une nouvelle classe de méthodes de type Runge-
Kutta. Afin d’illustrer l’analyse, nous présentons plusieurs exemples de méthodes d’ordre deux
pour résoudre des problèmes avec contraintes, ainsi que la première méthode d’ordre deux pour
l’échantillonnage de dynamiques de Langevin contraintes qui ne se réduit pas à une méthode
de splitting. Nous confirmons les résultats théoriques par des expériences numériques sur la
sphère, le tore et le groupe spécial linéaire.

Dans un troisième temps, nous étudions des ED(P)S hautement oscillantes dont l’oscillation
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est guidée par un bruit blanc. Ces équations apparaissent naturellement dans le contexte de
fibres optiques via la discrétisation spatiale de l’équation de Schrödinger non linéaire avec bruit
blanc dispersif. Dans ce contexte, l’application d’une méthode standard a un coût et une
précision dépendant directement de la haute fréquence des oscillations. Nous introduisons le
concept de temps de révolution, une généralisation de la période des oscillations dans le contexte
stochastique, et, en suivant l’idée des schémas multirévolution déterministes, nous l’appliquons
pour construire un nouvel intégrateur d’ordre deux dont le coût et la précision sont indépendants
de la haute fréquence des oscillations. Nous présentons également une variante géométrique
préservant les invariants quadratiques, et nous testons nos schémas sur des oscillateurs raides
de type Kubo, ainsi que sur l’équation de Schrödinger non linéaire avec bruit blanc dispersif.

Finalement, nous donnons un résumé des nouveaux résultats introduits dans cette thèse,
ainsi que quelques perspectives sur des futurs travaux. Dans la lignée des nouvelles idées
et outils introduits dans ce travail, nous présentons en particulier un travail récent sur une
méthode uniformément précise pour résoudre des dynamiques de Langevin pénalisées.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction and main results

The aim of the work presented in this thesis is the construction and study of numerical inte-
grators for solving stochastic differential equations (SDEs) and stochastic partial differential
equations (SPDEs). In particular, we focus on the accuracy, both in the weak sense and for
sampling the invariant measure in the case of ergodic dynamics, and on the geometric properties
of our integrators, with an emphasis on the preservation of invariants and constraints.

The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present a concise introduction to the
standard equations, assumptions, notations and tools we use. The new results of the thesis,
published in [83, 84, 85], are presented in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. In Chapter 6,
we summarize the new results, and give an outlook on future work. In particular, we present a
recent work [82] in preparation on a uniformly accurate (UA) integrator for penalized Langevin
dynamics, that uses a handful of the new ideas introduced in this thesis. We give a detailed
overview of the three main contributions of this work below, and more details in the sections
that follow.

Exotic aromatic B-series for computing order conditions (Chap. 3): We introduce
a new algebraic framework based on a modification (called exotic) of aromatic Butcher-series
for the systematic study of the accuracy of numerical integrators for the invariant measure of
overdamped Langevin dynamics in Rd and on manifolds. In particular, this formalism allows
us to conveniently compute and compose the operators in the Talay-Tubaro expansion and
to integrate them by parts with respect to the invariant measure. We also show that the
introduced exotic aromatic B-series satisfy an isometric equivariance property.

High order integrators for the invariant measure (Chap. 4): We derive a new method-
ology for the construction of high order integrators for sampling the invariant measure of ergodic
stochastic differential equations with dynamics constrained on a manifold. We obtain the order
conditions for sampling the invariant measure for a class of Runge-Kutta methods applied to
the overdamped Langevin equation in Rd and constrained on a manifold. The proposed analysis
is valid for arbitrarily high order, includes the cases of partitioned methods and postprocessed
methods in Rd, and relies on the exotic aromatic Butcher-series formalism. To illustrate the
methodology, a new method of order two for constrained dynamics is introduced, and numer-
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ical experiments on the sphere, the torus and the special linear group confirm the theoretical
findings.

Multirevolution integrators for highly-oscillatory SDEs (Chap. 5): We introduce a
new methodology based on the multirevolution idea for constructing integrators for stochastic
differential equations in the situation where the fast oscillations themselves are driven by a
Stratonovich noise. Applications include in particular highly-oscillatory Kubo oscillators and
spatial discretizations of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation with fast white noise dispersion.
We construct a method of weak order two with computational cost and accuracy both inde-
pendent of the stiffness of the oscillations. A geometric modification that conserves exactly
quadratic invariants is also presented.

1.1 Exotic aromatic B-series for the computation of order con-
ditions

The aim of this work is to introduce a new unified algebraic framework based on aromatic
trees and B-series for the systematic study of the order conditions for the invariant measure
of a class of numerical integrators that includes Runge-Kutta type schemes for overdamped
Langevin dynamics in Rd of the form

dXptq � fpXptqqdt� σdW ptq, Xp0q � X0, (1.1.1)

where the solution Xptq is in Rd, σ ¡ 0, f � �∇V with V : Rd Ñ R a smooth potential
and W ptq is a standard d-dimensional Wiener process. Equations of the form (1.1.1) typically
appear when modeling the motion of particles in a fluid in a high friction regime. The dimen-
sion d of the problem represents the degrees of freedom of the physical system and is ideally
of the order of the Avogadro number NA � 1024, but at most of the order of 107 in current
practical calculations. If the system of particles is subject to constraints, such as fixed angles
in molecules or strong covalent bonds between atoms, we get constrained Langevin dynamics
of the form

dXptq � ΠMpXptqqfpXptqqdt� σΠMpXptqq � dW ptq, Xp0q � X0 P M, (1.1.2)

where M � tx P Rd, ζpxq � 0u is a smooth manifold, ζ is a smooth constraint, and ΠM is
the orthogonal projection on the tangent bundle of M. In this context, the noise term is of
Stratonovich type, of dimension d, and projected on the manifold. To simplify the analysis,
we assume that M is a compact manifold of codimension one. Hence ζ : Rd Ñ R is a scalar
constraint and ΠM � Id �G�1ggT with g � ∇ζ and G � gT g. The new formalism we present
is also suitable for computing order conditions for the constrained dynamics (1.1.2).

Sampling from overdamped Langevin dynamics in Rd or on manifolds allows us to com-
pute integrals in high dimension of the form

³
Rd ϕρ8dx or

³
M ϕρ8dσM, where ϕ is a smooth

test function, ρ8 is the density of the invariant measure and dσM is the canonical measure
on the manifold M induced by the Euclidean metric of Rd. We refer to the textbook [90],
and references therein, for further details on the physical applications of sampling Langevin
dynamics. In this work, we introduce a new formalism of B-series for studying the accuracy
of Runge-Kutta integrators for sampling the invariant measure of (1.1.1) or (1.1.2). The nu-
merical applications of this work are presented in Chapter 4, and include the order conditions
up to order three for a class of Runge-Kutta methods, with extensions to partitioned methods,
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the use of postprocessors and of non-reversible perturbations in the context of Rd. We also
introduce a new class of Runge-Kutta methods for sampling (1.1.2), with the order conditions
up to order two, and several examples of order two methods for solving constrained problems.

In [5, 6], a methodology for the analysis and design of high order integrators for the invariant
measure is introduced in the context of Rd. First, we assume that the numerical integrator pXnq
has a weak Taylor expansion, called the Talay-Tubaro expansion [121], of the form

ErϕpX1q|X0 � xs � ϕpxq �
Ņ

j�1
hjAj�1ϕpxq � . . . ,

where h is the timestep and the Aj ’s, j � 0, 1, 2, . . ., are linear differential operators with
coefficients depending smoothly on f , g and their (high order) derivatives (and depending on
the choice of the integrator). If we denote by L the generator of the SDE, then, under technical
assumptions, the integrator has at least weak order r if

Aj�1 � Lj{j!, j � 1, . . . , r.

We use the following result for building high-order integrators for the invariant measure. It
was first introduced in [5] in the context of Rd, and we generalize it in the context of manifolds
in Section 4.2.

Theorem 1.1.1 (See Sect. 2.3 and Theorem 2.3.2). Under technical assumptions, if the nu-
merical scheme is consistent (that is, if A0 � L), and if it satisfies,

A�
j ρ8 � 0, j � 1, . . . , p� 1, (1.1.3)

where A�
j is the adjoint of the operator Aj in L2pdσMq, then it has order p for the invariant

measure.

The formalism of exotic aromatic B-series is convenient for deriving the operators Aj with
forests, and to integrate them by parts with respect to the invariant measure, in order to find
conditions to satisfy (1.1.3).

1.1.1 The formalism of exotic aromatic B-series

Originally introduced by Hairer and Wanner in [66], and based on the work of Butcher [24],
B-series have proved to be a powerful tool for the numerical analysis of deterministic differential
equations. In the stochastic context, several works extended B-series for the computation of
order conditions for strong and weak approximations on a finite time interval, but no such
algebraic framework was known for the accuracy of sampling the invariant measure of ergodic
dynamics. In particular, the first stochastic trees and B-series were introduced in [20, 21, 78],
and were later followed by the works of Rößler [110, 111, 112, 113, 114] and Debrabant and
Kværnø [46, 45, 47]. It is known for large classes of SDEs that a scheme of weak order p is
automatically at least of order p for the invariant measure. It is however possible to create
integrators with a high order p for the invariant measure and a low weak order of accuracy (see,
for instance, [14, 86, 87, 6] in the context of Langevin dynamics). Inspired by this possibility,
we define a new B-series formalism for the computation of order conditions for the invariant
measure, based on the aromatic B-series from [36], the standard P-series and with the graph
approach of [13], that is suitable for computing specifically the order conditions for the invariant
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measure. The root of the forests (always drawn at the bottom of the rightmost tree) represents
the test function ϕ, while the other black nodes represent f , as in the following examples

F p qpϕq � ϕ1f, F p qpϕq � divpfqϕ2pf, fq, F
� 	

pϕq �
ḑ

i,j�1
BjfiBifjϕ1f 1f.

In the context of manifolds, we add white nodes that represent the gradient of the constraint g,
as in the following examples,

F p qpϕq � σ2G�1 divpgqϕ1g1f, F
� 	

pϕq � σ2G�1ϕ2pg, g1fq,
where we apply a renormalization by the constant σ ¡ 0 and the map G that simplifies the
expressions, to be explained in Section 3.2.2. Then, we introduce a new kind of edge, called
liana, that, in particular, allows us to represent the Laplacian, and double edges for representing
the scalar product. These new edges shall prove strong tools for the computation of order
conditions for the invariant measure, and allow us to represent more complicated differentials
as the following,

F p qpϕq �
ḑ

i�1
ϕ2pei, eiq � σ2∆ϕ,

F p qpϕq � σ4G�2pg, g1gq
ḑ

i�1
ϕ2pg1peiq, eiq,

F
� 	

pϕq � σ2G�1pg, fqp∆ϕq1g,

where peiq is the canonical basis of Rd. We call these graphs the exotic aromatic forests, gather
them in the set EAT , and denote |γ| P N their order. We refer the reader to Section 3.2 for the
detailed definition of the exotic aromatic forests, and mention that the forests do not depend
on the dimension of the problem d. Note that the generator L in the manifold case can be
written with exotic aromatic forests as

Lϕ � F
�
� � 1

2 � 1
2 � 1

2 � 1
2

	
pϕq.

In Rd, we have g � 0, so that the trees with white nodes vanish and L is given by

Lϕ � F
�
� 1

2

	
pϕq � ϕ1f � σ2

2 ∆ϕ.

If we restrict ourselves to black nodes, then we show in Section 3.2.4 that the exotic aromatic
B-series satisfy an isometric equivariance property in the spirit of [105, 100]. This property of
equivariance means that the method is transparent with respect to applying an affine coordinate
transformation (see the precise definition in Section 3.2.4).

1.1.2 Computation of order conditions with exotic aromatic forests

We apply the new formalism for computing the order conditions on Runge-Kutta methods for
solving (1.1.1) or (1.1.2) (see Section 3.1 for the details on the class of Runge-Kutta methods).
In Section 3.3.1, we use the Isserlis theorem [73] in the field of combinatorics to prove that
computing the expectation of a B-series amounts to link crosses together by pairs with lianas.
In particular, we deduce that any such stochastic Runge-Kutta method satisfies an expansion
in exotic aromatic B-series.
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Theorem 1.1.2 (See Sect. 3.3.1 and Theorem 3.3.3). For a Runge-Kutta method with initial
condition X0 � x assumed deterministic for simplicity, the weak approximations can be formally
written with exotic aromatic B-series, that is, there exist two maps e, a : EAT Ñ R such that

ErϕpXphqqs �
¸

γPEAT
h|γ|epγqF pγqpϕqpxq,

ErϕpX1qs �
¸

γPEAT
h|γ|apγqF pγqpϕqpxq,

and where the operators in the Talay-Tubaro expansion are given by

Lj

j! � F

� ¸
γPEAT ,|γ|�j

epγqγ


, Aj�1 � F

� ¸
γPEAT ,|γ|�j

apγqγ


.

If epγq � apγq for all γ P EAT with 1 ¤ |γ| ¤ p, then the integrator has at least weak order p.

According to Theorem 1.1.1, we integrate by parts the integrators Aj to obtain the order
conditions such that (1.1.3) is satisfied. In Section 3.3.2, we show that the integration by parts
process can be written as a direct operation of plugging/unplugging edges on exotic aromatic
forests. We represent this operation on exotic aromatic forests with the equivalence symbol �.
For instance, we have the equivalence of the linear combinations of forests

� � �2 � 4 � 3 � � 2 � 2 ,

which represents the following integration by parts calculation,»
M

�
σ4G�1∆ϕ2pg, gq � σ4G�2ϕp4qpg, g, g, gq

�
ρ8dσM

�
»

M

�
� 2σ4G�1

¸
i

ϕp3qpg, Big, eiq � 4σ4G�2ϕp3qpg, g, g1gq

� 3σ4G�3pg, g1gqϕp3qpg, g, gq � σ4G�2 divpgqϕp3qpg, g, gq
� 2σ2G�2pg, fqϕp3qpg, g, gq � 2σ2G�1ϕp3qpg, g, fq

�
ρ8dσM.

We then deduce the following result, that allows us to compute the order conditions for the
invariant measure in Rd or on manifolds, that we present in Chapter 4.

Theorem 1.1.3 (See Sect. 3.3.2 and Theorem 3.3.8). Consider a consistent ergodic Runge-
Kutta method. We denote Ai � F pγiq with γi P EAT . If γi � γ0

i and F pγ0
i q � 0 for 1 ¤ i   p,

then the method has at least order p for the invariant measure.

In addition, we present in Section 3.3.3 a new unpublished methodology for composing
differential operators via exotic aromatic forests. It allows us to conveniently compute Lj{j!
for getting weak order conditions, and the Lie bracket rL,As � LA�AL for the construction
of high order methods with postprocessors.

The exotic aromatic B-series formalism proves to be a crucial tool for the calculations of
order conditions for the invariant measure as the number of terms grows exponentially with the
desired order. For instance, for the order two in the codimension one manifold case of a class
of Runge-Kutta methods, we present in Appendix C the decomposition into exotic aromatic
forests of the operator A1 and the operator A0

1 obtained after integration by parts of A1. It
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consists of a table that is eight pages long for A1 and five pages long for A0
1. The calculations

of the order conditions are close to the limit of what can be done by hand, so that the use of
a strong formalism for representing and integrating by parts differential operators becomes a
necessity.

1.2 High order methods for sampling the invariant measure of
ergodic SDEs

We give a methodology, based on the algebraic framework defined in Chapter 3 and on the
methodology introduced in [5], that we extend in the context of manifolds, to study integrators
of arbitrary high order for sampling the invariant measure of ergodic SDEs in Rd and on
manifolds. We study in particular the following overdamped Langevin dynamics in Rd,

dXptq � fpXptqqdt� σdW ptq, Xp0q � X0, (1.2.1)

or Langevin dynamics constrained on a manifold M,

dXptq � ΠMpXptqqfpXptqqdt� σΠMpXptqq � dW ptq, Xp0q � X0 P M, (1.2.2)

where σ ¡ 0, f � �∇V with V : Rd Ñ R a smooth potential with appropriate growth as-
sumptions, W ptq is a standard d-dimensional Wiener process, M � tx P Rd, ζpxq � 0u is a
smooth compact manifold, ζ : Rd Ñ R is a smooth scalar constraint and ΠM � Id � G�1ggT

is the orthogonal projection on the tangent bundle of M with g � ∇ζ and G � gT g. We
study ergodic SDEs, that is, equations where there exists a unique invariant measure dµ8 that
has a density ρ8 with respect to the Lebesgue measure dx, respectively to dσM, the canonical
measure on M induced by the Euclidean metric of Rd in the context of manifolds, such that
for all test functions ϕ,

lim
TÑ8

1
T

» T
0
ϕpXptqqdt �

»
ϕpxqdµ8pxq almost surely.

We emphasize that in the context of manifolds, dµ8 is singular with respect to the Lebesgue
measure on Rd, and the methodology in Rd does not generalize straightforwardly.

A natural method for building integrators with high order for the invariant measure is to use
integrators of high weak order since a method of weak order r has at least order p ¥ r for the
invariant measure. However, it is possible to create computationally cheaper schemes of high
order for the invariant measure with low weak order, such as in [14, 86, 87, 6] for the Langevin
equation. Inspired by this possibility, we propose a methodology for building integrators of
any order for the invariant measure and with low weak order (typically weak order one). We
consider Runge-Kutta methods for solving (1.2.1) in the context of Rd of the form

Yi � Xn � h
ş

j�1
aijfpYjq � σ

?
h

ļ

k�1
d
pkq
i ξpkqn , i � 1, . . . , s, (1.2.3)

Xn�1 � Xn � h
ş

i�1
bifpYiq � σ

?
hξp1qn ,

and the following new class of projection methods for solving (1.2.2) on a manifold,

Yi � Xn � h
ş

j�1
aijfpYjq � σ

?
h

ļ

k�1
d
pkq
i ξpkqn � λi

ş

j�1
paijgpYjq, i � 1, . . . , s,
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ζpYiq � 0 if δi � 1, i � 1, . . . , s, (1.2.4)
Xn�1 � Ys,

where A � paijq, pA � ppaijq P Rs�s, b � pbiq P Rs, dpkq � pdpkqi q P Rs, δi �
°s
j�1 paij P t0, 1u

are the given Runge-Kutta coefficients, and ξ
pkq
n � N p0, Idq are independent random vectors,

typically Gaussian or discrete with suitable first moments. In the manifold case (1.2.4), we
fix δs � 1 so that Xn�1 P M and we ask that if δi � 0, then paij � 0 for j � 1, . . . , s (internal
stages without projection, Yi R M almost surely). In particular, in the manifold context,
the widely used Euler integrators (see, for instance, [37, 88, 90, 91]) can be written in the
form (1.2.4). In this context, the Euler integrator with implicit projection direction is given by

Xn�1 � Xn � hfpXnq � σ
?
hξn � λgpXn�1q, ζpXn�1q � 0. (1.2.5)

In addition to deriving the methodology for the construction of integrators of any order, we
calculate the order conditions up to order three of Runge-Kutta methods of the form (1.2.3),
and we present extensions to partitioned methods, postprocessed methods and methods using
non-reversible perturbations. In the context of manifolds, we give the order two Runge-Kutta
conditions for the class of schemes (1.2.4) and we present several examples of methods of order
two for constrained problems for illustrating the analysis.

1.2.1 High order sampling integrators in Rd

Using our methodology, we compute the order conditions for Runge-Kutta methods of the
form (1.2.3). The conditions of order three are detailed in Theorem 4.3.1.

Theorem 1.2.1 (See Sect. 4.3.2 and Theorem 4.3.1). Consider an ergodic Runge-Kutta method
of the form (1.2.3) for solving (1.2.1), then the conditions for order one and two for the invariant
measure are given by Table 1.1, with the corresponding exotic aromatic forest.

Order Tree τ F pτqpϕq Order condition

1 ϕ1f
°
bi � 1

2 ϕ1f 1f
°
bici � 2

°
bidi � �1

2

σ2ϕ1∆f
°
bid

2
i � 2

°
bidi � �1

2

Table 1.1: Runge-Kutta order conditions for the invariant measure (See Theorem 1.2.1). The sums are
over all involved indices.

In the spirit of [123], we also combine our approach with the idea of processing from
Butcher [23], to design efficient postprocessed integrators with high order for the invariant
measure at a negligible overcost compared to standard low order schemes. At the last step, we
apply a costless correction to the integrator, called a postprocessor, and we study this corrected
result instead. The following result gives the order conditions of the postprocessed integrator.
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Theorem 1.2.2 (See Sect. 4.3.3 and Theorem 4.3.4). Consider an ergodic Runge-Kutta method
of the form (1.2.3) and of order p ¥ 1 for sampling the invariant measure of (1.2.1), and the
following associated postprocessor

Yi � Xn � h
s°
j�1

aijfpYjq � diσ
?
h ξn, i � 1, . . . , s,

Xn � Xn � h
s°
i�1

bifpYiq � d0σ
?
h ξn.

Under technical assumptions, if the conditions of order two in Table 4.3 are verified, then the
postprocessor Xn has order two for sampling the invariant measure.

Order Tree τ Order condition

2
°
bici � 2

°
bidi � 2

°
bi � 2d0

2 � �1
2°

bid
2
i � 2

°
bidi �

°
bi � d0

2 � �1
2

Table 1.2: Order conditions for Runge-Kutta method with Runge-Kutta postprocessor (See Theo-
rem 1.2.2). The sums are over all involved indices.

Example. Assuming ergodicity, the following Runge-Kutta method, introduced in [123], is of
order two for sampling the invariant measure of (1.1.1),

Xn�1 � Xn � hfpXn�1 � �1�?2
2 σ

?
hξnq � σ

?
hξn,

Xn � Xn � h
?

2
2 fpXnq �

?
4
?

2�1
2 σ

?
h ξn.

We refer to Section 4.3 for more applications of the formalism to modified equations (Sec-
tion 4.3.1), partitioned methods (Section 4.3.4), and the use of non-reversible perturbations
(Section 4.3.5).

1.2.2 High order sampling integrators on manifolds

In the context of manifolds, we derive the order two conditions for a method of the form (1.2.4).
There are eleven order conditions for the invariant measure if each substage of the method is
projected on the manifold, and the conditions are detailed in Theorem 4.4.8. We propose a new
order two method of the form (1.2.4) with four stages and the coefficients given in Appendix A.
For the toy problem where M is the sphere in Rd, the order two conditions for the invariant
measure with projected substages (δi � 1 for i � 1, . . . , s) reduce to°pbidi � ° bidi � 1�

?
2

2 ,°
bici �

°
bid

2
i �

°pbici � 2
°pbidi � 1

2 ,°pbidipaijcj � 2
°pbidipaijdj ,

and an order two method is given by

Y1 � Xn � h

�
3
2 �

?
2


fpXn�1q � σ

?
h

�
1�

?
2

2



ξn � λ1p2Y1 �Xn�1q, ζpY1q � 0,
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Figure 1.1: (From [85]) A trajectory of the order two method (left) and the convergence curve for
the torus for the invariant measure (right) with the potential V pxq � 25px3 � rq2, ϕpxq � x2

3, a final
time T � 20 and M � 107 trajectories.

Xn�1 � Xn � hfpY1q � σ
?
hξn � λ2Y1, ζpXn�1q � 0.

To numerically check the order two of the new Runge-Kutta integrator, we compare it with
the Euler scheme (1.2.5) on a torus defined by the constraint ζpxq � px2

1�x2
2�x2

3�R2�r2q2�
4R2px2

1 � x2
2q with R � 3 and r � 1. In Figure 1.1, we plot the error for the invariant measure

versus the timestep h. We observe order two for the proposed integrator, which confirms the
theoretical findings. We present further experiments on a sphere and on the special linear group
in Section 4.5.

1.3 Multirevolution integrators for SDEs with fast stochastic
oscillations

The highly-oscillatory nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLS) with white noise dispersion is
used to describe the propagation of a signal in optical fibers (see [7, 8, 58]),

duptq � i?
ε

∆uptq � dW ptq � F puptqqdt, upt � 0q � u0. (1.3.1)

The highly-oscillatory behavior (ε ! 1) appears naturally when observing the propagation in
long time with a small nonlinearity or the propagation of a small initial data in an optical
fiber with a polynomial nonlinearity. The goal of this work is to develop efficient and cheap
numerical methods that can model the propagation of pulses in this context, in order to observe
some specific behaviors and, ultimately, to build enhanced fibers.

More precisely, we apply a spatial discretization of the SPDE (1.3.1) to obtain the following
class of highly-oscillatory SDEs in Rd driven by a one-dimensional Stratonovich noise

dXptq � 1?
ε
AXptq � dW ptq � F pXptqqdt, t ¡ 0, Xp0q � X0, (1.3.2)

where W ptq is a standard one-dimensional Wiener process, the function F : Rd Ñ Rd is a
smooth nonlinear map, the stiff parameter ε ¡ 0 is fixed and assumed small, and A P Rd�d
is a given matrix satisfying eA � Id (equivalently A is diagonalizable and has all its eigenval-
ues in 2iπZ). In the deterministic setting, this last property yields that the solution xptq �
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exppεAtqx0 of dx
dt � ε�1Ax is ε-periodic. For stochastic oscillations, it means that the solu-

tion Xptq � exppε�1{2AW ptqqX0 of dX � ε�1{2AX � dW satisfies XpT q � Xp0q for a random
time T � inftt ¡ 0, ε�1{2 |W ptq| � 1u of mean ε. The class of SDEs (1.3.2) includes in particular
highly-oscillatory Kubo oscillators (see [39])

dXptq � 2π?
ε

�
0 �1
1 0



Xptq � dW ptq �

�
0 �a
a 0



Xptqdt, a P R. (1.3.3)

Applying standard SDE integrators to solve equation (1.3.2) requires in general a time
stepsize h ¤ ε to be accurate, which makes these methods dramatically expensive when ε is
small. The goal of this work is to create robust numerical methods, i.e., numerical integrators
whose cost and accuracy do not deteriorate when ε becomes small. Several classes of methods
have already been developed for highly-oscillatory SDEs with a deterministic fast oscillation
(see, for instance, [122]), but not in the case where the stiff oscillatory part is applied to the
noise itself. To numerically face this challenge, we introduce in this work a new methodology
to develop methods of any high weak order to approximate the solution of equation (1.3.2) that
are robust with respect to the stiff parameter ε. In particular, we propose a method of weak
order two, and a geometric modification of this algorithm that preserves quadratic invariants.

Figure 1.2: (From [84]) Revolution times (1.3.4) of a Brownian path (top) and exact solution evaluated
at revolution times for the Kubo oscillator (1.3.3) with a � 1 and ε � 10�1 (bottom).
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1.3.1 New integrators for highly-oscillatory SDEs

Initially created in the context of celestial mechanics and later extended using geometric in-
tegration, multirevolution methods represent a class of numerical methods used for solving
highly-oscillatory differential equations while reducing the cost of computation. For stochastic
oscillations, the solution Xptq � eε

�1{2AW ptqX0 of dXptq � ε�1{2AXptq � dW ptq is not periodic,
but satisfies XpεTN q � X0 where the TN are random variables called revolution times and
defined by T0 � 0 and

TN�1 � inf
!
t ¡ TN , ε

�1{2 |W pεtq �W pεTN q| ¥ 1
)
, N � 0, 1, 2, . . . (1.3.4)

If X is the solution of (1.3.2), XpεTN q is a perturbation of identity, that is, X satisfies the
estimate XpεTN q � X0 � OpεNq, thus the solution loses its highly-oscillatory feature when
evaluated at revolution times, as shown in Figure 1.2. The idea of multirevolution is to ap-
proximate XpεTN q with N � Opε�1q, with a cost independent of ε.

We propose the two following new multirevolution methods of weak second order for in-
tegrating equation (1.3.2) at the revolution times εTNm for m � 0, 1, 2, . . . with cost in
H � Nε � Op1q independent of ε. Method B is a geometric modification of Method A to
preserve quadratic invariants. Methods A and B involve a Fourier decomposition of the follow-
ing functions that are 1-periodic with respect to θ,

g0
θpyq � e�AθF peAθyq �

¸
kPZ

c0
kpyqe2iπkθ, (1.3.5)

g1
θpyqpzq � e�AθF 1peAθyqpeAθzq �

¸
pPZ

c1
ppyqpzqe2iπpθ,

with Fourier coefficients pc0
kpyqqkPZ and pc1

ppyqqpPZ, respectively. In general, the series appearing
in (1.3.5) have an infinite number of terms. For a practical implementation of the new methods,
we truncate these series up to an even number of modes Kt, while inducing an exponentially
small error. For each timestep, we also introduce bounded discrete random variables ppαNk qk, and
deterministic sequences ppβNp,kqp,k and pprβNp,kqp,k, that are cheap to compute and whose definition
is omitted here for brevity.

Method A (Explicit integrator of weak order two in H � Nε to approximate the solution of
equation (1.3.2) at times εTNm for m � 0, 1, 2, . . .)

Y0 � X0
for m ¥ 0 do

Ym�1 � Ym �H

Kt{2�1¸
k��Kt{2

c0
kpYmqpαNk �H2

Kt{2�1¸
p,k��Kt{2

c1
ppYmqpc0

kpYmqqpβNp,k (1.3.6)

end for

Theorem 1.3.1 (See Sect. 5.4 and Theorem 5.4.1). Under technical assumptions, Method A
has weak order two for solving (1.3.2), that is, for all T ¡ 0, for all test functions ϕ, there
exists H0 ¡ 0 such that for all H ¤ H0, for all m ¥ 0 such that mNε � mH ¤ T , there exist
two positive constants K and C, both independent of ε and N such that

|ErϕpXpεTNmqqs � ErϕpYmqs| ¤ CH2p1� Er|X0|Ksq. (1.3.8)
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Method B (Geometric integrator of weak order two in H � Nε to approximate the solution
of equation (1.3.2) at times εTNm for m � 0, 1, 2, . . . while preserving quadratic invariants)

Y0 � X0
for m ¥ 0 do

Ym�1 � Ym �H

Kt{2�1¸
k��Kt{2

c0
k

�
Ym � Ym�1

2


 pαNk (1.3.7)

�H2
Kt{2�1¸

p,k��Kt{2
c1
p

�
Ym � Ym�1

2


�
c0
k

�
Ym � Ym�1

2



 prβNp,k
end for

Theorem 1.3.2 (See Sect. 5.4 and Theorem 5.4.2). Under technical assumptions, Method B
has weak order two for solving (1.3.2) (i.e., it satisfies an estimate of the form (1.3.8)). In
addition, it preserves quadratic invariants, that is, QpYm�1q � QpYmq almost surely if Q is a
quadratic invariant of (1.3.2).

1.3.2 Numerical experiments

We solve numerically the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (1.3.1) on the torus T � r�π, πs with
the polynomial nonlinearity F puq � i |u|2σ u and the stiffness parameter ε � 10�2. We apply
Methods A and B to a spectral discretization in space of this SPDE with σ � 4, and we compare
their performance to the performance of the following one-step explicit deterministic integrator
called the Euler scheme

y0 � X0, ym�1 � ym �Hc0
0pymq, (1.3.9)

where c0
0 is defined in (1.3.5). Its cost is independent of ε and N , and it has weak order one with

respect to H. On Figure 1.3 (left picture), we observe the evolution in time of one trajectory
given by Method B. On Figure 1.3 (right picture), we plot the evolution of the discrete L2 norm

Figure 1.3: (From [84]) Approximation by Method B of |uptq| (left) and evolution in long time of the
quantity }Ut}L2 � }u0}L2 (right) with u solution of a spatial discretization with Kx � 27 modes of the
nonlinear Schrödinger equation with white noise dispersion (1.3.1) on the torus T � r�π, πs with the
parameters ε � 10�2 and σ � 4, and Ut the computed approximation.
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of one trajectory given by our two algorithms and the Euler method (1.3.9). The Euler method
quickly blows up, and the L2 norm of Method A is not preserved. In contrast, Method B
preserves the L2 norm according to Theorem 1.3.2. Further numerical simulations also hint
that a blow-up in the H1 norm always happens for all considered methods. This behavior
agrees with the blow-up conjecture for ε � 1 and σ ¥ 4 presented in [11], and suggests that
the conjecture persists in the highly-oscillatory regime ε ! 1. We present in Section 5.5 further
numerical experiments that confirm the results of Theorem 1.3.1 and Theorem 1.3.2.





CHAPTER 2

Preliminaries

We introduce in this chapter the notations, assumptions and standard tools we use in the rest
of this work for the study of numerical integrators for solving SDEs. In particular, Section 2.1 is
devoted to the definition of the SDEs we study here, with the physical context and the associated
numerical challenges. In Section 2.2, we introduce the standard material for computing weak
averages, including the Kolmogorov equation and the Talay-Tubaro expansion. In Section 2.3,
we define and analyze the ergodicity property in Rd and on manifolds, with an emphasis on
Langevin dynamics, and we present the conditions in terms of the Talay-Tubaro expansion for
finding the accuracy for the invariant measure of a numerical integrator. Section 2.4 presents
a concise introduction to the tools of geometric numerical integration that we use in this work.

2.1 Stochastic differential equations: examples and numerical
challenges

We integrate numerically systems of Itô SDEs in Rd of the form

dXptq � fpXptqqdt� ΣpXptqqdW ptq, Xp0q � X0, (2.1.1)

where the solution Xptq is in Rd, f : Rd Ñ Rd and Σ: Rd Ñ Rd�k are smooth globally Lipschitz
maps, W ptq is a standard k-dimensional Brownian motion in Rd on a probability space equipped
with a filtration and fulfilling the usual assumptions. We also study SDEs in the sense of
Stratonovich that are constrained on a compact smooth manifold M,

dXptq � ΠMpXptqqfpXptqqdt�ΠMpXptqqΣpXptqq � dW ptq, Xp0q � X0 P M, (2.1.2)

where f is a Lipschitz map in a neighborhood of M, the solution Xptq lies on M for all t ¡ 0
due to the projection operator ΠM : Rd Ñ Rd�d on the tangent bundle of the manifold M, and
where � denotes the Stratonovich product. In both contexts, the Lipschitz condition guaranties
the existence and uniqueness of a solution to (2.1.1)-(2.1.2) for all times t ¡ 0. The study of
numerical integrators for solving SDEs with a non-Lipschitz f is interesting, but is out of the
scope of the present work. We refer for instance to [108, 53] for further details on the standard
theory of SDEs.
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Stochastic differential equations have a wide range of applications in a variety of fields that
include physics, mathematical finance or biology. In particular, we mention the overdamped
Langevin equation in molecular dynamics (obtained in the particular case where Σpxq � σId is
a constant homothety),

dXptq � fpXptqqdt� σdW ptq, Xp0q � X0, (2.1.3)

where σ ¡ 0, f � �∇V with V : Rd Ñ R a smooth potential and W ptq is a standard d-
dimensional Wiener process. The overdamped Langevin equation is widely used to model the
motion of a set of particles subject to a potential V in a high friction regime.

If the particles are submitted to constraints such as strong covalent bonds between atoms,
or fixed angles in molecules, the solution of the SDE lies on a manifold of the form M � tx P
Rd, ζpxq � 0u, where ζ : Rd Ñ Rq is the smooth constraint. In this setting, the particles satisfy
the constrained overdamped Langevin equation

dXptq � ΠMpXptqqfpXptqqdt� σΠMpXptqq � dW ptq, Xp0q � X0 P M. (2.1.4)

In particular, equations (2.1.3) and (2.1.4) are identical in the case of Rd as the projec-
tion ΠM is the identity matrix. For ζ : Rd Ñ R a scalar constraint, we denote g � ∇ζ
its gradient, and Gpxq � gT pxqgpxq � |gpxq|2 the Gram function related to the manifold
M � tx P Rd, ζpxq � 0u, where we denote by |x| � pxTxq1{2 the Euclidean norm in Rd. For
the sake of simplicity, we assume in the rest of the thesis that M is either Rd or a compact and
smooth manifold of codimension one embedded in Rd. In the manifold case, we suppose in addi-
tion that the Gram functionG is strictly positive on M,Gpxq ¥ α ¡ 0 for all x P M. With these
notations, the projection ΠM on the tangent bundle is given by ΠMpxq � I�Gpxq�1gpxqgpxqT .
Sampling from the constrained overdamped Langevin equation allows us to compute the so-
called free energy, which is a key quantity in thermodynamics (see, for instance, [38, 90, 91]
and references therein). Equations of the form (2.1.4) appear naturally when studying con-
servative SDEs, that is, SDEs possessing an invariant H conserved almost surely by all real-
izations of (2.1.4). The solution of conservative SDEs are subject to the constraint ζpXq � 0
with ζpxq � Hpxq � HpX0q. Drawing samples on a manifold also has many applications in
statistics (see [18, 50] and references therein).

Finally, we mention the following SDE with a highly-oscillatory linear term driven by a
one-dimensional Stratonovich white noise that arises in fiber optics models (see [7, 8, 58]),

dXptq � 1?
ε
AXptq � dW ptq � F pXptqqdt, t ¡ 0, Xp0q � X0, (2.1.5)

where the function F : Rd Ñ Rd is a smooth possibly non-linear map, and A P Rd�d is a given
matrix satisfying eA � Id (equivalently A is diagonalizable and has all its eigenvalues in 2iπZ).
In the deterministic setting, this last property yields that the solution xptq � exppεAtqx0
of dx

dt � ε�1Ax is ε-periodic. For stochastic oscillations, it means that the solution Xptq �
exppε�1{2AW ptqqX0 of dX � ε�1{2AX � dW satisfies XpT q � Xp0q for a random time T �
inftt ¡ 0,

��ε�1{2W ptq�� � 1u of mean ε. The parameter ε ¡ 0 is fixed and represents the high
frequency of the oscillations. If ε is small, the solution has an highly-oscillatory behavior, and
the problem (2.1.5) is stiff.

In this thesis, we introduce new efficient one-step integrators of the form

Xn�1 � ΦpXn, h, ξnq, (2.1.6)
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where the ξn are independent random variables and h is the numerical timestep. The simplest
example of a consistent integrator of the form (2.1.6) for solving (2.1.1) is the Euler-Maruyama
method,

Xn�1 � Xn � hfpXnq �
?
hΣpXnqξn, (2.1.7)

where the ξn � N p0, Idq are independent standard Gaussian random vectors in Rd.
Depending on the properties of the SDE we study and the quantities we wish to approxi-

mate, there corresponds a variety of numerical properties that we focus on for our numerical
schemes to be more efficient. For problem (2.1.5), a standard method, such as the Euler-
Maruyama method (2.1.7), would require a time stepsize h ¤ ε to be accurate, which makes
it dramatically expensive when ε is small. For equation (2.1.4), as the solution lies on the
manifold M, the numerical scheme should also lie on M, and this calls for specific geometric
methods. Moreover, the Langevin dynamics (2.1.3)-(2.1.4) satisfy an ergodicity property, that
is, the solution behaves in long time according to an invariant measure, and one is often more
interested in this context in computing averages with respect to the invariant measure than
weak averages. We recall that a natural way to achieve high order p for the invariant measure
is to consider a numerical scheme with high standard weak order r, as it is known for large
classes of SDEs that p ¥ r. However it is possible to reach a high order p for the invariant
measure, while keeping a low standard weak order of accuracy, typically r � 1, as presented
for instance in [14, 86, 87, 6]. The analysis of weak order conditions and conditions for the
invariant measure differ in many ways, and one would like to build integrators with high order
for the invariant measure and low weak order.

2.2 Numerical integration of stochastic dynamics in finite time

In this section, we present the standard material for studying errors in the weak context, with
an emphasis on Langevin dynamics. For more details, we refer the reader to [104].

For each problem we presented in Section 2.1, one wants to approximate different quantities
that are related to the physical context. It can be the exact trajectory of the solution for a
given realisation of W , the law of the process, or the stationary law of the process if it exists.
Indeed, there are different ways to approximate the solution of the SDE problem (2.1.1). A
strong approximation focuses on approaching the realisation of a single trajectory of (2.1.1) for
a given realisation of W . A weak approximation approaches the average of functionals of the
solution, that is, quantities of the form ErϕpXptqq|X0s for ϕ a given test function.

A numerical approximation (2.1.6) is said to have local weak order r for approximating the
solution of (2.1.1) if for every test function ϕ, for all h small enough and for X0 � x assumed
deterministic for simplicity, there exists a positive constant Cpϕ, xq such that���ErϕpX1qs � ErϕpXphqqs

��� ¤ Cpϕ, xqhr�1.

The integrator has global weak order r if, for all T ¡ 0, for all test function ϕ, for all h small
enough and all N P N such that T � Nh, there exists a positive constant Cpϕ, xq such that���ErϕpXN q|X0 � xs � ErϕpXpT qq|X0 � xs

��� ¤ Cpϕ, xqhr.

Under stability assumptions, a numerical scheme of local weak order r automatically has global
weak order r. Sufficient stability properties are proposed in Assumption 2.2.3.
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The choice of the test functions space depends on the context. It typically is a set of the
form CkpRd,Rq or CkP pRd,Rq for k � 0, 1, . . . ,8, where we recall that ϕ P CkP pRd,Rq if and only
if for every j ¤ k, there exists constants Cj , Kj ¡ 0 such that for all x P Rd,���ϕpjqpxq��� ¤ Cjp1� |x|Kj q.

Unless specified otherwise, for dynamics in Rd, we take C8P pRd,Rq, and for dynamics on a
compact manifold M, we use the space C8pRd,Rq.

A classical tool for the study of (2.1.1) is the generator. It is a differential operator of order
two, that is given, for ϕ a test function, by

Lϕ � ϕ1f � 1
2

ķ

i�1
ϕ2pΣei,Σeiq, (2.2.1)

where peiq is the canonical basis of Rk, and where we use the following notation for differentials
in Rd,

ϕpmqpa1, . . . , amq �
ḑ

i1,...,im�1
Bi1,...,imϕa1

i1 . . . a
m
im �

ḑ

i1,...,im�1

Bmϕ
Bxi1 . . . Bxim

a1
i1 . . . a

m
im .

In particular, the generator of equation (2.1.3) is given in Rd, for ϕ a test function, by

Lϕ � ϕ1f � σ2

2 ∆ϕ, (2.2.2)

and for the Langevin dynamics (2.1.4) constrained on the manifold M, it is given by

Lϕ � ϕ1f �G�1pg, fqϕ1g � σ2

2 G
�1 divpgqϕ1g � σ2

2 G
�2pg, g1gqϕ1g � σ2

2 ∆ϕ (2.2.3)

� σ2

2 G
�1ϕ2pg, gq � σ2

2 exp
� 2
σ2V

	
divM

�
exp

�
� 2
σ2V

	
∇Mϕ

	
,

where ∇Mψ :� ΠM∇ψ, divMpHq :� divpHq �G�1pg,H 1pgqq.
From now on and until the end of Section 2.3, we assume that W is a d-dimensional

Brownian motion, and we make an additional regularity assumption on the generator L. On a
compact manifold M, we follow the framework of [55]. In particular, we rely on the construction
of the local orthogonal coordinates. In a neighbourhood NM of the manifold M, there exists
an atlas of local orthogonal coordinate systems py, zq P pV � Rd�1q � p�ε, εq for ε ¡ 0, with
respect to local charts ψ : U � NM Ñ pV � Rd�1q � p�ε, εq, such that if ψpxq � py, zq,
then z � ζpxq. We take over the following sufficient assumptions, in the spirit of [68, 5] in Rd
and [55] on manifolds, to carry out our analysis, and we emphasize that finding the most general
assumptions is not the topic of this work.

Assumption 2.2.1. In the context of Rd, the functions f and Σ have bounded derivatives of
any order, Σ is bounded and there exist C1, C2 ¡ 0 such that for all x P Rd,

xT fpxq ¤ �C1x
Tx� C2.

Moreover, the generator L is uniformly elliptic, that is, there exists a constant C ¡ 0 such that,
for all x, v P Rd,

vTΣpxqTΣpxqv ¥ CvT v.
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In the context of manifolds, on an open neighbourhood NM of M in Rd, there exists a con-
stant C ¡ 0 such that for all x P NM and py, zq � ψpxq, for all one-form field v : TM Ñ R
on M of norm one, we have

d�1̧

i,j�1

ḑ

k�1

rΣikpy, zqrΣjkpy, zqviprxqvjprxq ¥ C,

where rx P M is such that ψprxq � py, 0q and, for k � 1, . . . , d, prΣikpy, zqqi P Rd�1 is defined as
the restriction of the vector pΠMprxqΣikpxqqi P Rd to the tangent space TrxM of M, written in
the local orthogonal coordinate system.

In the context of Langevin dynamics (2.1.3)-(2.1.4), it is sufficient to assume the following.

Assumption 2.2.2. The vector field f is a globally Lipschitz smooth gradient, i.e. there exists
a C8 potential V : Rd Ñ R such that fpxq � �∇V pxq is globally Lipschitz. Moreover, in
the context of Rd, there exist two constants C1 ¡ 0 and C2 such that for all x P Rd, the
estimate V pxq ¥ C1x

Tx� C2 holds.

The regularity assumption 2.2.1 yields that the function upx, tq � ErϕpXptqq|Xp0q � xs
satisfies the backward Kolmogorov equation (see [79, 80] in Rd and [55] on manifolds):

Bu
Bt px, tq � Lupx, tq, upx, 0q � ϕpxq, x P NM, t ¡ 0. (2.2.4)

The backward Kolmogorov equation (2.2.4) allows us to write the following expansion of the
weak average upx, hq � ErϕpXphqq|X0 � xs for h small enough,

upx, hq � ϕpxq �
Ņ

j�1

hj

j! Ljϕpxq � hN�1RhN pϕ, xq, x P NM, (2.2.5)

where NM is an open neighbourhood of M in Rd (that is, NM � Rd if M � Rd) and the
remainder satisfies the estimate

��RhN pϕ, xq�� ¤ CN pϕ, xq where the constant CN pϕ, xq is inde-
pendent of h.

For the numerical integrator (2.1.6), we make the following stability assumption.

Assumption 2.2.3. The integrator (2.1.6) has bounded moments of any order along time,
i.e. for all integer k ¥ 0 and all final time T ¡ 0, for all h and N such that Nh � T ,

sup
n¤N

Er|Xn|2ks   8.

Remark 2.2.4. A convenient sufficient condition to satisfy Assumption 2.2.3 is given in [104,
Lemma 2.2.2]: if X0 is deterministic or has bounded moments of all order and the Markov
chain pXnqn satisfies

|ErXn�1 �Xn|Xns| ¤ Cp1� |Xn|qh, |Xn�1 �Xn| ¤Mnp1� |Xn|q
?
h,

for C a constant independent of h and Mn a random variable whose moments are all bounded
uniformly with respect to h small enough, then the numerical scheme satisfies Assumption 2.2.3.
Hence Runge-Kutta type schemes introduced in Chapter 4 satisfy Assumption 2.2.3 naturally.
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We assume in addition that ErϕpX1q|X0 � xs, the numerical analog of upx, hq, can be
expanded in power series with respect to h, as we did for the exact solution in (2.2.5). This
weak expansion of the integrator was first introduced in [121], and is therefore called the Talay-
Tubaro expansion.

Assumption 2.2.5. For all test functions ϕ, the numerical integrator (2.1.6) has a weak Taylor
expansion of the form

ErϕpX1q|X0 � xs � ϕpxq �
Ņ

j�1
hjAj�1ϕpxq � hN�1RhN pϕ, xq, x P NM, (2.2.6)

for all h assumed small enough, and where NM is an open neighbourhood of M in Rd and
the remainder satisfies

��RhN pϕ, xq�� ¤ CN pϕ, xq where the constant CN pϕ, xq is independent of h.
The Aj’s, j � 0, 1, 2, . . . are linear differential operators with coefficients depending smoothly
on f , g and their (high order) derivatives (and depending on the choice of the integrator).

With all the previously introduced material, we get the following result on global weak
order.

Theorem 2.2.6 ([121]). Under Assumptions 2.2.1, 2.2.3 and 2.2.5, if

Aj�1 � Lj{j!, j � 1, . . . , r,

then the integrator (2.1.6) has at least weak order r for solving (2.1.1).

Example. The Euler-Maruyama method (2.1.7) has weak order 1 for solving (2.1.1). The
following θ-method is of weak order two for solving (2.1.3) when θ � 1{2,

Xn�1 � Xn � hp1� θqfpXnq � hθfpXn�1q � σ
?
hξn.

Indeed, this method naturally satisfies Assumption 2.2.3, and the Talay-Tubaro operators are
given by A0 � L and

A1ϕ � 1
2ϕ

1f 1f � 1
2ϕ

2pf, fq � 1
4ϕ

1∆f � 1
2

ḑ

i,j�1
BijϕBifj � 1

2p∆ϕq
1f � 1

8∆2ϕ � 1
2L2ϕ.

2.3 Ergodicity and high order integration for the invariant mea-
sure

We saw two different kinds of approximations of the solution of a SDE: strong and weak. In
this section, we present the ergodicity property of stochastic processes, and this leads us to
the approximation for the invariant measure. We introduce a theorem for building high order
integrators for the invariant measure in Rd and on manifolds, and a method for increasing the
order of a scheme with a postprocessor.

We first assume the existence and uniqueness of an invariant measure, as well as an addi-
tional regularity property on L, in the spirit of [48, Hypotheses H1-H2] in the context of Rd.

Assumption 2.3.1. There exists an open neighbourhood NM of M in Rd and a unique positive
function ρ8 P C8pNM,Rq satisfying

³
M ρ8dσM � 1 and L�ρ8 � 0 on NM. Moreover, for

all ϕ P C8pNM,Rq such that
³
M ϕdσM � 0, there exists a unique solution ρ P C8pNM,Rq to

the Poisson problem L�ρ � ϕ that satisfies
³
M ρdσM � 0.
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The existence and uniqueness of the invariant measure are in particular satisfied for the
overdamped Langevin dynamics (2.1.3)-(2.1.4) (see [55, Sect. 2.3] for further details). Assump-
tion 2.3.1 yields the ergodicity of the process Xptq solution of (2.1.1) or (2.1.2), that is, there
exists a unique invariant measure dµ8 on M that has a density ρ8 with respect to dσM, the
canonical measure on M induced by the Euclidean metric of Rd (that is, the Lebesgue measure
in the context of Rd), such that for all test functions ϕ,

lim
TÑ8

1
T

» T
0
ϕpXptqqdt �

»
M
ϕpxqdµ8pxq almost surely. (2.3.1)

In the context of Langevin dynamics (2.1.3)-(2.1.4), the density of the invariant measure dµ8 �
ρ8dσM is given by ρ8 � 1

Z exp
�� 2

σ2V
�

with Z such that dµ8 is a probability measure. We
emphasize that in the context of manifolds, dµ8 is singular with respect to the Lebesgue
measure on Rd, thus the theory on Rd does not directly apply.

To proceed further, we shall assume that the integrator (2.1.6) is ergodic, that is, there
exists a measure dµh that has a density with respect to dσM such that

lim
NÑ8

1
N � 1

Ņ

n�0
ϕpXnq �

»
M
ϕdµh almost surely. (2.3.2)

We refer to [118, 119, 98, 120] in the Euclidean case, and to [55] in the manifold case, and
references therein, for further details on the ergodicity of numerical integrators.

An ergodic integrator (2.1.6) is said to have order p for the invariant measure if for all test
functions ϕ, there exists a positive constant Cpϕ, xq such that

epϕ, hq ¤ Cpϕqhp where epϕ, hq �
���� lim
NÑ8

1
N � 1

Ņ

n�0
ϕpXnq �

»
M
ϕdµ8

����. (2.3.3)

A natural way to achieve high order p for the invariant measure is to consider a numerical
scheme with high standard weak order r, and it is known for large classes of SDEs that p ¥ r,
see in particular [98] in the context of locally Lipschitz vector fields with multiplicative noise.
Note analogously that the strong order of convergence is in general lower than or equal to
the weak order r of convergence. There are interestingly many schemes in the literature for
which p ¡ r and a high order p for the invariant measure is obtained, while the standard weak
order of accuracy remains low, typically of order r � 1, i.e. the scheme is consistent in the
weak convergence sense. This is the case in particular for the Langevin equation [14, 86, 87, 6].
In [5, 6], a methodology for the analysis and design of high order integrators for the invariant
measure is introduced in the context of Rd. In particular, the papers introduce a criterion for
high order for the invariant measure that we generalize in the context of manifolds in Chapter 4
in the following result.

Theorem 2.3.2. Under Assumption 2.2.5, if the numerical scheme is consistent (that is,
if A0 � L) and ergodic, and if it satisfies in L2pdσMq

A�
j ρ8 � 0, j � 1, . . . , p� 1,

then it has order p for sampling the invariant measure of (2.1.1) and the numerical error (2.3.3)
satisfies, for hÑ 0,
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epϕ, hq � hr
»

M
ϕpxqρrpxqdσMpxq �Ophr�1q

� hr
» 8

0

»
M
upx, tqA�

rρ8pxqdσMpxqdt�Ophr�1q,

where ρr P C8pNM,Rq is the unique solution of the Poisson problem L�ρr � �A�
rρ8 in NM

that satisfies
³
M ρrdσM � 0, with NM an open neighbourhood of M in Rd.

Theorem 2.3.2 states the result for times t Ñ 8. In practice, we use the Monte-Carlo
estimator sJ � 1

M

°M
m�1 ϕpXpmq

n q � ErϕpXN qs with M the number of trajectories and X
pmq
n

the m-th realisation of the integrator at time tn � nh. Then, a bound of the error at finite
time tn � nh is typically given by the following estimate (see [55, 99, 48])

E
����� 1
M

M̧

m�1
ϕpXpmq

n q �
»

M
ϕpxqdµ8pxq

����� ¤ C1h
p � C2?

M
� C3e

�µtn ,

where the constant µ ¡ 0 is the spectral gap of a differential operator that depends on the
numerical integrator. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we are interested in increasing the order of
the discretization p in the error term C1h

p. The error term C2?
M

is called the Monte-Carlo error
and appears with the variance of the estimator. A handful of techniques exists for improving
this error term, such as multilevel Monte-Carlo methods (see [59, 60] and references therein),
the use of perturbations [51, 4, 117], or couplings [107]. The recent works [89, 51, 4] proposed
numerical methods in Rd that improve the rate of convergence at infinity C3e

�µtn . The B-series
formalism that we present in Chapter 3 is compatible with these techniques. We present in
Section 4.3.5 a methodology that combines high-order schemes and the use of a non-reversible
perturbation [89, 51, 117]. The reversible case [4] could also be tackled with the exotic aromatic
B-series formalism.

In [123] for finite dimensions and in [15] in the context of parabolic stochastic partial
differential equations, this approach is combined with the idea of processing from Butcher [23],
to design efficient postprocessed integrators with high order for the invariant measure at a
negligible overcost compared to standard low order schemes. The postprocessor methodology
is extended in [1] for a class of explicit stabilized schemes of order two for the invariant measure
and with optimally large stability domains. The following extension of Theorem 2.3.2 permits
to combine an integrator (2.1.6) with a postprocessor to achieve high order for the invariant
measure at a negligible overcost compared to a standard scheme. Note that extending this
theorem in the context of manifolds is matter for future work.

Theorem 2.3.3 ([123]). Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3.2 in Rd and consider a post-
processor

Xn � GnpXnq
that admits the following weak Taylor expansion for all ϕ P C8

P pRd,Rq,

ErϕpGnpxqqs � ϕpxq �
p�1̧

i�1
αih

iLiϕpxq � hpApϕpxq � . . . , (2.3.4)

for some constants αi and a linear differential operator Ap. Assume further that

pAp � rL,Apsq�ρ8 � 0 (2.3.5)

where rL,Aps � LAp�ApL is the Lie bracket. Then Xn yields an approximation of order p�1
for sampling the invariant measure of (2.1.1).
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We study the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3.2 and Theorem 2.3.3 with a new algebraic formal-
ism in Chapter 3 and 4.

2.4 Insights on deterministic geometric numerical integration

In this section, we recall several standard tools from geometric numerical integration, and we
redefine the aromatic Butcher-series using a graph approach (rather than a tree approach), to
prepare the introduction of lianas, a new type of edge on aromatic trees.

2.4.1 Invariant-preserving Runge-Kutta methods

We consider ordinary differential equations (ODEs) of the form

dy

dt
ptq � fpyptqq, yp0q � y0, (2.4.1)

where f : Rd Ñ Rd is a smooth Lipschitz vector field. For solving the ODE (2.4.1), we consider
Runge-Kutta methods of the following form, equivalently written with the associated Butcher
tableau,

Yi � Xn � h
s°
j�1

aijfpYjq, i � 1, . . . , s,

Xn�1 � Xn � h
s°
i�1

bifpYiq,
c A

b
(2.4.2)

where A � paijq P Rs�s, b � pbiq P Rs and c � A1 with 1 � p1, . . . , 1qT are the given Runge-
Kutta coefficients. For instance, the implicit midpoint method can be written as a Runge Kutta
method with the following Butcher tableau.

Xn�1 � Xn � hf

�
Xn �Xn�1

2



,

1
2

1
2
1

(2.4.3)

In various contexts, the solution of the ODE (2.4.1) leaves a quantity unchanged along time.
This conserved quantity, often called first integral or invariant, can be the energy in the context
of Hamiltonian dynamics, the angular momentum for the N -body problem or a constraint that
implicitly defines a manifold that holds the trajectory. This additional information on the
geometry of the ODE problem (2.4.1) calls for integrators that preserve these invariants, or
that lie on the manifold. In this section, we introduce in the deterministic context the necessary
standard tools that we use in this thesis for building integrators that preserve invariants, with
an emphasis on quadratic invariants and projection methods. We refer to [65, Chap. IV] for
more details on invariant-preserving integrators.

Definition 2.4.1. A smooth non-constant function Qpyq is a first integral of the ODE (2.4.1)
if for all y P Rd,

Q1pyqfpyq � 0.

This definition implies that if Q is a first integral of (2.4.1), then for any initial condition y0,
the solution yptq satisfies Qpyptqq � Qpy0q, hence the name invariant. If the invariant is a
quadratic function, that is, if it can be written as Qpyq � yTSy with S P Rd�d a given
symmetric matrix, and if yTSfpyq � 0 for all y P Rd, we say that Q is a quadratic invariant.
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To build integrators that preserve the invariant Q, that is, that satisfy QpXn�1q � QpXnq,
we derive conditions on the coefficients of Runge-Kutta methods of the form (2.4.2) that ensure
the preservation of the invariant. If Q is linear, then all Runge-Kutta methods preserve Q. The
following condition specifies which Runge-Kutta methods preserve quadratic invariants.

Theorem 2.4.2 ([43]). If the coefficients of the Runge-Kutta method satisfy

biaij � bjaji � bibj , i, j � 1, . . . , s,

then it conserves all quadratic invariants.

For instance, the implicit midpoint method (2.4.3) preserves quadratic invariants. When
applied to Hamiltonian systems, integrators that preserve quadratic invariants play a key
role in geometric numerical integration, as they satisfy the property of symplecticity (see [65,
Chap. VI]). Symplectic methods preserve a modified Hamiltonian close to the original Hamil-
tonian1, and are widely used for the long-term integration of Hamiltonian systems in a variety
of fields such as celestial mechanics or molecular dynamics.

For matrix systems of ODEs, one is also interested in the polynomial invariant Q � det,
that is related to the preservation of volume. The aromatic Butcher series were originally
introduced in [36, 72] to compute conveniently the divergence of B-series, in order to build
volume-preserving integrators (see [65, Sec. VI.9]).

When the invariant is a more general map, there is no particular method to find a Runge-
Kutta method that preserves Q. In particular, we recall that there exists no Runge-Kutta
method that preserves every polynomial invariant (see [65, Chap. VI.3]). An alternative so-
lution is to project each step of the method on the manifold M � ty P Rd, Qpyq � 0u.
Let rXn�1 � ΦpXn, hq be a consistent one-step approximation for solving (2.4.1). Let Q1,. . . ,
Qq be the q invariants of the problem and λ1, . . . , λq be the Lagrange multipliers, then a
consistent approximation that preserves the invariants Qi is given by

Xn�1 � rXn�1 �
q̧

i�1
Q1
ipXn�1qλi, (2.4.4)

QipXn�1q � QipXnq, i � 1, . . . , q.

Integrators of this form are called projection methods (see [65, Sect. IV.4]). Projection methods
exactly preserve the invariants Qi of the system (2.4.1). Note that these methods are not
strictly better than the standard Runge-Kutta methods, as explained in [64]. To solve the
implicit problem (2.4.4), one can apply a few iterations of a Newton method under regularity
assumptions on the functions Qi. The term Q1

ipXn�1q in (2.4.4) could be replaced by Q1
ipXnq

or Q1
ipxq with any one-step approximation x of Xn.

2.4.2 Aromatic Butcher-series for the computation of order conditions

Originally introduced in [24, 66], B-series have proved to be a powerful standard tool for the
numerical analysis of deterministic differential equations, as presented, for instance, in the
textbooks [65, 25, 26]. In this section, we give the definition of the aromatic Butcher-series, an
extension of the standard B-series introduced in [36, 72] in the context of volume-preserving
integrators. In the spirit of [13], we see the Butcher trees as graphs instead of considering the

1Note that this non-trivial result uses B-series for the construction of the modified equation (see [29, 63]
and [65, Chap. IX]).
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standard recursive definition of [65]. The two definitions are equivalent, but the graph approach
is closer to the definition we shall use in Chapter 3 for the definition of the exotic aromatic
B-series. We then apply the formalism for computing the order conditions of Runge-Kutta
methods of the form (2.4.2).

B-series were originally introduced in [24, 66] for computing order conditions for Runge-
Kutta methods. Consider a method of the form (2.4.2), then a Taylor expansion gives

X1 � X0 � h
ş

i�1
bifpX0q � h2

ş

i�1
bicif

1fpX0q

� h3
�

1
2

ş

i�1
bic

2
i f

2pf, fq �
ş

i,j�1
biaijcjf

1f 1f


pX0q �Oph4q.

On the other hand, an expansion of the exact solution of (2.4.1) is given by

Xphq � X0 � hfpX0q � h2

2 f
1fpX0q � h3

6 pf2pf, fq � f 1f 1fqpX0q �Oph4q.

Thus, if the coefficients of the Runge-Kutta method satisfy
ş

i�1
bi � 1,

ş

i�1
bici � 1

2 ,
ş

i�1
bic

2
i �

1
3 ,

ş

i,j�1
biaijcj � 1

6 ,

then, under stability assumptions, the method has at least order three for solving (2.4.1). For
methods of higher orders, these Taylor expansions become more complex and require a strong
algebraic formalism to be dealt with. The idea of B-series is to represent the terms that appear
in the Taylor expansions with rooted trees. For a tree γ, we denote by F pγq the function
that maps a tree to its associated differential, |γ| the order of the tree, and a (resp. e) the
coefficient of the Taylor expansion of the numerical (resp. exact) solution associated to a tree.
For instance, for a Runge-Kutta method of the form (2.4.2), the first terms are collected in
Table 2.1.

Tree γ Order |γ| Differential F pγqpfq Numerical coef. apγq Exact coef. epγq
1 f

°
i bi 1

2 f 1f
°
i bici

1
2

3 f2pf, fq 1
2
°
i bic

2
i

1
6

3 f 1f 1f
°
ij biaijcj

1
6

Table 2.1: First terms of the expansion in B-series of a Runge-Kutta method of the form (2.4.2) and of
the exact solution of (2.4.1).

With these notations, the Taylor expansions of the exact and numerical solutions can be
written as series indexed over trees, that we call B-series, and it is proved in [65, Chap. III] that
any Runge-Kutta method of the form (2.4.2) can be written as a B-series. The maps e and a
can be computed conveniently with straightforward calculations on graphs (see [65, Chap. III])
in order to avoid tedious Taylor expansions. The following result allows us to compute the
order of a Runge-Kutta method conveniently with the help of B-series.
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Theorem 2.4.3 ([65]). If apγq � epγq for |γ| ¤ p, then the Runge-Kutta method has (at least)
order p for solving (2.4.1).

Now let us give a proper definition of an extension, called aromatic, of the standard Butcher
trees and B-series. The aromatic extension was introduced in [36] to study volume-preserving
integrators. In particular, this extension allows us to represent the divergence of standard B-
series, which is a key tool in the study of volume-preserving methods (see [65, Sec. VI.9]). We
follow the graph definition of aromatic B-series of [13]. We consider directed graphs γ � pV,Eq
with V a finite set of nodes and E � V �V the set of directed edges. If pv, wq P E, we say that
the edge is going from v to w, and v is called a predecessor of w. Two directed graphs pV1, E1q
and pV2, E2q are equivalent if there exists a bijection φ : V1 Ñ V2 with pφ� φqpE1q � E2. For
brevity of notation, to avoid drawing arrows on the forests, an edge linking two nodes goes
from the top node to the bottom one. If there is a possible cycle, by convention, the arrows on
it are going in the clockwise direction. For example,

� .

We call aromatic forests the equivalence classes of directed graphs where each node has at most
one outgoing edge. The connected components making an aromatic forest are called aromatic
trees. According to the above definition, there are two types of trees:

• aromas are aromatic trees2 with exactly one cycle: , , , , . . .

• rooted trees do not have a cycle ; they have a unique node that has no outgoing edge and

that is called the root, graphically represented at the bottom: , , , , . . .

Thus, an aromatic forest is a collection of aromas and rooted trees. We call AT � t , , . . . u
the set of aromatic forests containing exactly one rooted tree, and we name its elements the
aromatic rooted forests. The order of a directed graph γ � pV,Eq is the number of nodes of γ,
and is denoted as |γ|.

Definition 2.4.4 (Elementary differentials, [13]). Let γ � pV,Eq P AT , and let f : Rd Ñ Rd
be a smooth function. We denote πpvq � tw P V, pw, vq P Eu the set of all predecessors of the
node v P V and r the root of γ. We also call V 0 � V ∖ tru � tv1, . . . , vmu the other nodes of γ.
Finally we introduce the notation Iπpvq � piq1 , . . . , iqsq where the qk are the predecessors of v,
and we use the notation

BIπpvqf �
Bsf

Bxiq1
. . . Bxiqs

.

Then F pγq is defined as

F pγqpfq �
ḑ

iv1 ,...,ivm�1

�¹
vPV 0

BIπpvqfiv
�
BIπprqf.

2Such graphs with one cycle are not strictly speaking “trees”, they are however called aromatic trees in the
literature as an analogy with carbon chemistry.
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Example. Let γ �
k

l
j

i

m

and rγ � j
i

m

l
k

in AT where we added indices to apply the formula
of Definition 2.4.4. Note that there is no index for the root. Then, the associated differentials
are

F pγqpfq �
ḑ

i,j,k,l,m�1
BmfmfiBifjfkBj,kflBlf � divpfq � f 1f2pf 1f, fq,

F prγqpfq � ḑ

i,j,k,l,m�1
BlfmBm,kflfkfiBifjBjf �

ḑ

m�1
f 1mppBmfq1pfqq � f 1f 1f.

We add the empty tree ∅ that satisfies F p∅qpfq � Id. An aromatic Butcher series is then
defined as the following.

Definition 2.4.5. Let a : AT Yt∅u Ñ R a map that satisfies ap∅q � 1, and let f : Rd Ñ Rd be
a smooth functions, then the aromatic B-series Bpaqpfq is a formal series indexed over AT Yt∅u
defined by

Bpaqpfq �
¸

γPAT Yt∅u
h|γ|apγqF pγqpfq.

We extend the definition of F on SpanpAT Y t∅uq by writing

F

� ¸
γPAT Yt∅u

h|γ|apγqγ


pfq � Bpaqpfq.

Remark 2.4.6. B-series and aromatic B-series satisfy geometric properties [105, 100, 56] and
have a structure of Hopf algebras [31, 13] (see also [17]). The new extension of aromatic B-
series, named exotic aromatic B-series, that we present in Chapter 3 satisfies an isometric
equivariance property (see Section 3.2.4). The study of the algebraic and geometric properties
of the exotic aromatic B-series is matter for future work.





CHAPTER 3

Exotic aromatic B-series for the
computation of order conditions

Note: This chapter is based on the articles [83] (Rd case) and [85] (manifold case), both in col-
laboration with G. Vilmart. Section 3.3.3 is an unpublished work that presents a methodology
for computing the composition of differential operators with exotic aromatic B-series.

3.1 Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to provide a new unified algebraic framework based on aromatic
trees and B-series, with a set of trees independent of the dimension d of the problem, for
the systematic study of the order conditions for the invariant measure of a class of numerical
integrators that includes Runge-Kutta type schemes for Langevin dynamics. This new unified
framework permits to recover some schemes, to simplify the calculations in [5] and in [123,
15, 1] for postprocessed integrators, to obtain the order conditions of a class of Runge-Kutta
methods and to study partitioned systems or non-reversible perturbations. The reader only
interested in the numerical methods can jump directly to Chapter 4, where we present the high
order integrators for sampling the invariant measure, the order conditions and the numerical
experiments.

The usage of trees and B-series1 is known to be as a powerful standard tool for the numerical
analysis of differential equations. Originally introduced by Hairer and Wanner in [66], and
based on the works of Butcher [22, 24], B-series have proved to be a powerful standard tool
for the numerical analysis of deterministic differential equations, as presented, for instance,
in the textbooks [65, 25, 26]. In the last decades, several works extended B-series to the
stochastic context. We mention in particular Burrage and Burrage [20, 21] and Komori, Mitsui
and Sugiura [78] who first introduced stochastic trees and B-series for studying the order
conditions of strong convergence of SDEs, Rößler [110, 111, 112, 113, 114] and Debrabant and
Kværnø [46, 45, 47] for the design and analysis of high order weak and strong integrators on a
finite time interval, [10] for creating schemes preserving quadratic invariants, and [81], where

1originally named Butcher-series
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tree series were applied to a class of stochastic differential algebraic equations (SDAEs) for the
computation of strong order conditions. We mention that no such algebraic framework was
known for the calculation of order conditions for sampling the invariant measure of ergodic
dynamics. In [36, 72], an extension of the original B-series, called aromatic B-series, was used
to study deterministic volume-preserving integrators. It allowed in particular to represent the
divergence of a B-series. We also recall that Butcher series have important links with other fields
of mathematics, in particular the Hopf algebra of trees [42] from A. Connes and D. Kreimer
in the theory of renormalization in quantum physics in the 1980s, and the theory of regularity
structure [19] of M. Hairer in the context of SPDEs in the 2010s (see the review article [101]).
B-series and aromatic B-series were also studied in [105, 100, 56] for their geometric properties,
and in [31, 13] for their algebraic structure of Hopf algebras. The formalism that we present in
this chapter is a new extension of the aromatic B-series, and is the first algebraic framework
specifically designed for the computation of order conditions for the invariant measure.

Analogously to [111] (we study here the additive noise case), we consider Runge-Kutta
methods for solving (2.1.3) in the context of Rd of the form2

Yi � Xn � h
s°
j�1

aijfpYjq � σ
?
h

l°
k�1

d
pkq
i ξ

pkq
n , i � 1, . . . , s,

Xn�1 � Xn � h
s°
i�1

bifpYiq � σ
?
hξ

p1q
n ,

(3.1.1)

and the following class of projection methods for solving (2.1.4) on a manifold,

Yi � Xn � h
ş

j�1
aijfpYjq � σ

?
h

ļ

k�1
d
pkq
i ξpkqn � λi

ş

j�1
paijgpYjq, i � 1, . . . , s,

ζpYiq � 0 if δi � 1, i � 1, . . . , s, (3.1.2)
Xn�1 � Ys,

where A � paijq, pA � ppaijq P Rs�s, b � pbiq P Rs, dpkq � pdpkqi q P Rs, δi �
°s
j�1 paij P t0, 1u

are the given Runge-Kutta coefficients, and ξ
pkq
n � N p0, Idq are independent Gaussian random

vectors. In the manifold case (3.1.2), we fix δs � 1 so that Xn�1 P M and we ask that if δi � 0,
then paij � 0 for j � 1, . . . , s (internal stages without projection, Yi R M a.s.). Further details
on the choice of these discretizations and their implementation is given in Chapter 4. We
highlight once again that we focus in this work on the high order p of accuracy for the invariant
measure, while the order r of accuracy in the weak sense can remain low (typically r � 1).
The analysis we present applies to the classes of methods (3.1.1)-(3.1.2) for any number l of
random vectors in the internal stages. However we shall often consider l � 1 random vector per
internal stage3, which is sufficient to achieve order two for the invariant measure. In particular,
we shall consider the θ-method as an illustrative example in this chapter and recover known
results on its accuracy. It is defined for θ fixed as

Xn�1 � Xn � hp1� θqfpXnq � hθfpXn�1q � σ
?
hξn, (3.1.3)

For θ � 0, we get the explicit Euler-Maruyama method (2.1.7) while the scheme is implicit
2Note that the internal stages Yi depend on n, but this dependence is omitted for brevity of the notation.
3In this case, we denote d � dp1q and ξn � ξ

p1q
n .
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for θ � 0. It can be put in Runge-Kutta form (3.1.1) for l � 1 with the following coefficients.

c A d

b
�

0 0 0 0
1 1� θ θ 1

1� θ θ

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we introduce a new generalization of
B-series, called “exotic aromatic B-series” by considering an additional new type of edge called
“liana” compared to standard aromatic B-series. We also show that these new exotic aromatic
B-series satisfy an isometric equivariance property. In Section 3.3, we explain how this new
algebraic framework applies for the long time accuracy analysis of stochastic integrators for er-
godic problems by writing with exotic aromatic forests the operations of taking the expectation,
integrating by parts and composing differential operators.

3.2 Exotic aromatic B-series: definition and algebraic proper-
ties

In this section, we introduce a new modification, called exotic aromatic B-series, of the standard
aromatic B-series defined in Section 2.4.2 and originally introduced in [36, 72], that is well suited
for computing order conditions for sampling the invariant measure of ergodic SDEs. We rely
on the graph presentation of the formalism in the spirit of [13].

3.2.1 Exotic aromatic forests

In this subsection, we introduce a new kind of edge, called liana, and non-oriented edges. These
additions allow us to represent new terms with our graphs, such as the Laplacian or the scalar
product.

We split the set of edges into E � E0 Y ES where E0 are the standard oriented edges as
defined in Section 2.4.2, and where ES is a new set of non-oriented edges represented as double
horizontal straight lines. If pv, wq � pw, vq P ES , we consider this edge as an outgoing edge for
both v and w, but v and w are not predecessors of each other. If pv, wq P ES , we denote Spvq � w
and Spvq � v otherwise. We again consider graphs where each node has exactly one outgoing
edge, except one node, called the root r, that has none. Such a graph pV,Eq can still be
decomposed into two kinds of connected components: one that contains the root, that we
name the rooted tree, and the other components that we name aromas.

We also introduce a new kind of edge, called a liana, for the aromatic forests. The cor-
responding generalization is called exotic aromatic forests. Let pV,Eq be a directed graph as
previously defined and L be a finite list of pairs of elements of V (possibly with duplicates). We
say that two such directed graphs pV 1, E1, L1q and pV 2, E2, L2q are equivalent if there exists a
bijection φ : V 1 Ñ V 2 such that

φpV 1q � V 2, pφ� φqpE1q � E2, pφ� φqpE1
Sq � E2

S pφ� φqpL1q � L2.

We call exotic aromatic forests the equivalence classes of these directed graphs γ � pV,E,Lq.
The elements of L are called lianas and correspond to non-oriented edges between any two
nodes of the forest. We graphically represent them with a dashed edge linking the two given
nodes. As we authorize duplicates, there can be several lianas between two given nodes. Also
lianas can link a node to itself. For a node v, Γpvq denotes the list of the lianas (also with
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possible duplicates) linked to v. The predecessors of v only take in account the edges of E. An
exotic aromatic tree of an exotic aromatic forest γ � pV,E, Lq is a connected component of the
associated aromatic forest pV,Eq. We call EAT the set of exotic aromatic forests with exactly
one rooted tree, and name its elements exotic aromatic rooted forests.

Example. The lianas can link different trees of an aromatic forest and thus yield an exotic

aromatic forest. For instance, linking the aroma and the rooted tree gives .

The elementary differential associated with an exotic aromatic forest is given by the follow-
ing definition.

Definition 3.2.1. Let γ � pV,E,Lq P EAT , and let f be a smooth function. We de-
note l1, . . . , ls the elements of L, v1, . . . , vm the elements of V ∖ tru and δi,j the Kronecker
delta. For v P V , we denote Iπpvq � piq1 , . . . , iqsq where πpvq � tq1, . . . , qsu are the predeces-
sors of v, and JΓpvq � pjlx1

, . . . , jlxt q where Γpvq � tlx1 , . . . , lxtu are the lianas linked to v.
Then F pγq is defined as

F pγqpfq �
ḑ

iv1 ,...,ivm�1

ḑ

jl1 ,...,jls�1

�¹
vPV

δiv ,iSpvqBIπpvqBJΓpvqfiv

�
BIπprqBJΓprqf.

Examples. The differential that corresponds to the rooted tree with a single node and a
single liana is F p qpfq � ∆f . We can also represent as exotic aromatic forest more complicated
derivatives. For instance, we have

F pγqpfq �
ḑ

i,j,k�1
divpBifq � f 1ppBklfq1pf2pBijjf, Bklfqqq for γ �

i

j

k l

,

F pγqpfq �
ḑ

i�1
pf, f 1pBifqqf 1f2pBif, fq for γ � .

3.2.2 Exotic aromatic forests for the computation of order conditions

For studying the order conditions for the invariant measure of numerical integrators, we in-
troduce a few modifications to exotic aromatic forests. We decompose the set of nodes into
V � Vf Y Vg Y V� Y tru where Vf are the nodes representing a function f : Rd Ñ Rd and are
represented with black disks, Vg are the nodes representing a function g : Rd Ñ Rd and are
represented with white disks. The set V� gathers the grafted nodes, graphically represented
by a cross, that represent a vector ξ P Rd. These nodes have exactly one outgoing edge and no
ingoing edge (including lianas). We call these graphs the grafted exotic aromatic rooted forests,
that we denote EAT�. For simplicity, we call exotic aromatic forests, and denote EAT , the
set of grafted exotic aromatic rooted forests satisfying V� � ∅. Note that these new trees can
be seen as multicoloured trees in the context of P-series (see [65, Chap. 3]), where the nodes
represented with crosses cannot have predecessors.

We write Nf pγq the number of elements of Vf (respectively Ngpγq the number of elements
of Vg and N�pγq the number of elements of V�), Nlpγq the number of lianas and we assume
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that Ngpγq is even. The order of a directed graph γ � pV,E, Lq is defined as

|γ| � Nf pγq �Nlpγq � Ngpγq �N�pγq
2 � |ES | .

For instance, the graph γ � pV,E,Lq with

Vf � tv2, v5, v6u, Vg � tv1, v3, v4, v7u, ES � tpv6, v7qu, (3.2.1)

E0 � tpv1, rq, pv2, v1q, pv3, rq, pv4, v4q, pv5, v4qu, L � tpv2, v2q, pv3, v5q, pv5, v6qu,
satisfies |γ| � 7 and is represented as

1

2

3

5

4

67
r .

In addition, we need a different set of rooted forests where the root is in Vf or Vg. We call
them exotic aromatic vector fields and gather them together in the set EAV. The elementary
differential associated with an exotic aromatic forest is given by the following definition.

Definition 3.2.2. Let γ � pV,E, Lq P EAT , σ P R, ξ P Rd, and let f , g : Rd Ñ Rd and
ϕ : Rd Ñ R be smooth functions, and the Gram function G � gT g P R�. The associated
elementary differential of γ is, with the same notation as in Definition 3.2.1,

F pγqpf, g, ξ, ϕq � σ2p|γ|�Nf pγqqG�Ngpγq{2
ḑ

iv1 ,...,ivm�1

ḑ

jl1 ,...,jls�1

��¹
vPVf

δiv ,iSpvqBIπpvqBJΓpvqfiv

�
�
��¹
vPVg

δiv ,iSpvqBIπpvqBJΓpvqgiv

��
��¹
vPV�

δiv ,iSpvqξiv

�BIπprqBJΓprqϕ.

Example. The differential associated with the exotic aromatic forests and γ given by the

example (3.2.1) are F p qpf, g, ξ, ϕq � ϕ1pf2pξ, ξqq and

F pγqpf, g, ξ, ϕq � σ8G�2
ḑ

iv1 ,...,iv7�1

ḑ

jl1 ,...,jl3�1
Bjl1jl1fiv2

Bjl2jl3fiv5
δiv6 ,iv7

Bjl3fiv6

� Biv2
giv1

Bjl2giv3
Biv4 iv5

giv4
δiv7 ,iv6

giv7
Biv1 iv3

ϕ.

If Vg and ES are empty, we recover the exotic aromatic forests from [83]. For the rest of the
thesis (with the exception of Section 3.2.4), we will use only Definition 3.2.2 for the differential
associated with an exotic aromatic forest. For brevity of notation, we also write F pγqpϕq instead
of F pγqpf, g, ξ, ϕq. Note that ϕÑ F pγqpϕq is a linear differential operator (that depends on f , g
and ξ).

The functions f and g are gradient vector fields, according to Assumption 2.2.2. Different
forests thus represent the same differential. The following simplification rules show how to
identify such forests.
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Proposition 3.2.3 (Simplification rules). The two forest patterns gathered in each of the
following pairs represent the same differential:

A

B

C and A

B

C,
A B

and
A

B, A

C

B and
A

CB , A C
B and

A

C

B

.

One can replace the nodes A, B, C with white nodes and the result remains.

Proof. For the first pair of patterns, the associated differentials have the following respective
forms:

°d
i�1 BjfkBifjBifl and

°d
j�1 BjfkBjfiBifl. As f is a gradient, f 1 is a symmetric matrix

and Bifj � Bjfi. The two differentials are then equal. The other identifications are proved in
the same way.

Example. Applying Proposition 3.2.3 yields the following equality of differentials,

F p qpϕq � F p qpϕq.

3.2.3 Exotic aromatic B-series

In this section, we adapt the formalism of aromatic B-series of [105] to grafted exotic aromatic
forests, in order to use it as a numerical tool for weak Taylor expansions.

Definition 3.2.4. Let a : EAT� Ñ R a map, then the grafted exotic aromatic B-series Bpaqpϕq
is a formal series indexed over EAT� defined by

Bpaqpϕq �
¸

γPEAT�

h|γ|apγqF pγqpϕq.

We extend the definition of F on SpanpEAT�q by writing

F

� ¸
γPEAT�

h|γ|apγqγ


pϕq � Bpaqpϕq.

The variable h is formal and thus can be chosen to be equal to 1. One can make a similar def-
inition for the non-grafted (exotic) aromatic rooted forests of Section 3.2.1 by replacing F pγqpϕq
with the F pγqpfq introduced in Definition 3.2.1. We focus on these non-grafted exotic aromatic
B-series in Section 3.2.4.

Remark 3.2.5. The coefficients apγq of standard B-series are sometimes renormalized as apγq
ρpγq

where ρ is a function determined by the symmetries of the associated forest. If ρ is appropriately
chosen, it greatly simplifies the composition laws of (aromatic) B-series (see [65, 31, 13]).
Finding the best definition of ρ for this exotic extension of B-series is matter for future work.

3.2.4 Isometric equivariance of exotic aromatic forests

In this subsection, we show that the exotic aromatic B-series satisfy an isometric equivariance
property in the spirit of [105, 100]. We consider exotic aromatic rooted forests γ with Ngpγq � 0,
and we add a new tree: the empty tree ∅. The function F is then extended on EAT Y t∅u
by F p∅qpfq � IdRd . Then, for a function a : EAT Y t∅u Ñ R, the associated exotic aromatic
B-series is

Bpaqpfq �
¸

γPEAT Yt∅u
apγqF pγqpfq.
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We study (exotic) aromatic B-series Bpaq with ap∅q � 1. We call these (exotic) aromatic
B-series methods. Let G be a subgroup of GLdpRq
Rd, let the action of an element pA, bq P G
on Rd be x ÞÑ Ax� b, and let the action on a vector field f : Rd Ñ Rd be

ppA, bq � fqpxq :� AfpA�1px� bqq.

We simplify the notation by writing A � f :� pA, 0q � f . We recall the definition of equivariance
from [105]. The property of equivariance means the method stays unchanged when applying
an affine coordinate transformation. Let Φ be a differential operator and let G be a subgroup
of GLdpRq 
 Rd, then Φ is called G-equivariant if

@pA, bq P G, @f P C8pRd,Rdq, ΦppA, bq � fq � pA, bq � Φpfq � pA, bq�1.

In particular, Φ is said to be affine equivariant if G � GLdpRq 
 Rd and isometric equivariant
if G � OdpRq 
 Rd.

Theorem 3.2.6. Consider an exotic aromatic B-series method Bpaq, then Bpaq is isometric
equivariant.

Proof. By an argument of linearity, it suffices to prove the OdpRq-equivariance of every exotic
aromatic forest. Let γ � pV,E,Lq P EAT , f a smooth function. We name r the root and
V 0 � V ∖ tru � tv1, . . . , vmu the other nodes. We denote l1,. . . ,ls the elements of L. Then

F pγqpfq �
ḑ

iv1 ,...,ivm�1

ḑ

jl1 ,...,jls�1

�¹
vPV 0

δiv ,iSpvqBIπpvqBJΓpvqfiv

�
BIπprqBJΓprqf.

Let A P OdpRq and x P Rd, we would like to prove that

F pγqpA � fqpxq � pF pγqpAfpA�1.qqqpxq � ApF pγqpfqqpA�1xq. (3.2.2)

On the first hand, we have

pF pγqpA � fqqj0pxq �
ḑ

iv1 ,...,ivm�1

ḑ

jl1 ,...,jls�1��¹
vPV 0

ḑ

k�1

¸
Pπpvq,QΓpvq

aiv ,kδiv ,iSpvqaIπpvq,PπpvqaJΓpvq,QΓpvqBPπpvqBQΓpvqfk

�pA�1xq

�
�� ḑ

k�1

¸
Pπprq,QΓprq

aj0,kaIπprq,PπprqaJΓprq,QΓprqBPπprqBQΓprqfk

�pA�1xq,

where we denote aI,J :�±iPI,jPJ ai,j and
°
Pπpvq,QΓpvq

:� °v1Pπpvq,l1PΓpvq
°d
pv1�1

°d
ql1�1.

First step: simplification of edges. For every edge of the form pv, v1q P E0, the following
sum appears ¸

iv ,k,pv

aiv ,kaiv ,pvpBpvglqhk �
¸
pv

pBpvglqhpv ,
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where g and h are some derivatives of f , and where we used the isometric property of A.
Moreover, for every edge of the form pv, v1q P ES , the following sum appears¸

iv ,iv1 ,k1,k2

δiv ,iv1aiv ,k1aiv1 ,k2gk1hk2 �
¸
k1,k2

δk1,k2gk1hk2 ,

where g and h are again certain derivatives of f . Thus, we can simplify our expression into

pF pγqpA � fqqj0pxq �
ḑ

pv1 ,...,pvm�1

ḑ

jl1 ,...,jls�1��¹
vPV 0

¸
QΓpvq

δpv ,pSpvqaJΓpvq,QΓpvqBPπpvqBQΓpvqfpv

�pA�1xq

�
�� ḑ

k�1

¸
QΓprq

aj0,kaJΓprq,QΓprqBPπprqBQΓprqfk

�pA�1xq.

Second step: simplification of lianas. If l is a liana linking v and v1, then the following
sum appears ¸

jl,ql,q
1
l

ajl,qlpBqlgpvqajl,q1lpBq1lhpv1 q �
¸
ql

pBqlgpvqpBqlhpv1 q

where g and h are some derivatives of f . Note that the number of sums over indexes of the
form ql is two times the number of lianas, and we identify these pairs of sums according to
lianas. We find

pF pγqpA � fqqj0pxq �
ḑ

pv1 ,...,pvm�1

ḑ

ql1 ,...,qls�1�¹
vPV 0

δpv ,pSpvqBPπpvqBQΓpvqfpv

�
pA�1xq

�
�

ḑ

k�1
aj0,kBPπprqBQΓprqfk

�
pA�1xq.

This shows (3.2.2), and thus the isometric equivariance property.

Note that, if ES � ∅, we do not need A to be isometric to write the first step of the
proof, assuming A invertible is enough. If we do not assume A isometric, the term aIπpvq,Pπpvq
becomes bPπpvq,Iπpvq , where B � A�1, and the sums still simplify. Thus the first step proves the
affine equivariance of aromatic B-series methods.
Remark 3.2.7. It is proved in [105] that standard B-series methods are exactly the affine equiv-
ariant methods preserving the stationary states of ODEs. Analogously, it would be interesting
to characterize the isometric equivariant maps.

3.3 Analysis of invariant measure order conditions using exotic
aromatic forests

In this section, we show how the exotic aromatic B-series formalism presented in Section 3.2
applies for the study of order conditions for the invariant measure.
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3.3.1 Weak Taylor expansion using exotic aromatic forests

Let us begin this subsection with the example of the θ-method (3.1.3) for solving (2.1.3) in the
context of Rd. We apply the standard methodology to expand in Taylor series ErϕpX1q|X0 � xs
as hÑ 0. We refer to [126, 2] for other examples of analogous calculations performed without
exotic aromatic forests. Under X0 � x, we have

X1 � x�
?
hσξ � hf � h

?
hθσf 1ξ � h2θf 1f � h2 θσ

2

2 f2pξ, ξq � . . .

Then we deduce ErϕpX1q|X0 � xs � ϕpxq � hLϕpxq � h2A1ϕpxq � . . . , where

A1ϕ � Erθϕ1f 1f � 1
2ϕ

2pf, fq � θσ2

2 ϕ1f2pξ, ξq � θσ2ϕ2pf 1ξ, ξq

� σ2

2 ϕ
p3qpf, ξ, ξq � σ4

24ϕ
p4qpξ, ξ, ξ, ξqs

� ErF pθ � 1
2 � θ

2 � θ � 1
2 � 1

24 qpϕqs. (3.3.1)

All the forests with an odd number of grafted nodes vanished because odd moments of a centred
Gaussian random variable are zero. The expectation of the differential of a forest with exactly
two grafted nodes comes straightforwardly:

ErF p qpϕqs � Erσ2ϕ1pf2pξ, ξqqs � σ2
¸
i,j,k

BiϕBjkfiErξjξks � σ2
¸
i,j

BiϕBjjfi � F p qpϕq,

where Erξjξks � 0 for j � k by using the independence of the ξi’s. We see that taking the
expectation of the differential associated with a grafted tree amounts to linking the grafted
nodes with lianas in all possible manners. For instance, for the following example with four
grafted nodes:

ErF p qpϕqs � σ4Erϕp4qpξ, ξ, ξ, ξqs � σ4
¸
i,j,k,l

Bi,j,k,lϕErξiξjξkξls

� σ4
¸
i

Bi,i,i,iϕErξ4
i s � 3σ4

¸
i,j
i�j

Bi,i,j,jϕErξ2
i sErξ2

j s � 3σ4
¸
i,j

Bi,i,j,jϕ

� 3F p qpϕq.

Let us now comment this computation. The interesting fact is that Erξ4
i s � 3 corresponds

exactly to the number of ways to gather the indices i, j, k and l in pairs. This observation
makes an exotic aromatic tree naturally appear. However, we took here only four grafted nodes
and the differential form was symmetric in the arguments ξ. We need to study the expectation
of general exotic aromatic forest elementary differentials. This is the aim of the following result.

Theorem 3.3.1. Let γ P EAT� be a grafted exotic aromatic forest with an even number of
grafted nodes 2n, let ϕ : Rd Ñ R be a smooth function, and let V � � tc1, . . . , c2nu be the set
of grafted nodes of γ. We call P2p2nq the set of partitions by pair of t1, . . . , 2nu, i.e. the set
of surjections p : t1, . . . , 2nu Ñ t1, . . . , nu such that the preimage of each singleton has exactly
two elements and the minima of those preimages follow an ascending order (minpp�1ptiuqq  
minpp�1ptjuqq for i   j). Finally we define φγ : P2p2nq Ñ EAT the application that maps the
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partition p of γ to the aromatic forest where the grafted nodes are linked by lianas according
to p. Then, the expectation of F pγqpϕq is given by

ErF pγqpϕqs �
¸

pPP2p2nq
F pφγppqqpϕq.

This theorem states that taking the expectation of the differential associated with a forest
amounts to sum the forests obtained by linking the grafted nodes together pairwise using lianas
in all possible manners and to take the associated differential.

Example. Let us take γ P t , , , . . . u the tree with only a root, 2n grafted nodes and
no liana, then

ErF pγqpϕqs � σ2np2nq!
2nn! ∆nϕ

The integer p2nq!
2nn! is exactly the number of ways to gather the grafted nodes by pairs. An other

example is

ErF p qpϕqs � 3F p qpϕq,
where the coefficient 3 accounts for the number of choices for linking the grafted nodes pair-
wise. There is a subtlety for forests with double edges, where Proposition 3.2.3 allows some
simplifications. In particular, we have

ErF p qpϕqs � ErF p qpϕqs � F p qpϕq � F p qpϕq and ErF p qpϕqs � F p qpϕq.

Theorem 3.3.1 follows from the following lemma, which is an extension of the Isserlis the-
orem [73] to the case of multilinear mappings. The Isserlis theorem states that if χ is a 2n-
dimensional Gaussian random vector with mean zero and arbitrary covariance, then

E

�
2n¹
i�1

χi

�
�

¸
pPP2p2nq

¹
i j

ppiq�ppjq

Erχiχjs.

For n � 2, it gives Erχ1χ2χ3χ4s � Erχ1χ2sErχ3χ4s � Erχ1χ3sErχ2χ4s � Erχ1χ4sErχ2χ3s.

Lemma 3.3.2. Let B : Rd � � � � � Rd � R2nd Ñ R be a 2n-multilinear form, and let ξ be a
Gaussian vector N p0, Idq, then

ErBpξ, . . . , ξqs �
¸

pPP2p2nq

ḑ

i1,...,in�1
Bpeipq, (3.3.2)

with eip � peipp1q , . . . , eipp2nqq, and we recall that e1, . . . , ed denotes the canonical basis of Rd.

Proof. For the case of an elementary multilinear form Bσ : px1, . . . , x2nq ÞÑ ±2n
j�1pxjqσpjq

where σ : t1, . . . , 2nu Ñ t1, . . . , du is a given mapping and pxjqσpjq denotes the σpjq’s com-
ponent of xj P Rd, the identity (3.3.2) reduces to the Isserlis theorem. As any multilinear
form can be decomposed as a linear combination of such elementary multilinear forms, the
result (3.3.2) is proved by linearity with respect to B.
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Proof of Theorem 3.3.1. We consider F pγqpϕq as a 2n-multilinear form Bγ,ϕ evaluated in the
vectors pξ, . . . , ξq (see Definition 3.2.2). Lemma 3.3.2 gives

ErBγ,ϕpξ, . . . , ξqs �
¸

pPP2p2nq

ḑ

i1,...,in�1
Bγ,ϕpeipq �

¸
pPP2p2nq

F pφγppqqpϕq,

because Bγ,ϕpeipq is the differential F pγq where we differentiate the non-grafted nodes linked to
grafted nodes in the directions given by eip , and F pφγppqqpϕq is obtained by summing Bγ,ϕpeipq
over all the indices.

A straightforward corollary of Theorem 3.3.1 is that the operators Lj{j! and Aj can be
written with exotic aromatic forests.

Theorem 3.3.3. Consider a Runge-Kutta method of the form (3.1.1) (resp. (3.1.2)), then the
expansions (2.2.5) and (2.2.6) can be formally written with exotic aromatic B-series, that is,
there exist two maps e and a over EAT such that

ErϕpXphqq|Xp0q � xs � Bpeqpϕqpxq, ErϕpX1q|X0 � xs � Bpaqpϕqpxq,

and where the operators are given by

Lj

j! � F

� ¸
γPEAT ,|γ|�j

epγqγ


, Aj�1 � F

� ¸
γPEAT ,|γ|�j

apγqγ


.

If epγq � apγq for all γ P EAT with 1 ¤ |γ| ¤ p, then the integrator has at least weak order p
for solving (2.1.3) (resp. (2.1.4)).

For instance, the generator L of the SDE (2.1.4) in (2.2.3) can be written with exotic
aromatic forests as

Lϕ � ϕ1f �G�1pg, fqϕ1g � σ2

2 G
�1 divpgqϕ1g � σ2

2 G
�2pg, g1gqϕ1g � σ2

2 ∆ϕ� σ2

2 G
�1ϕ2pg, gq

� F
�
� � 1

2 � 1
2 � 1

2 � 1
2

	
pϕq.

Note that removing the forests with white nodes yields the expression of the generator in Rd,
that is,

Lϕ � ϕ1f � σ2

2 ∆ϕ � F
�
� 1

2

	
pϕq.

Application. The operator A1 of the θ-method (3.1.3) is now convenient to write with exotic
aromatic forests. Applying Theorem 3.3.1 to (3.3.1), we deduce A1 � F pγq with

γ � θ � 1
2 � θ

2 � θ � 1
2 � 1

8 . (3.3.3)

3.3.2 Integration by parts of the exotic aromatic forests

In this subsection, we integrate by parts integrals of the form
³
M F pγqpϕqdµ8 for γ P EAT .

The idea is to transform a high order differential operator A : ϕ Ñ F pγqpϕq into a differential
operator A0 of lower order in ϕ such that

³
M Aϕdµ8 � ³

M A0ϕdµ8. The tree formalism
previously defined makes this task systematic and very convenient.
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Let us first begin with an example in Rd.»
Rd
F p qpϕqρ8dx � σ2

¸
i,j

»
Rd

B3ϕ

BxiBxjBxj fiρ8dx (3.3.4)

� �
¸
i,j

�
σ2
»
Rd

Bϕ
BxiBxj

Bfi
Bxj ρ8dx� σ2

»
Rd

Bϕ
BxiBxj fi

Bρ8
Bxj dx

�
,

where we integrated by parts. Note that the boundary term vanishes using the growth assump-
tions on ϕ. As we assumed f to be a gradient, the invariant measure satisfies ∇ρ8 � 2

σ2 fρ8
and the equality (3.3.4) can be written using exotic aromatic forests as»

Rd
F p qpϕqρ8dx � �

¸
i,j

�
σ2
»
Rd

Bϕ
BxiBxj

Bfi
Bxj ρ8dx� 2

»
Rd

Bϕ
BxiBxj fifjρ8dx

�
� �

»
Rd
F p qpϕqρ8dx� 2

»
Rd
F p qpϕqρ8dx.

We notice that integrating by parts F p qpϕq with respect to the invariant measure dµ8 amounts
to unplug a liana from the root and to replug it either to all the other nodes of the forests or
to add a new edge linking to a new black node.

On a manifold, the integration by parts is a corollary of the Green theorem (see, for in-
stance, [116, Chap. II]). It is a crucial tool for deriving order conditions for the invariant mea-
sure.

Lemma 3.3.4 (Integration by parts on M). If ψ : Rd Ñ R and H : Rd Ñ Rd are smooth
functions, then »

M
p∇Mψ,HqdσM � �

»
M
ψ divMpΠMHqdσM,

where ∇Mψ :� ΠM∇ψ and divMpHq :� divpHq�G�1pg,H 1gq. In addition, with the invariant
measure dµ8 � ρ8dσM and k ¥ 0, we obtain»

M

�
G�kψ1H �G�pk�1qpg,Hqψ1g

�
dµ8 �

»
M

�
G�pk�1qpg,H 1gqψ (3.3.5)

� p2k � 1qG�pk�2qpg, g1gqpg,Hqψ �G�k divpHqψ � 2kG�pk�1qpg, g1Hqψ
�G�pk�1q divpgqpg,Hqψ � 2

σ2G
�pk�1qpg, fqpg,Hqψ � 2

σ2G
�kpf,Hqψ

�
dµ8.

For instance, applying identity (3.3.5) with ψ � σ4∆ϕ1peiq, H � ei and k � 0, and then
summing on i � 1, . . . , d yields»

M

�
σ4∆2ϕ� σ4G�1∆ϕ2pg, gq

�
dµ8 �

»
M

�
� σ4G�2pg, g1gq∆ϕ1g (3.3.6)

� σ4G�1 divpgq∆ϕ1g � 2σ2G�1pg, fq∆ϕ1g � 2σ2∆ϕ1f
�
dµ8.

Note that this calculation can be written with exotic aromatic forests as»
M
F p � qdµ8 �

»
M
F p� � � 2 � 2 qdµ8.
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From these examples, we get the intuition that there exists a convenient method to integrate
by parts exotic aromatic forests with graph operations such as unplugging/plugging edges and
lianas. We shall make this intuition rigorous after defining a few notations in the spirit of the
Butcher product on trees [65, Chap. III].

Notation 3.3.5. Let γ be an exotic aromatic forest/vector field, τ be an exotic aromatic vector
field and v a node of γ, then we define the following operators on forests.

1.
τ

γ: sum of all exotic aromatic forests/vector fields obtained by linking the root of τ to a
node of γ with a new edge in E0

2. ττ (resp. ττ): aroma obtained by linking the root of τ to a white node (resp. a black
node) with a new edge in ES

3. τ : sum of all aromas obtained by linking the root of τ to a node of τ with a new edge
in E0

4. γγv : sum of all exotic aromatic forests/vector fields obtained by linking the node v to a
node of γ with a new liana

5. vvγ

ττ

: forest obtained by linking the root of τ to the node v of γ with a new edge in E0

For simplicity, we combine multiple operations on a same forest as in vvγ and
ττ

, where oper-
ation 1 is always applied first.

For example, let γ � , τ � and v � r the root of γ, then we get

τ

γ � � 2 , ττ � ,
τ � � , γγv � � 2 , vvγ

ττ

� .

The integration by parts (3.3.5) can be written conveniently with exotic aromatic forests.

Lemma 3.3.6. Let γ P EAT and τ P EAV, then the process of integration by parts can be
written as»

M
F
�
τ

γ � ττ γ

	
pϕqdµ8 �

»
M
F
�

ττ
γ � pNgpγq �Ngpτq � 1q ττ γ � τ

γ (3.3.7)

� pNgpγq �Ngpτqq
ττ

γ � ττ γ � 2 ττ γ � 2 ττ γ

	
pϕqdµ8,»

M
F
�
γγv � vvγ

	
pϕqdµ8 �

»
M
F
�
� pNgpγq � 1q vvγ (3.3.8)

�Ngpγq vvγ � vvγ � 2 vvγ � 2 vvγ

	
pϕqdµ8.

We write γ � rγ if it is possible to go from γ P EAT to rγ P SpanpEAT q with the processes
of integration by parts (3.3.7) or (3.3.8), and by taking account of the simplification rules of
Proposition 3.2.3. We extend this relation by linearity on SpanpEAT q and make it symmetric
so that � becomes an equivalence relation on SpanpEAT q. For example, the integration by
parts (3.3.6) can be written with exotic aromatic forests by using (3.3.8) with γ � . It yields

� � � � � 2 � 2 .
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Similarly, applying (3.3.8) with γ � gives

� � �2 � 4 � 3 � � 2 � 2 ,

which represents the integration by parts»
M

�
σ4G�1∆ϕ2pg, gq � σ4G�2ϕp4qpg, g, g, gq

�
dµ8 (3.3.9)

�
»

M

�
� 2σ4G�1

¸
i

ϕp3qpg, Big, eiq � 4σ4G�2ϕp3qpg, g, g1gq

� 3σ4G�3pg, g1gqϕp3qpg, g, gq � σ4G�2 divpgqϕp3qpg, g, gq
� 2σ2G�2pg, fqϕp3qpg, g, gq � 2σ2G�1ϕp3qpg, g, fq

�
dµ8.

Remark 3.3.7. In the Euclidean case Rd, that is, for a forest γ P EAT and a vector field
τ P EAV with Ngpγq � Ngpτq � 0 and g � 0, Lemma 3.3.6 reduces to the two following
equations:

τ

γ � � τ

γ � 2 ττ γ, γγv � �2 vvγ .

We refer to [83] for more details on the integration by parts of exotic aromatic forests in Rd,
in particular in the case where f is not a gradient.

We can now revisit the statement of Theorem 2.3.2 in terms of B-series.

Theorem 3.3.8. Consider a consistent ergodic Runge-Kutta method of the form (3.1.1) (re-
spectively of the form (3.1.2)). We denote Ai � F pγiq with γi P EAT . If γi � γ0

i and F pγ0
i q � 0

for 1 ¤ i   p, then the method has at least order p for sampling the invariant measure of (2.1.3)
(respectively (2.1.4)).

Application. Applying the process of integration by parts to the operator A1 of the θ-method
given in (3.1.3) yields

³
Rd A1ϕdµ8 � ³Rd A0

1ϕdµ8 with A0
1 � F pγ0q and

γ0 � p12 � θq
�
�

	
.

In particular, the θ-method (3.1.3) is of order two for the invariant measure if θ � 1
2 .

Remark 3.3.9. We call EAT 0 the subset of exotic aromatic forests whose root has only one
predecessor (that is, the forests associated with an order one operator) or that have a rooted tree
of the form , , , . . . Then, if γ P EAT , there exists γ0 P EAT 0 such that γ � γ0.
For instance, for a consistent method of the form (3.1.2), the operator A0

1 � F pγ0
1q has the

form
γ0

1 � pbTd�pbTdq �
¸
|γ|�2
|πprq|�1

a0pγqγ,

so that γ0
1 P EAT 0, and A0

1 is a differential operator of order one if the condition bTd � pbTd
holds. Moreover, in the context of Rd, one can always integrate by parts a differential operator A
that can be represented with exotic aromatic forests into an operator A0 of order one.
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3.3.3 Composition of differential operators with exotic aromatic forests

In this subsection, we compose differential operators with the help of exotic aromatic forests.
The applications include the computation of Lp and of the Lie bracket rL,Aps that we need for
getting weak order conditions or for using Theorem 2.3.3. The composition of exotic aromatic
forests is done according to the following theorem.

Theorem 3.3.10. Let γ1 � pV 1, E1, L1q and γ2 � pV 2, E2, L2q be two exotic aromatic forests
with roots r1 and r2, and let ϕ : Rd Ñ R be a smooth function. For φ : πpr2q Ñ V 1 and
ψ : Γpr2q Ñ V 1, we build γφ,ψ by plugging all the edges connected to r2 to the nodes of γ1
according to φ, and all the lianas (counting multiplicity) according to ψ. Then the composition
of forests is given by

F pγ2qpF pγ1qpϕqq �
¸

φ:πpr2qÑV 1

ψ:Γpr2qÑV 1

F pγφ,ψqpϕq.

Various composition rules for B-series and aromatic B-series have been studied in the litera-
ture (see [65, 31, 13] and the references therein). The main difference with these previous works
is that we compose only the roots of exotic aromatic rooted forests, as this corresponds to com-
posing linear differential operators in our context. The study of new operations with the lianas
could lead to a structure of Hopf algebra of the exotic aromatic B-series (in the spirit of [31, 13]),
and is matter for future work. For the sake of simplicity, we give a proof of Theorem 3.3.10 in
the context of Rd, that is, for forests such that Vg and ES are empty. The extension to any
exotic aromatic forests and hence to exotic aromatic B-series is straightforward.

Proof. Using Definition 3.2.2, we have

F pγ1qpϕq �
¸

i
v
p1q
1
,...,i

v
p1q
m1

¸
j
l
p1q
1
,...,j

l
p1q
s1

��¹
vPV 0

1

BIπpvqBJΓpvqfiv

�BIπpr1q
BJΓpr1q

ϕ.

Then we replace ϕ by F pγ1qpϕq and use the Leibniz rule to distribute the partial derivatives

F pγ2qpF pγ1qpϕqq �
¸

i
v
p1q
1
,...,i

v
p1q
m1

i
v
p2q
1

,...,i
v
p2q
m2

¸
j
l
p1q
1
,...,j

l
p1q
s1

j
l
p2q
1

,...,j
l
p2q
s2

��¹
vPV 0

2

BIπpvqBJΓpvqfiv

�

� BIπpr2q
BJΓpr2q

����¹
vPV 0

1

BIπpvqBJΓpvqfiv

�BIπpr1q
BJΓpr1q

ϕ

��
�

¸
φ:πpr2qÑV1
ψ:Γpr2qÑV1

¸
i
v
p1q
1
,...,i

v
p1q
m1

i
v
p2q
1

,...,i
v
p2q
m2

¸
j
l
p1q
1
,...,j

l
p1q
s1

j
l
p2q
1

,...,j
l
p2q
s2

��¹
vPV 0

2

BIπpvqBJΓpvqfiv

�

�
��¹
vPV 0

1

BIπpvqYφ�1ptvuq
BJΓpvqYψ�1ptvuq

fiv

�BIπpr1qYφ�1ptr1uq
BJΓpr1qYψ�1ptr1uq

ϕ.
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Using Definition 3.2.2, we deduce that

F pγ2qpF pγ1qpϕqq �
¸

φ:πpr2qÑV1
ψ:Γpr2qÑV1

F pγφ,ψqpϕq.

Hence the result.

Using Theorem 3.3.10, we can calculate conveniently standard operations on differentials
such as the Laplacian or the divergence. For instance, using Notation 3.3.5, for τ P EAV an
exotic aromatic vector field such that Vg and ES are empty, the divergence of τ is given by τ .

Application. We recall that, in the context of Rd, the generator (2.2.2) of equation (2.1.3) is
given by L � F p � 1

2 q. We can therefore compute L2ϕ. Using Theorem 3.3.10, we obtain

F p qpLϕq � F p � � 1
2 qpϕq and F p qpLϕq � F p � � 2 � 1

2 qpϕq.

Combining these equalities, we deduce

L2ϕ � F p � � � 1
2 � � 1

4 qpϕq.

In the manifold case, that is, when L is given by (2.2.3), the same methodology applies and the
complete decomposition of L2 in exotic aromatic forests is given in Table C.1.



CHAPTER 4

High order methods for sampling the
invariant measure of ergodic SDEs

Note: This chapter is based on the articles [83] (Rd case) and [85] (manifold case), both in
collaboration with G. Vilmart.

4.1 Introduction

We propose in this chapter a new methodology for the construction of high order integrators
for sampling the invariant measure of ergodic stochastic differential equations with dynamics
in Rd, or constrained on a manifold M. In particular, we obtain the order conditions for
sampling the invariant measure for the classes of Runge-Kutta methods (3.1.1)-(3.1.2) applied
to the Langevin dynamics (2.1.3) in Rd and to the constrained Langevin dynamics (2.1.4) on a
manifold M. The methodology is extended in Rd to allow the use of postprocessors, and is also
applied in the context of modified SDEs, partitioned problems and perturbed dynamics. The
analysis is valid for arbitrarily high order and relies on the new formalism of exotic aromatic
B-series introduced in Chapter 3. We mention that the numerical results presented in this
chapter can be understood independently from the formalism of Chapter 3. To illustrate the
methodology, several examples of methods of order two for constrained problems are introduced,
and numerical experiments on the sphere, the torus and the special linear group confirm the
theoretical findings.

As seen in Chapter 2, a natural way to achieve high order p for the invariant measure is to
consider a numerical scheme with high standard weak order. Several examples in the litterature
(as, for instance, [14, 86, 87, 6]) show that it is possible to reach high order p for the invariant
measure while keeping a low weak order (typically weak order one). In [5, 6], a methodology for
the analysis and design of high order integrators for the invariant measure in Rd is introduced
and serves as a crucial ingredient in this work. The approach combines the usual Talay-Tubaro
approach [121] and recent developments of the theory of backward error analysis and modified
differential equations in the stochastic context [126, 2, 48, 79, 80], a major tool in the area of
deterministic geometric numerical integration [65]. In [123] for finite dimensions and in [15] in
the context of parabolic SPDEs, this approach is combined with the idea of processing from
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Butcher [23], to design efficient postprocessed integrators with high order for the invariant
measure at a negligible overcost compared to standard low order schemes. The postprocessor
methodology is extended in [1] for a class of explicit stabilized schemes of order two for the
invariant measure and with optimally large stability domains.

For Langevin dynamics constrained on a manifold (2.1.4), one is interested in integrators
with high order for the invariant measure that stay on the manifold (that is, Xn P M for all n).
A widely used and simple numerical scheme for sampling the invariant measure distribution
on manifolds is the Euler scheme (see [37, 88, 90, 91] for instance). Two variants exist for the
overdamped Langevin equation (2.1.4), both of order one in the weak sense, and for sampling
the invariant measure: the Euler integrator with explicit projection direction

Xn�1 � Xn � hfpXnq � σ
?
hξn � λgpXnq, ζpXn�1q � 0, (4.1.1)

and alternatively the Euler integrator with implicit projection direction

Xn�1 � Xn � hfpXnq � σ
?
hξn � λgpXn�1q, ζpXn�1q � 0. (4.1.2)

To the best of our knowledge, no high order numerical integrators for sampling the invariant
measure of the overdamped Langevin equation with constraints (2.1.4) and that do not reduce
to a splitting method have been proposed in the literature. In [92], an order two discretization
based on the RATTLE integrator (see [115, 9, 67]) is applied to the underdamped Langevin
equation, rather than to the overdamped Langevin dynamic (2.1.4). The previously described
discretizations can be combined with Metropolis-Hastings rejection procedures [103, 69]. We
quote in particular the Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) methods [61, 18, 91] and the
Hybrid Monte-Carlo methods [124, 92], where the need for a reverse projection check is shown
to be a key step. We also mention the integrators in [125, 93] that are based on an Euler
discretization and present new approaches for projecting on the manifold. The alternative
approach of using Metropolis-Hastings rejection procedure allows us to fully remove the bias
on the invariant measure. Analogous to the Euclidean case, this procedure does not make high
order discretizations obsolete because, in particular, the rejection rate depends on the quality of
the discretization and the dimension of the problem in general, and in the case of stiff problems
or problems in high dimension, it suffers from timestep restrictions. Note also that in the
specific case where M is a Lie group, high order integrators can be naturally obtained using
splitting methods, that are, however, typically limited to weak order two of accuracy due to
the necessity of negative time steps, that are not suitable for non-reversible problems (see [12]
for further details in the context of ODEs). In this chapter, we propose the first method of
order two for sampling the invariant measure of constrained Langevin dynamics (2.1.4) that
does not reduce to a splitting method.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we explain the methodology for the
analysis of the accuracy of integrators for sampling the invariant measure on a manifold M
by using Theorem 2.3.2. We also give a proof of this theorem in the context of compact
manifolds. In Section 4.3, we apply this methodology in the context of Rd. We build high
order approximations for sampling the invariant measure of Langevin dynamics using modified
equations and we derive the order conditions of order two and three of the class of Runge-
Kutta methods (3.1.1). We generalize the results to include postprocessors, and adapt the
methodology in the context of partitioned problems and perturbed systems. In Section 4.4, we
apply the methodology in the context of manifolds to the class of Runge-Kutta methods (3.1.2)
for solving the constrained overdamped Langevin equation (2.1.4), to derive arbitrary high
order conditions for the invariant measure, with special emphasis on order two conditions, and
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to introduce a new order two scheme that uses only a few evaluations of f per step. This new
order two scheme is then compared to the Euler scheme (4.1.2) in Section 4.5 in numerical
experiments on a sphere, a torus and the special linear group SLpmq to confirm its order of
convergence for sampling the invariant measure.

4.2 A criterion for high order approximation for the invariant
measure

In this section, we give a quick overview of the methodology for the analysis of the accuracy for
the invariant measure of ergodic integrators using Theorem 2.3.2. Then, we prove Theorem 2.3.2
in the context of compact manifolds.

The methodology is the following. Given a consistent numerical integrator or a class of
integrators such as the Runge-Kutta methods (3.1.1)-(3.1.2), we compute the Talay-Tubaro
expansion (2.2.6). In the context of Langevin dynamics (2.1.3)-(2.1.4), the exotic aromatic B-
series formalism proves to be a convenient tool for the computation of the operators Aj , as ex-
plained in Subsection 3.3.1. Then, we integrate by parts multiple times the integrals

³
Ajϕdµ8

in order to transform a high order differential operator Aj : ϕ Ñ F pγqpϕq into a differential
operator A0

j of lower order in ϕ such that
³

Ajϕdµ8 � ³
A0
jϕdµ8. We simplify the integration

by parts process in Subsection 3.3.2 with the exotic aromatic B-series formalism. If A0
j � 0

for all j ¤ p, then Theorem 2.3.2 ensures that the numerical integrator has at least order p for
sampling the invariant measure of (2.1.1).

Let us now prove Theorem 2.3.2. The proof relies on Talay-Tubaro expansions [121], back-
ward error analysis and modified differential equations for SDEs [126, 2, 48, 79, 80]. It is similar
to [5, Thm. 3.2] in the context of smooth compact manifolds. In the spirit of backward error
analysis for differential equations (see [65, 126, 2, 48]), we build a modified generator Lh such
that Upx, hq � ErϕpX1q|X0 � xs formally satisfies

Upx, hq �
¸
j¥0

hj

j! pL
hqjϕpxq. (4.2.1)

Truncating this formal series yields an estimate of the form

Upx, hq � ϕpxq �
Ņ

j�1

hj

j! pL
hqjϕpxq � hN�1RhN pϕ, xq, x P NM,

where NM is an open neighbourhood of M in Rd and the remainder satisfies
��RhN pϕ, xq�� ¤

CN pϕq. For this, we write formally Lh � L �°n¥1 h
nLn and compare the series expression

in (2.2.6) and (4.2.1). By formally identifying the powers of h, we deduce the following rigorous
definition of the Ln on an open neighbourhood of M in Rd,

L0 � L, Ln � An �
ņ

l�1

Bl
l!

¸
n1�����nl�1�n�l

Ln1 � � �LnlAnl�1 , n ¥ 1, (4.2.2)

where the Bl are the Bernoulli numbers (see [48, 126, 5] for similar expansions in Td or Rd).
Using Assumption 2.3.1, we build recursively a sequence of functions pρnq such that

L�ρn � �
ņ

l�1
L�l ρn�l and ρ0 � ρ8, (4.2.3)
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where
³
M ρndσM � 0 for n ¥ 1. We denote ρhr �

°r
n�0 h

nρn and dµhr � ρhrdσM and adapt on
the manifold M the following result from [48, Thm. 2.1] in the context of Rd.

Lemma 4.2.1. Under Assumptions 2.2.2, 2.3.1 and 2.2.5, for all ϕ P C8pRd,Rq, for every
positive integer r, there exists a constant Crpϕq independent of h such that, for all h small
enough, ����»

M
ϕdµh �

»
M
ϕdµhr

���� ¤ Crpϕqhr�1. (4.2.4)

We omit the proof of Lemma 4.2.1 as it is exactly the same as in [48, Thm. 2.1] by replac-
ing dx by dσM and Td by M. We are now able to prove Theorem 2.3.2.

Proof of Theorem 2.3.2. As A�
j ρ8 � 0 for j � 1, . . . , r � 1, we deduce recursively from (4.2.2)

and (4.2.3) that ρj � 0 for j � 1, . . . , r � 1, which yields ρhr � ρ8 � hrρr. Using the defini-
tion of the error for the invariant measure (2.3.3) and the ergodicity of the integrator (2.3.2),
equation (4.2.4) becomes�����epϕ, hq � hr

»
M
ϕpxqρrpxqdσMpxq

����� ¤ Chr�1.

We are left to prove that»
M
ϕpxqρrpxqdσMpxq �

» 8
0

»
M
upx, tqA�

rρ8pxqdσMpxqdt.

By the backward Kolmogorov equation and ergodicity, u satisfies

lim
TÑ8

upx, T q � ϕpxq �
» 8

0
Lupx, tqdt �

»
M
ϕpyqdµ8pyq.

Using L�ρr � �L�rρ8 � �A�
rρ8, we deduce»

M
ϕpxqρrpxqdσMpxq � �

» 8
0

»
M

Lupx, tqρrpxqdσMpxqdt�
»

M
ϕpyqdµ8pyq

»
M
ρrpxqdσMpxq

� �
» 8

0

»
M
upx, tqL�ρrpxqdσMpxqdt

�
» 8

0

»
M
upx, tqA�

rρ8pxqdσMpxqdt,

where we used that
³
M ρrpxqdσMpxq � 0. This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.3.2.

Remark 4.2.2. One can consider possible generalisations of Theorem 2.3.2 in the case where
the manifold M is not compact, or if M is a manifold of any dimension. We refer to [5] for
the non-compact extension of Theorem 2.3.2 in the context of Rd.

4.3 High order sampling integrators in Rd

In this section, we apply the formalism of B-series presented in Chapter 3 to obtain high order
integrators for sampling the invariant measure of Langevin dynamics (2.1.3) in the context
of Rd.
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4.3.1 Improvement of a method order via a modified equation

In [5], a recursive method to obtain integrators of any order for the convergence to the invariant
measure is presented. Let us suppose we have an integrator of order exactly p ¥ 1 for the
invariant measure, that is, for all j   p, A�

j ρ8 � 0 and A�
pρ8 � 0. By integrating by parts, we

can write
³
Rd Apϕρ8dx as

³
Rd ϕ

1fpρ8dx. We then consider the same numerical integrator but
for the modified equation where we replaced f by f � hpfp. Applying Theorem 2.3.2 to the
new context, we see that this integrator is at least of order p� 1 for the original equation.

In this section, we give tools to simplify the computation of those modified integrators, in
particular to calculate simply the operators Aj , and to find the function fp.

Example. For the θ-method (3.1.3), we have A1 � F pγq where γ is given by (3.3.3). Applying
integration by parts as described in Section 3.3.2, we obtain

γ � p12 � θq
�
�

	
.

Then f1 is given by

f1 �
�

1
2 � θ



pf 1f � σ2

2 ∆fq.

Application. Let us calculate the modified vector field f2 for the θ-method (3.1.3). First we
write the differential operator A2 for the modified equation where we replaced f by f �hf1. We
call it Ap1q

2 . We find Ap1q
2 � F pγq where

γ � θp3θ � 1q � θp3θ � 1q
2 � θp4θ � 1q

2 � θ2 � θ2

4 � θ2 � θp5θ � 1q
2

� θp2θ � 1q
2 � θp2θ � 1q

4 � 4θ � 1
2 � p4θ � 1q

4 � p4θ � 1q
4 � p4θ � 1q

8

� θ

2 � θ � 1
6 � θ

2 � 1
4 � 1

8 � 1
48 .

Applying integration by parts, we find

γ �
�
�2θ2 � 2θ � 1

2



�
�
�θ2 � θ � 1

4



�
�
�3θ2

2 � 3θ
2 � 1

3



�
�
�θ2 � θ � 1

6



�
�
�θ

2

4 � θ

4 �
1
24



�
�
�θ2 � θ � 1

6



.

Thus we define

f2 �
�
�2θ2 � 2θ � 1

2



f 1f 1f �

�
�θ2 � θ � 1

4



σ2f 1∆f

�
�
�3θ2

2 � 3θ
2 � 1

3



σ2
¸
i

f2pei, f 1peiqq �
�
�θ2 � θ � 1

6



f2pf, fq

�
�
�θ

2

4 � θ

4 �
1
24



σ4∆2f �

�
�θ2 � θ � 1

6



σ2p∆fq1pfq,

and, if the θ-scheme applied to dX � pf � hf1 � h2f2qdt� σdW is ergodic, then it has order 3
for the invariant measure.
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For f1, we recover the formula of [5, Prop. 5.1]. The computation of f2 was first done
for θ � 0 in [5, Prop. 5.2], which reveals a typographical error. Note that for f linear and θ � 1

2 ,
we get f2 � 0, as the θ-method with θ � 1

2 samples the invariant measure exactly in the
Gaussian case [3].

This method can give numerical integrators of any order, but it comes with a high computing
cost if the partial derivatives of f are difficult to compute. In the following sections, we present
order conditions for certain classes of numerical schemes, in order to obtain high order methods
avoiding derivatives and unnecessary evaluations of f .

4.3.2 Order conditions for stochastic Runge-Kutta schemes

We consider stochastic Runge-Kutta schemes (3.1.1) for solving the overdamped Langevin
equation (2.1.3). Using the proposed framework, our goal is to find algebraic conditions on the
coefficients A � paijq, b � pbiq and d � pdiq to achieve a given order condition for the invariant
measure.

First, we suppose
°
bi � 1 in order for A0 � L in Assumption 2.2.5 to be satisfied. Then,

we have A1ϕ � F pγ1qpϕq where

γ1 �
¸
bici � 1

2
¸
bid

2
i �

¸
bidi � 1

2 � 1
2 � 1

8 .

Lemma 3.3.6 yields

γ1 �
�¸

bici � 1
2 � 2

¸
bidi



� 1

2

�¸
bid

2
i �

1
2 � 2

¸
bidi



.

Thus if the method satisfies¸
bi � 1,

¸
bici � 1

2 � 2
¸
bidi � 0,

¸
bid

2
i �

1
2 � 2

¸
bidi � 0,

then γ1 � 0 and, according to Theorem 3.3.8, we get a Runge-Kutta scheme of order two for
sampling the invariant measure of (2.1.3).

By continuing this approach, we obtain the order conditions of order three, and our analysis
allows us to obtain the conditions for any order. The following result states the order conditions
for Runge-Kutta methods.

Theorem 4.3.1. Consider an ergodic Runge-Kutta method of the form (3.1.1) with
°
bi � 1

for solving (2.1.3). If Ai � F pγiq and γi � γ0
i , where F pγ0

i q is an operator of order one, if A, b
and d are chosen such that γ0

i � 0 for all 1 ¤ i   p, then the method has at least order p for
the invariant measure. In particular, Table 4.1 gives sufficient conditions to have consistency
and order two or three for the invariant measure for the Runge-Kutta schemes (3.1.1).

Remark 4.3.2. As presented in Theorem 3.3.3, the exotic aromatic B-series can also be used
to derive weak order conditions. We collect in Table 4.2 the weak order conditions of the class of
Runge-Kutta schemes (3.1.1) up to order p ¤ 3. We recover exactly the same order conditions
as first derived in [45, Thm. 4] using different types of trees and B-series, and in the specific
case where f is a gradient. We recall that the conditions for weak order 3 have no solution for a
method of the form (3.1.1) with only l � 1 noise. Indeed, fixing dp2q � 0 in Table 4.2, we obtain
the incompatible order conditions

°
bi
�
d
p1q
i

�2 � 1
2 (third line of Table 4.2) and

°
bi
�
d
p1q
i

�2 � 1
3

(last line of Table 4.2). Taking l � 2 noises in the method (3.1.1) is sufficient for reaching
weak order 3.
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Order Tree τ F pτqpϕq Order condition

1 ϕ1f
°
bi � 1

2 ϕ1f 1f
°
bici � 2

°
bidi � �1

2

σ2ϕ1∆f
°
bid

2
i � 2

°
bidi � �1

2

3 ϕ1f 1f 1f
°
biaijcj � 2

°
biaijdj �

°
bici � p° bidiq2 � 0

σ2ϕ1f 1∆f
°
biaijd

2
j � 2

°
biaijdj �

°
bici � p° bidiq2 � 0

1
2
°
bic

2
i � 2

°
bidici

ϕ1f2pf, fq �2
°
bidi � 2

°
bid

2
i �

°
bici � �1

3°
bidiaijdj �

°
bicidi �

°
bidi �

°
bid

2
i

σ2°ϕ1f2pf 1peiq, eiq �° bici �
°
biaijdj � 1

2 p
°
bidiq2 � �1

6
1
2
°
bicid

2
i �

°
bid

3
i � 2

°
bidi

σ2ϕ1pp∆fq1pfqq �5
2
°
bid

2
i �

°
bicidi � 1

2
°
bici � �1

3
1
8
°
bid

4
i � 1

2
°
bid

3
i

σ4ϕ1∆2f �1
2
°
bidi � 3

4
°
bid

2
i � � 1

12

Table 4.1: Runge-Kutta order conditions for the invariant measure (See Theorem 4.3.1). The sums are
over all involved indices.

Remark 4.3.3. As explained in the introduction, the study of weak order conditions in finite
time using rooted trees is already well documented in the literature, but the framework of exotic
aromatic B-series has the advantage to involve rooted forests that do not depend on the dimen-
sion d, which permits us to compute integration by parts and hence derive the order conditions
for the invariant measure. Since weak convergence implies convergence with at least the same
order for the invariant measure, the weak order conditions (Table 4.2) imply the order condi-
tions for the invariant measure (Table 4.1). In particular, comparing Table 4.1 and Table 4.2,
we observe that there is a strictly lower number of order conditions for the convergence to the
invariant measure compared to the standard weak convergence.

4.3.3 Order conditions for postprocessed integrators

In this section, we extend our analysis to the case of integrators combined with postproces-
sors [123]. As stated in Theorem 2.3.3, it permits us to increase the order for the invariant mea-
sure of a given method while maintaining a low number of function evaluations per time step.
Applying Theorem 2.3.3 and Theorem 3.3.10 (for the computation of the operator Ap�rL,Aps),
we obtain the order conditions on postprocessors to increase by one the order of a given method.
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Order Tree τ F pτqpϕq Order condition

1 ϕ1f
°
bi � 1

2 ϕ1f 1f
°
bici � 1

2

σ2ϕ1∆f
°
bi
�
d
p1q
i

�2 �° bi
�
d
p2q
i

�2 � 1
2

σ2°ϕ2pei, f 1peiqq
°
bid

p1q
i � 1

2

3 ϕ1f 1f 1f
°
biaijcj � 1

6

σ2ϕ1f 1∆f
°
biaij

�
d
p1q
j

�2 �° biaij
�
d
p2q
j

�2 � 1
6

ϕ1f2pf, fq °
bic

2
i � 1

3

σ2°ϕ1f2pf 1peiq, eiq
°
bid

p1q
i aijd

p1q
j �° bid

p2q
i aijd

p2q
j � 1

6

σ2ϕ1pp∆fq1pfqq °
bici

�
d
p1q
i

�2 �° bici
�
d
p2q
i

�2 � 1
3

σ4ϕ1∆2f
°
bi

��
d
p1q
i

�2 � �dp2qi �2
	2

� 1
3

σ2°ϕ2pei, f 1f 1peiqq
°
biaijd

p1q
j � 1

2

�°
bid

p2q
i

	2
� 5

24

σ2°ϕ2pei, f2pei, fqq
°
bicid

p1q
i � 1

3

σ2°ϕ2pei, p∆fq1peiqq
°
bi
�
d
p1q
i

�3 �° bid
p1q
i

�
d
p2q
i

�2 � 1
3

σ2°ϕ3pei, ej , f2pei, ejqq
°
bi
�
d
p1q
i

�2 � 1
3

Table 4.2: Runge-Kutta standard weak order conditions for l � 2 noises. The sums are over all involved
indices. We recover the same conditions as in [45].

Theorem 4.3.4. Consider an ergodic Runge-Kutta method of the form (3.1.1) and of order
p ¥ 1 for sampling the invariant measure of (2.1.3), and the following associated postprocessor

Yi � Xn � h
s°
j�1

aijfpYjq � diσ
?
h ξn, i � 1, . . . , s,

Xn � Xn � h
s°
i�1

bifpYiq � d0σ
?
h ξn.

If the postprocessor satisfies an expansion of the form (2.3.4), if γ is the exotic aromatic B-series
such that F pγq � pAp � rL,Apsq and if A, b, d, A, b, d, d0 are chosen such that γ � 0, then
the postprocessed method Xn has at least order p� 1 for the invariant measure. In particular,
if the conditions of order two in Table 4.3 are verified, then the postprocessed integrator has
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order two. If the Runge-Kutta method has order two for the invariant measure (see Table 4.1),
if
°
bi � d0

2 and if the conditions of order three in Table 4.3 are verified, then the method has
order three.

Order Tree τ Order condition

2
°
bici � 2

°
bidi � 2

°
bi � 2d0

2 � �1
2°

bid
2
i � 2

°
bidi �

°
bi � d0

2 � �1
2°

biaijcj � 2
°
biaijdj �

°
bici

3 �p° bidiq2 � 2
°
bici � 4d0

°
bidi � d0

4 � 0°
biaijd

2
j � 2

°
biaijdj �

°
bici

�p° bidiq2 �
°
bici �

°
bidi

2 � 4d0
°
bidi � d0

4 � 0
1
2
°
bic

2
i � 2

°
bidici � 2

°
bidi � 2

°
bid

2
i

�° bici �
°
bici � 2d0

°
bidi � d0

4

2 � �1
3°

bidiaijdj �
°
bicidi �

°
bidi �

°
bid

2
i �

°
bici

�° biaijdj � 1
2 p
°
bidiq2 �

°
bici � 2d0

°
bidi � d0

4

2 � �1
6

1
2
°
bicid

2
i �

°
bid

3
i � 2

°
bidi � 5

2
°
bid

2
i �

°
bicidi

�1
2
°
bici � 1

2
°
bici � 1

2
°
bidi

2 � 2d0
°
bidi � d0

4

2 � �1
3

1
8
°
bid

4
i � 1

2
°
bid

3
i � 1

2
°
bidi

�3
4
°
bid

2
i � 1

4
°
bidi

2 � 1
2d0

°
bidi � d0

4

8 � � 1
12

Table 4.3: Order conditions for Runge-Kutta method with Runge-Kutta postprocessor (See Theo-
rem 4.3.4). The sums are over all involved indices.

Example. The following Runge-Kutta method, introduced in [123], is of order 2 for the in-
variant measure of (2.1.3) (if it is ergodic):

Xn�1 � Xn � hfpXn�1 � �1�?2
2 σ

?
hξnq � σ

?
hξn,

Xn � Xn � h
?

2
2 fpXnq �

?
4
?

2�1
2 σ

?
h ξn.

Indeed, its coefficients, placed in the following Butcher tableau, fulfill the conditions of order 2
of Theorem 4.3.4 (See Table 4.3):

c A d c A d

b b d0
� 1 1 1�?2

2

?
2

2

?
2

2

?
4
?

2�1
2

1
?

2
2

?
4
?

2�1
2

.

4.3.4 Order conditions for partitioned methods

We now assume that f � f1 � f2 and we consider partitioned integrators that apply different
numerical treatments to each fi. We explain in this section how to extend the exotic aromatic
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B-series formalism to compute order conditions for such partitioned integrators. The advantage
is to treat each part of f differently according to their properties. For example, if f1 is stiff
and f2 is non-stiff, one would like to apply an implicit method to f1 and an explicit method
to f2 (IMEX methods).

We follow the formalism of [65, Sect. III.2] for bicoloured B-series, called P-series. We
introduce square nodes which represent the function f2. Circle nodes now correspond to f1 but
the root still corresponds to ϕ. We call these new forests exotic aromatic P-forests. There are
two slight changes in the computation rules compared to the non-partitioned case:

• The integration by parts presented in Lemma 3.3.6 can be written as
τ

γ � � τ

γ � 2 ττ γ � 2 ττ γ, γγv � �2 vvγ � 2 vvγ .

• The operator L is now written as

L � F p � � 1
2 q.

In addition to the partitioning of the method, one can also add a postprocessor. The results
of Section 4.3.2 and Section 4.3.3 are straightforwardly adapted to the P-forests.
Theorem 4.3.5. Consider a Runge-Kutta method of order p for sampling the invariant measure
of (2.1.3) of the form

Yi � Xn � h
s°
j�1

aijf1pYjq � xaijf2pYjq � diσ
?
hξn, i � 1, . . . , s,

Xn�1 � Xn � h
s°
i�1

bif1pYiq � pbif2pYiq � σ
?
hξn,

together with the following Runge-Kutta postprocessor

Yi � Xn � h
s°
j�1

aijf1pYjq � xaijf2pYjq � diσ
?
h ξn, i � 1, . . . , s,

Xn � Xn � h
s°
i�1

bif1pYiq � pbif2pYiq � d0σ
?
h ξn.

If the postprocessor satisfies an expansion of the form (2.3.4), if γ is the exotic aromatic B-
series such that F pγq � pAp � rL,Apsq and if the coefficients of the method are chosen such
that γ � 0, then the postprocessed method Xn has at least order p�1 for the invariant measure.
In particular, the conditions for consistency and order 2 are in Table 4.4.
Example. Using the previously introduced formalism, we see that the following method, adapted
from [15, Lemma 2.9], is of order 2 for sampling the invariant measure of (2.1.3) (if it is
ergodic):

Xn�1 � Xn � h
2f1pXn�1 � 1

2σ
?
hξnq � h

2f1pXn�1 � 3
2σ
?
hξnq

�hf2pXn � 1
2σ
?
hξnq � σ

?
hξn,

Xn � Xn � 1
2σ
?
h ξn.

It can be put in Runge-Kutta form with the coefficients below:

c A pc pA d

b pb �
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1{2
1 0 1{2 1{2 1 1 0 0 1{2
1 0 1{2 1{2 1 1 0 0 3{2

0 1{2 1{2 1 0 0

with the parameters s � 0 and d0 � 1
2 for the postprocessor.
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Order Tree τ F pτqpϕq Order condition

1 ϕ1f1
°
bi � 1

ϕ1f2
° pbi � 1

2 ϕ1f 11f1
°
bici � 2

°
bidi � 2

°
bi � 2d0

2 � �1
2

ϕ1f 11f2
°
bipci � 2

°
bidi �

°
bi �

° pbi � 2d0
2 � �1

2

ϕ1f 12f1
° pbici � 2

° pbidi �° bi �
° pbi � 2d0

2 � �1
2

ϕ1f 12f2
° pbipci � 2

° pbidi � 2
° pbi � 2d0

2 � �1
2

σ2ϕ1∆f1
°
bid

2
i � 2

°
bidi �

°
bi � d0

2 � �1
2

σ2ϕ1∆f2
° pbid2

i � 2
° pbidi �° pbi � d0

2 � �1
2

Table 4.4: Order conditions for partitioned Runge-Kutta method with postprocessor (See Theo-
rem 4.3.5). The sums are over all involved indices.

If we add a family of independent noises pχnqn that are also independent of the pξnqn, then
by extending Theorem 4.3.5, we can show that the following IMEX method has order 2 for the
invariant measure of (2.1.3) (if it is ergodic):

Xn�1 � Xn � hf1pXn�1 � 1
2σ
?
hχnq � hf2pXn � 1

2σ
?
hξnq � σ

?
hξn,

Xn � Xn � 1
2σ
?
h ξn.

4.3.5 Non-reversible perturbation

An interesting modification of (2.1.3) is to introduce a non gradient perturbation that pre-
serves the invariant measure. It permits for some classes of problems to improve the rate of
convergence to equilibrium [89], and it can also reduce the variance [51]. As in Section 4.3.4,
we write f � f1 � f2 and we use bicoloured forests. We suppose f1 � �∇V , and f2 is a
perturbation of f1 that satisfies

div
�
f2e

� 2
σ2 V

	
� 0. (4.3.1)

The perturbation f2 does not modify the invariant measure. Indeed equation (4.3.1) implies
that the adjoint of Bϕ � ϕ1pf2q satisfies B�ρ8 � 0, and thus the invariant measure is preserved.
A simple example of such non gradient perturbations is f2 � J∇V , with J a fixed antisymmetric
matrix. All the results of Section 3.3 carry over to this setting with the following modifications:

• The integration by parts presented in Lemma 3.3.6 can be written as
τ

γ � � τ

γ � 2 ττ γ, γγv � �2 vvγ .

• The generator reads L � F p � � σ2

2 q.
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• We have F p q � �2F p q, and these differentials vanish if f2 � J∇V .

With similar calculations as we did in Section 4.3.4, we obtain the following result.

Theorem 4.3.6. Consider an ergodic Runge-Kutta method and a postprocessor as in Theo-
rem 4.3.5, where f1 � �∇V and f2 satisfies (4.3.1). If the postprocessor satisfies an expansion
of the form (2.3.4), if γ is the exotic aromatic B-series such that F pγq � pAp � rL,Apsq and
if the coefficients of the method are chosen such that γ � 0, then the postprocessed method Xn

has at least order p � 1 for the invariant measure of (2.1.3). In particular, the conditions for
order 1 and order 2 are in Table 4.5.

Order Tree τ F pτqpϕq Order condition

1 ϕ1f1
°
bi � 1

2 ϕ1f 11f1
°
bici � 2

°
bidi � 2

°
bi � 2d0

2 � �1
2

ϕ1f 11f2
°
bipci �° bi �

° pbi � 0

ϕ1f 12f1
° pbici � 2

° pbidi �° pbi �° bi �
° pbi � 2d0

2 � 0

ϕ1f 12f2
° pbipci � 1

2

�° pbi	2
� 0

σ2ϕ1∆f1
°
bid

2
i � 2

°
bidi �

°
bi � d0

2 � �1
2

σ2ϕ1∆f2
° pbid2

i � 2
° pbidi �° pbi �° pbi � d0

2 � 0

Table 4.5: Order conditions for partitioned Runge-Kutta method with postprocessor for the perturbed
equation (See Theorem 4.3.6). The sums are over all involved indices.

Note that if f2 � J∇V , we have � �2 � 2 . Thus, if f2 � J∇V , the order condition

for can be omitted and the two conditions of and are respectively replaced by

2
¸ pbidi �¸ pbi �¸ bipci �¸ pbid2

i �
¸
bi � d0

2 � 0,¸ pbici �¸ pbid2
i �

¸
bi � d0

2 � 0.

In order for the method to satisfy A0 � L, the condition
° pbi � 1 should be added in

Table 4.5, but it is not necessary to achieve order 1 for the invariant measure.

Example. If f1 is a gradient and f2 satisfies (4.3.1), the following consistent postprocessed
scheme has order 2 for the invariant measure (if it is ergodic):

Xn�1 � Xn � hf1pXn � σ
2
?
hξnq � 5

4hf2pXn � σ
2
?
hξnq

�1
4hf2pXn � 2hf2pXn � σ

2
?
hξnq � σ

2
?
hξnq � σ

?
hξn,

Xn � Xn � σ
2
?
h ξn.

(4.3.2)
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If f2 � J∇V , it needs two evaluations of ∇V per timestep similarly to a standard Runge-Kutta
weak order 2 method. For f2 � 0, the scheme (4.3.2) coincides with the one proposed in [86],
formulated in a different manner (See [123]).

Remark 4.3.7. In the recent work [4], the convergence to equilibrium is improved and the
variance is reduced by applying a reversible stochastic perturbation that does not modify the
invariant measure, instead of a deterministic perturbation. The B-series formalism presented
in this thesis allows us to study and build high order integrators for these kind of problems.
This is matter for future work.

4.4 High order sampling integrators on manifolds
In this section, we propose a new class of Runge-Kutta methods for sampling the invariant
measure of equation (2.1.4), and present the methodology for deriving the conditions of any
order for the invariant measure using Theorem 2.3.2. In particular, we compute exactly the
consistency and order two conditions for the invariant measure as they are the most relevant
for applications.

4.4.1 Runge-Kutta methods for constrained overdamped Langevin

When discretizing naively equation (2.1.4), one cannot ensure in general that the integrator
stays on M. It is natural to discretize instead the equivalent formulation with Lagrange
multipliers

dXptq � fpXptqqdt� σdW ptq � gpXptqqdλt, ζpXq � 0, Xp0q � X0 P M.

The class of numerical schemes we obtain is in the spirit of deterministic Runge-Kutta methods
for differential algebraic problems such as the methods SHAKE and RATTLE (see [115, 9, 67]),
introduced in the context of constrained Hamiltonian dynamics, or the SPARK class of methods
for general DAEs (see [74]). Since evaluating f is in practical applications the most expensive
part of the algorithm compared to evaluating g, we propose high order integrators that are
implicit in g and explicit in f in the spirit of implicit-explicit (IMEX) integrators (see, e.g., [67]),
so that there are only a few evaluations of f per step. We thus consider the class of Runge-Kutta
integrators (3.1.2). Ideally, one aims for IMEX integrators with a low number of evaluations
of f , we hence assume in addition that pA is a lower triangular matrix and A is a strictly lower
triangular matrix (in the spirit of DIRK methods). We represent the numerical integrators with
their associated Butcher tableau, where b � pas,iqi, pb � ppas,iqi, c � A1 and 1 � p1, . . . , 1qT ,

c A δ pA d

bT pbT .

For instance, the Euler schemes can be written as Runge-Kutta methods of the form (3.1.2)
with s � 2 and the following Butcher tableaux:

Euler (4.1.1) :
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 1 0 1

1 0 1 0
, Euler (4.1.2) :

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 0 1 1

1 0 0 1
.

Note that the class of methods (3.1.2) satisfies automatically Assumption 2.2.5.
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Remark 4.4.1. The class of Runge-Kutta methods (3.1.2) can be straightforwardly generalized
(as done in [83] in the Euclidean case Rd) to study partitioned problems where f � f1�f2 and,
for example, to create IMEX schemes. In order to improve the order of the method without
increasing its cost, one could also apply a postprocessor (in the spirit of [123] in Rd) or use
multiple independent noises in (3.1.2) instead of only one random variable ξn � N p0, Idq. This
last extension can increase the number of conditions but may also increase the set of solutions.
We refer in particular to [45, 83] in the context of Rd, where it is shown for a class of stochastic
Runge-Kutta method that the order conditions for weak order 3 cannot be satisfied in general,
unless we use at least two independent noises. In addition, if we write the internal stages
of (3.1.2) as

Yi � Xn � h
ş

j�1
aijfpYjq � σ

?
hdiξn �

� ş

j�1
paijgpYjq
λi,

where g : Rd Ñ Rd�q and λi P Rq, then the same class of methods is also fit for solving (2.1.4)
with a multidimensional constraint ζ : Rd Ñ Rq. Note that the coefficients of the method do
not depend on the dimension of the space d or the codimension q of the manifold. This will be
studied in future work.

Remark 4.4.2. If ξn is a Gaussian random variable, its realisations can be arbitrarily large,
and the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the system (3.1.2) does not hold in general.
A standard remedy to ensure that the projection on M always exists for h ¤ h0 small enough
is to replace the standard Gaussian random vectors ξ in (3.1.2) by bounded discrete random
vectors pξ that have the same first moments in the spirit of [104, Chap. 2]. This way, the order of
the method is preserved both in the weak sense and for the invariant measure, and the method is
well-posed for all h small enough. For weak/ergodic order two, one can consider, for instance,
the random vectors pξ with independent components pξi that satisfy

Pppξi � 0q � 2
3 and Pppξi � �

?
3q � 1

6 , i � 1, . . . , d. (4.4.1)

The following lemma guarantees the well-posedness of a method of the form (3.1.2) with
bounded random variables pξn. The result is still true when A and pA are general matrices, but
we consider only the lower triangular case for the sake of brevity. This result is in the spirit
of [67, Chap. VII] for deterministic DAEs.

Lemma 4.4.3. For Runge-Kutta methods of the form (3.1.2) where the ξn are replaced by
bounded random variables pξn, there exists h0 ¡ 0 such that for all h ¤ h0, for any initial
condition Xn P M, there exists a unique solution Xn�1 of (3.1.2) in a neighbourhood of Xn.
Furthermore, the internal stages satisfy Yi � Xn �Op?hq and λi � Op?hq for i � 1, . . . , s.

Proof. We proceed by induction on i. We assume that for j   i, the Yj are already defined and
satisfy Yj � Xn �Op?hq. The result is straightforward if δi � 0. We thus assume that δi � 1
and prove the existence of a unique solution to the equations of the internal stage i:

Yi � Xn � h
i�1̧

j�1
aijfpYjq � σ

?
hdipξn � λi

i̧

j�1
paijgpYjq, (4.4.2)

ζpYiq � 0. (4.4.3)

Using ζpXnq � 0, we write equation (4.4.3) as

ζpYiq � ζpXnq �
» 1

0
gT pXn � τpYi �XnqqdτpYi �Xnq � 0. (4.4.4)
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Inserting (4.4.2) in (4.4.4) yields

» 1

0
gT pXn � τpYi �Xnqqdτ

�
h
i�1̧

j�1
aijfpYjq � σ

?
hdipξn � λi

i̧

j�1
paijgpYjq� � 0. (4.4.5)

Multiplying both sides of equation (4.4.2) by
³1
0 g

T pXn � τpYi �Xnqqdτ
�°i

j�1 paijgpYjq	, and
substituting λi in (4.4.2) with its value from (4.4.5), we deduce that F pYi, hq � 0, where the
function F : Rd � RÑ Rd is given by

F py, tq �
» 1

0
gT pXn � τpy �Xnqqdτ

��
t
i�1̧

j�1
aijfpYjq � σ

?
tdipξn	� i�1̧

j�1
paijgpYjq � paiigpyq	

�
� i�1̧

j�1
paijgpYjq � paiigpyq	�y �Xn � t

i�1̧

j�1
aijfpYjq � σ

?
tdipξn	�.

As F pXn, 0q � 0 and the partial differential ByF pXn, 0q � GpXnqId is invertible, the implicit
function theorem yields the existence and uniqueness of Yi in a ball of center Xn for h ¤ h0
small enough. As pξn is bounded and M is compact, there exists a deterministic h0 that
works for every initial condition Xn P M. Now that Yi is well-posed, we deduce from the
identity F pYi, hq � 0 that Yi � Xn � Op?hq and we derive from (4.4.5) that λi is well-posed
for h small enough and satisfies λi � Op?hq. Finally we observe that pYi, λiq is indeed a
solution to (4.4.2)-(4.4.3).

Remark 4.4.4. In practice, one can solve numerically each internal stage of the set of equa-
tions (3.1.2) with a fixed point iteration or a Newton method starting from Yi � Xn and λi � 0.
As M is compact, if the ξn are replaced by bounded random variables, these two methods con-
verge for h ¤ h0 where h0 is small enough and independent of the initial condition. It is
crucial to initialize the Yi in a neighbourhood of Xn as (3.1.2) has multiple solutions in gen-
eral. For example, the Euler scheme (4.1.2) always has two solutions if M is a sphere (the two
intersections of M and a straight line going through the center of M).

Before looking at the consistency and the order conditions of the class of methods (3.1.2),
we introduce a concise notation for multiplying vectors component-wise.

Definition 4.4.5. For y, yp1q, . . . , ypnq P Rd and m ¥ 0, we define the diamond product and
the diamond power as the vectors in Rd,

pyp1q � . . . � ypnqqi �
n¹
k�1

y
pkq
i and py�mqi � ymi .

We present below the detailed calculation of the consistency conditions of the class of
methods (3.1.2) for the constrained overdamped Langevin equation (2.1.4). A key ingredient
of this result is an expansion of the Lagrange multipliers λi in powers of h in the spirit of [90,
Lemma 3.25]. Similar proofs can be found in [90, Prop. 3.24] for the Euler schemes (4.1.1)-
(4.1.2), and in [5, 83] for Runge-Kutta methods in Rd.
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Proposition 4.4.6. For a Runge-Kutta method of the form (3.1.2), the operator A0 in (2.2.6)
is given for ϕ P C8pRd,Rq by

A0ϕ � bT1ϕ1f � bT1G�1pg, fqϕ1g � σ2

2 d
2
sG

�1 divpgqϕ1g � σ2

2 d
2
s∆ϕ�

σ2

2 d
2
sG

�1ϕ2pg, gq

� σ2ds

�pbTd�pbT pδ � dq � 1
2ds



G�2pg, g1gqϕ1g � σ2ds

�pbT pδ � dq �pbTd	G�1ϕ1g1g.

In particular, if
bT1 � ds � 1 and pbTd � pbT pδ � dq, (4.4.6)

then the method is consistent, that is, A0 � L.

Proof. If we apply one step of a method of the form (3.1.2) with the initial condition X0 � x,
then the internal stages Yi satisfy the following expansion

Yi � x� σ
?
hdiξ � hcifpxq �Rh, if δi � 0,

Yi � x�
?
h
�
σdiξ � λ1{2,ipxqgpxq

�� h
�
cifpxq � λ1,ipxqgpxq � σλ1{2,ipxq

ş

j�1
paijdjg1pxqξ

� λ1{2,ipxq
ş

j�1
paijλ1{2,jpxqδjg1pxqgpxq

�
�Rh, if δi � 1,

where the remainder satisfies
��Rh�� ¤ Ch3{2, and where we used that λi can be developed in

powers of
?
h as λi �

?
hλ1{2,i � hλ1,i � . . . in the spirit of [90, Lemma 3.25]. If δi � 1, ζpYiq

can also be expanded as

ζpYiq � ζpxq �
?
h
�
σdipg, ξq � λ1{2,iG

�� h
�
cipg, fq � λ1,iG� λ1{2,i

ş

j�1
paijλ1{2,jδjpg, g1gq

� σλ1{2,i
ş

j�1
paijdjpg, g1ξq � 1

2σ
2d2
i pξ, g1ξq � σλ1{2,idipg, g1ξq �

1
2λ

2
1{2,ipg, g1gq

�
� . . .

where we omitted the dependency in x of G, g, g1 and the λk{2,j ’s for brevity. We have
ζpYiq � ζpxq � 0 (since x P M), thus by identifying each term of the expansion with zero, we
get

λ1{2,i � �σδidiG�1pg, ξq,

λ1,i � �δiciG�1pg, fq � σ2δi

�
ş

j�1
paijdidj � d2

i

�
G�2pg, ξqpg, g1ξq

� σ2δi

�
ş

j�1
paijδjdidj � 1

2d
2
i

�
G�3pg, ξq2pg, g1gq � σ2

2 δid
2
iG

�1pξ, g1ξq.

For ϕ a test function, the operator A0ϕ satisfies

ErϕpX1qs � ErϕpYsqs � ϕpxq � hA0ϕpxq � h2A1ϕpxq � . . .

By replacing Ys with its expansion in powers of h1{2, and by identifying the first terms, we
deduce that
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A0ϕ � E
�
csϕ

1f � csG
�1pg, fqϕ1g � σ2

2 d
2
sG

�1pξ, g1ξqϕ1g � σ2dsppbTd� dsqG�2pg, ξqpg, g1ξqϕ1g

� σ2ds

�pbT pδ � dq � 1
2ds



G�3pg, ξq2pg, g1gqϕ1g � σ2

2 d
2
sϕ

2pξ, ξq � σ2d2
sG

�1pg, ξqϕ2pg, ξq

� σ2

2 d
2
sG

�2pg, ξq2ϕ2pg, gq � σ2dspbT pδ � dqG�2pg, ξq2ϕ1g1g � σ2dspbTdG�1pg, ξqϕ1g1ξ
�
,

where we used that δs � 1 and that all the terms containing an odd number of ξ vanish since
odd moments of ξ are zero. Distributing the expectation on each term and using cs � bT1
yield the desired expression of A0ϕ. We deduce the consistency conditions bT1 � ds � 1
and pbTd � pbT pδ � dq in order to get A0 � L.

Remark 4.4.7. The analysis presented in Section 4.4.1 is conducted for the overdamped
Langevin dynamics (2.1.4). It would be interesting to consider extensions with multiplicative
noise or a non-gradient vector field f . The calculations would likely become more involved
and we may get more order conditions (see, for instance, [5, Thm. 3.3] and [83, Remark 5.1
and Sect. 5.5] in the context of Rd, where many additional terms arise, in particular for the
integration by parts calculations). This will be studied in future work.

4.4.2 Order conditions for the invariant measure on manifolds

We now derive the methodology for getting the conditions of arbitrary high order for sampling
the invariant measure of the constrained overdamped Langevin equation (2.1.4). In particular,
the following theorem presents the Runge-Kutta conditions for order two for the invariant
measure on M. Note that the number of conditions does not depend on the dimension of the
space d.

Theorem 4.4.8 (Runge-Kutta conditions for order two for the invariant measure). We consider
a Runge-Kutta method of the form (3.1.1) and assume the consistency condition (4.4.6). If the
method is ergodic and if the following conditions are satisfied, then the integrator has order two
for the invariant measure of (2.1.4):

pbTd � bTd,

bT c � bT pδ � cq � bTd�2 � bT pδ � d�2q � 2pbTd� 1
2 ,pbT c � pbT pδ � cq � pbTd�2 � pbT pδ � d�2q � pbTd�3 � pbT pδ � d�3q � 2pbTd� 1

2 ,pbT pc � dq � pbT pδ � c � dq,
bT pd � pApp1� δq � dqqq � 0,pbTAppδ � 1q � dqq � pbT pδ �Appδ � 1q � dqqq � ppbTdq2 � 2pbTd� 1

2 ,pbT pd � pAcq � pbT pd � pAd�2q � pbT pd � pApδ � d�2qq � 2pbT pd � pAdq � ppbTdq2 � 2pbTd� 1
2 ,pbT pd�2

� pAdq � pbT pd � pAdq � 1
2ppbTdq2,pbT pc � pAppδ � 1q � dq �pbT pd � pAppδ � 3 � 1q � dq �pbT pd � pApδ � cq � 2ppbTdq2 � 4pbTd� 1,pbT pd�2

� pApδ � dqq �pbT pd � pApδ � dqq � 2pbT pd � pAdq � 3
2ppbTdq2 � 2pbTd� 1

2 ,pbT pd � p pApp1� δq � dqq�2q � 0,pbT pd � p pAdq�2q � 3pbT pd � pApd � pApp1� δq � dqqq � p4� 2pbTdqpbT pd � pAdq � 3ppbTdq2 � 4pbTd� 1.
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In the particular case where we set δ � 1, the order two conditions reduce to the following:

ppbTdq2 � 2pbTd� 1
2 � 0,pbTd � bTd,

bT c � bTd�2 � pbT c � pbTd�2 � pbTd�3 � 2pbTd� 1
2 ,pbT pd � pAcq � pbT pd � pAd�2q � 2pbT pd � pAdq,pbT pd�2

� pAdq � pbT pd � pAdq �pbTd� 1
4 ,pbT pd � p pAdq�2q � p4� 2pbTdqpbT pd � pAdq � 2pbTd� 1

2 .

For simplicity, we used in Theorem 4.4.8 the notation � of Definition 4.4.5. For instance,
the condition pbT pd�2

� pAdq � pbT pd � pAdq � 1
2ppbTdq2 rewrites into

ş

i,j�1

pbid2
ipaijdj � ş

i,j�1

pbidipaijdj � 1
2

� ş

i�1

pbidi	2
.

The order conditions of Theorem 4.4.8 can be obtained from straightforward calculations with
the following methodology. We compute the operator A1 with the same method used for A0 in
Proposition 4.4.6. It is a differential operator of order four, and we present the complete expan-
sion of A1 in exotic aromatic forests in Table C.1. We use the process of integration by parts
as presented in Section 3.3.2 to transform

³
M A1ϕdµ8 into an integral of the form

³
M A0

1ϕdµ8
where A0

1ϕ is a differential operator of lower order in ϕ. The integrations by parts of the order
four and three terms are in Appendix B, and the complete expansion of A0

1 in exotic aromatic
forests is in Table C.2. Then, we find sufficient conditions such that A0

1 � 0. This implies
that A�

1ρ8 � 0, and Theorem 2.3.2 gives the order two for the invariant measure.
Although constructing methods of high weak order is not the main focus of this work,

considering the explicit formula for A1 and comparing with L2{2 (see Appendix C for their
detailed expansion in B-series), one immediately obtains the following result for weak order
two of accuracy.

Theorem 4.4.9 (Runge-Kutta conditions for weak order two). We consider a Runge-Kutta
method of the form (3.1.1) and assume that it satisfies (4.4.6). If the following conditions are
satisfied, then the integrator has weak order two for solving (2.1.4):

bTd � bT c � bT pδ � cq � bTd�2 � bT pδ � d�2q � 1
2 ,pbTd � pbT c � pbT pδ � cq � pbTd�2 � pbT pδ � d�2q � pbTd�3 � pbT pδ � d�3q � 1

2 ,pbT pc � dq � pbT pδ � c � dq,pbT pd � pAdq � 1
8 ,

bT pd � pApp1� δq � dqq � 0,pbTApp1� δq � dq � pbT pδ �App1� δq � dqq � 1
4 ,pbT pd � pAcq � pbT pd � pAd�2q � pbT pd � pApδ � d�2qq � 0,pbT pd�2

� pAdq � 1
4 ,pbT pc � pApp1� δq � dqq �pbT pd � pApδ � dqq �pbT pd � pApδ � cqq � 1

8 ,pbT pd�2
� pApδ � dqq �pbT pd � pApδ � dqq � 1

8 ,pbT pd � p pApp1� δq � dqq�2q � 0,pbT pd � p pAdq�2q � 3pbT pd � pApd � pApp1� δq � dqqq � 1
8 .
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Remark 4.4.10. For δ � 1, the weak order two conditions of Theorem 4.4.9 have no solution,
which is in contrast with the invariant measure case presented in Theorem 4.4.8. Indeed, the
condition pbTApp1� δq � dq � 1

4 cannot be fulfilled if we fix δ � 1.

4.4.3 Illustrative examples of high order Runge-Kutta methods on manifolds

In this section, we give several examples of high order Runge-Kutta methods of the form (3.1.2).
The purpose of these examples is to illustrate our analysis, and deriving new integrators with
small error constant, favourable stability properties, small variance and fast convergence to
equilibrium is a challenging open question which is not addressed in the present work. First,
we introduce a method that has order two for sampling the invariant measure of the constrained
Langevin dynamics (2.1.4). Since there are many solutions to the order conditions, we obtain
this integrator by solving numerically an optimization problem: we minimize the absolute
values of the coefficients of the method under the constraints given by the order conditions of
Theorem 4.4.8. This method is explicit in f and uses only three evaluations of f per step. It
is defined by the following Butcher tableau

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 d1
c2 c2 0 0 0 1 pa21 pa22 0 0 d2
c3 0 c3 0 0 1 pa31 pa32 pa33 0 d3
1 pa41 pa42 pa43 0 1 pa41 pa42 pa43 0 1pa41 pa42 pa43 0 pa41 pa42 pa43 0

or by the associated set of equations

Y1 � Xn � σ
?
hd1ξn � λ1gpY1q,

Y2 � Xn � hc2fpY1q � σ
?
hd2ξn � λ2 rpa21gpY1q � pa22gpY2qs ,

Y3 � Xn � hc3fpY2q � σ
?
hd3ξn � λ3 rpa31gpY1q � pa32gpY2q � pa33gpY3qs ,

Xn�1 � Xn � h
3̧

j�1
pa4jfpYjq � σ

?
hξn � λ4

3̧

j�1
pa4jgpYjq, (4.4.7)

where λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4 are such that ζpY1q � ζpY2q � ζpY3q � ζpXn�1q � 0,

and with the values of ci, di, paij given in Appendix A. To implement one step of this scheme, we
apply a few iterations of the Newton method to find the projections onto M. We emphasize that
if the stepsize h is not small enough, the fixed point problems of finding λi such that ζpYiq � 0
may not be well defined, leading to diverging Newton iterations. Following Remark 4.4.2, we
replace the standard Gaussian random vectors ξ in (3.1.2) by independent bounded discrete
random vectors pξ that satisfy (4.4.1). This way, the order two for the invariant measure is
preserved and the method is well-posed for h small enough.

With the same methodology we used to obtain the order conditions of Theorem 4.4.8 and
Theorem 4.4.9, and with the expressions of A1ϕ and A0

1ϕ (see Section 3.3.2 for further details),
we also get classes of Runge-Kutta integrators and their order conditions for the following
specific subproblems.

Euclidean case Rd. Fixing g � 0 in the expressions of A1ϕ and A0
1ϕ yields the order two

conditions in the weak sense and for the invariant measure in Rd as given in [83, Tables 1-2].
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Deterministic case. Fixing σ � 0 in the expression of A1ϕ yields the order conditions for
approximating the solution of ODEs of the form 9x � ΠMpxqfpxq, where f is a gradient. Note
that this equation can be written as the following differential algebraic equation (DAE) of index
two (see [67, Chap. VII]):

9x � fpxq � λgpxq, (4.4.8)
0 � ζpxq.

We obtain a class of deterministic Runge-Kutta methods for solving DAEs of the form (4.4.8)
by setting σ � 0 in (3.1.2). A Runge-Kutta method of this form is consistent if bT1 � 1, and
has order two if pbT c � pbT pδ � cq � bT c � bT pδ � cq � 1{2. For instance, an order two method
for solving ODEs of the form (4.4.8) is

Xn�1 � Xn � h
fpXnq � fpXn�1q

2 � λ
gpXnq � gpXn�1q

2 , ζpXn�1q � 0.

Spherical case. In the simple case where M is the unit sphere in Rd (that is, when the
constraint is of the form ζpxq � p|x|2 � 1q{2 and gpxq � x), the consistency conditions (4.4.6)
reduce to bT1 � ds � 1. The weak order two conditions of Theorem 4.4.9 reduce to the
following conditions:

bTd � bT c � bT pδ � cq � bTd�2 � bT pδ � d�2q � pbTd � pbT c � 1
2 ,pbT pd � pAdq � 1

8 ,pbTApp1� δq � dq � 1
4 ,pbT pd � pAcq � 0.

On the other hand, the order two conditions for the invariant measure of Theorem 4.4.8 on
the sphere are the following:

pbTd � bTd,

bT c � bT pδ � cq � bTd�2 � bT pδ � d�2q � pbT c � 2pbTd� 1
2 ,pbT pd � pAcq � 2pbT pd � pAdq � ppbTdq2 � 2pbTd� 1

2 ,pbTAppδ � 1q � dq � ppbTdq2 � 2pbTd� 1
2 .

For example, the following integrator has order two for the invariant measure if M is a
sphere as its coefficients satisfy the order conditions on the sphere:

Y1 � Xn � h

�
3
2 �

?
2


fpY2q � σ

?
h

�
1�

?
2

2



ξn � λ1p2Y1 � Y2q, ζpY1q � 0,

Y2 � Xn � hfpY1q � σ
?
hξn � λ2Y1, ζpY2q � 0,

Xn�1 � Y2.

Brownian motions on manifolds. Runge-Kutta methods of the form (3.1.2) can also be
used for simulating a Brownian motion on a manifold (see [71, Chap. III]) by solving numerically

dXptq � ΠMpXptqq � dW ptq, Xp0q � X0 P M. (4.4.9)
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We recall that in the context of Rd, the Euler-Maruyama integrator is exact for approximating
a Brownian motion in law. However, in the context of manifolds, there are no exact Runge-
Kutta integrators for simulating a Brownian motion on M in general. In particular, the Euler
scheme (4.1.2) only has weak order one for solving (4.4.9) in general. Fixing f � 0 in (3.1.2)
yields a class of Runge-Kutta methods for solving (4.4.9). The consistency conditions are ds � 1
and pbTd � pbT pδ � dq. The conditions for order two for the invariant measure (respectively for
weak order two) of such a Runge-Kutta method are obtained by deleting the order conditions
in Theorem 4.4.8 (respectively in Theorem 4.4.9) that involve A, b or c. In the specific case
where M is a sphere, the consistency conditions (4.4.6) become ds � 1 and the weak order two
conditions of Theorem 4.4.9 reduce to the two following conditions

pbTd � 1
2 ,

pbT pd � pAdq � 1
8 .

For example, a weak order two method for simulating a Brownian motion on a sphere is

Xn�1 � Xn �
?
hξn � λ

3Xn �
?
hξn �Xn�1
4 , ζpXn�1q � 0.

In addition, there are no additional order two conditions for the invariant measure, that is, any
consistent integrator, such as the Euler scheme (4.1.2), has at least order two for the invariant
measure on the sphere.

4.5 Numerical experiments
In this section, we perform numerical experiments to confirm the theoretical findings of Sec-
tion 4.4, first on a sphere and a torus in R3, and then on the special linear group. We refer
to [5] for further numerical experiments on the class of Runge-Kutta methods (3.1.1) in the
context of Rd.

4.5.1 Invariant measure approximation on a sphere and a torus

To check the numerical order two of the Runge-Kutta integrator (4.4.7) presented in Sec-
tion 4.4.3, we first compare it with the Euler scheme (4.1.2) on the unit sphere in R3, where the
constraint is given by ζpxq � px2

1�x2
2�x2

3�1q{2. We choose the potential V pxq � 25p1�x2
1�x2

2q,
with σ � ?

2, ϕpxq � x2
3, f � �∇V , g � ∇ζ, M � 107 independent trajectories to have

a small Monte-Carlo error and a final time T � 20. Observe that for the smaller final
time T � 10 (not included in the figures for conciseness), the convergence curves reveal to
be nearly identical to the case T � 20 considered in Figure 4.1, which suggests that the
numerical solutions are already very close to equilibrium at these final times. Following Re-
mark 4.4.2 and Lemma 4.4.3, we use discrete bounded random variables satisfying (4.4.1) in
the implementation of the integrators. For both integrators, we compute the Monte-Carlo
estimator sJ � 1

M

°M
m�1 ϕpXpmq

N q � ErϕpXN qs, where X
pmq
n is the m-th realisation of the

integrator at time tn � nh, and N is an integer satisfying Nh � T . We compare this ap-
proximation with a reference value of

³
M ϕdµ8 computed via a standard quadrature formula,

and we plot the error for the invariant measure (2.3.3) versus different timestep h. We also
plot an estimate of the Monte-Carlo error by using the standard error of the mean estimator�°M

m�1pϕpXpmq
N q � sJq2�1{2{aMpM � 1q. We observe in all convergence plots that the Monte-

Carlo error prevails for small values of the timestep h. In Figure 4.1, we observe as expected
order one for the Euler scheme (4.1.2) and order two for the Runge-Kutta scheme (4.4.7).
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Figure 4.1: A trajectory of the order two method (left) and the convergence curve for the sphere for the
invariant measure (right) with the potential V pxq � 25p1 � x2

1 � x2
2q, ϕpxq � x2

3, a final time T � 20
and M � 107 trajectories.

Figure 4.2: A trajectory of the order two method (left) and the convergence curve for the torus for
the invariant measure (right) with the potential V pxq � 25px3 � rq2, ϕpxq � x2

3, a final time T � 20
and M � 107 trajectories.

We then apply the Euler scheme (4.1.2) and the Runge-Kutta integrator (4.4.7) on a torus
defined by the constraint ζpxq � px2

1�x2
2�x2

3�R2�r2q2�4R2px2
1�x2

2q with R � 3 and r � 1.
The potential is V pxq � 25px3 � rq2 and we choose σ � ?

2, ϕpxq � x2
3, f � �∇V , g � ∇ζ,

a final time T � 20 and M � 107 independent trajectories. On Figure 4.2, we plot the
error for the invariant measure versus the timestep h, by using a reference value for

³
M ϕdµ8

obtained with a standard quadrature formula. As expected, we observe order two for the
proposed integrator. These curves confirm the theoretical findings presented in Section 4.4. In
particular, the scheme (4.4.7) has order two of accuracy for the invariant measure on manifolds,
according to Theorem 4.4.8. Note that if we had chosen a very short final time T , we would
have observed the weak order one instead of the order two for the invariant measure as we
would not have reached equilibrium.
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4.5.2 Invariant measure approximation on the special linear group

Sampling on a manifold M is especially useful to compute integrals of the form
³
M ϕpxqdµ8

when M is a manifold of high dimension. The class of methods (3.1.2) is convenient as the
number of order conditions does not increase with the dimension of the space increasing. We
apply Method (4.4.7) on a Lie group (in the spirit of [124, 125]) to see how it performs in
high dimension. We choose the special linear group SLpmq � tM P Rm�m,detpMq � 1u,
seen as a submanifold of Rm2 of codimension 1. As explained in Remark 4.2.2, our analysis
still applies to SLpmq if we choose a potential V with appropriate growth assumptions, even
if it is not a compact manifold. We compare the Euler scheme (4.1.2) and the Runge-Kutta
integrator (4.4.7) on M � SLpmq for different m (that is, with the constraint ζpxq � detpxq�1),
where we use in the implementation discrete random variables satisfying (4.4.1). We choose
the potential

V pxq � 25 Trppx� Im2qT px� Im2qq (4.5.1)

and the parameters σ � ?
2, ϕpxq � Trpxq and M � 106 trajectories. Each trajectory is an

approximation of the solution of equation (2.1.4) at time T � 10 with a timestep h � T {N
and N � 212 steps. With this timestep h, the Newton method used in the Euler scheme (4.1.2)
does not converge for approximately 0.005% of the trajectories for m � 4. We choose to
discard these trajectories, which induces a negligible bias in the expectation. This does not
occur for the Runge-Kutta integrator (4.4.7). We recall that for a small enough timestep h,
the Newton method would always converge (see also Remark 4.4.4). The reference solution
for Jpmq � ³

SLpmq ϕpxqdµ8pxq is computed with the Runge-Kutta method (4.4.7) with href �
2�14T . With the factor 25 in the potential (4.5.1), the solution of (2.1.4) stays close to Im2 ,
and Jpmq is close to ϕpIm2q � m. This choice of factor permits to explore a reasonably
small area of SLpmq with moderate manifold curvature. We observe numerically that replacing
the factor 25 by 1 in (4.5.1) induces a severe timestep restriction (results not included for
conciseness). The computation of Jpmq could also be done via the parametrization given by
the Iwasawa decomposition for SLpmq (see, for instance, [62, Chap. 1]) and the use of standard
quadrature methods, but these methods have prohibitive costs in high dimension. We put
together the numerical results in Table 4.11 and observe that the Runge-Kutta method (4.4.7)
performs significantly better than the Euler scheme (4.1.2).

m dimpSLpmqq Jpmq sJEuler error for sJEuler sJ2 error for sJ2

2 3 2.00967 2.01031 6.4 � 10�4 2.00962 4.4 � 10�5

3 8 3.01954 3.02068 1.1 � 10�3 3.01934 2.0 � 10�4

4 15 4.02930 4.03095 1.6 � 10�3 4.02907 2.3 � 10�4

Table 4.11: Numerical approximation of the integral Jpmq �
³
SLpmq ϕpxqdµ8 for 2 ¤ m ¤ 4 with the

estimator sJ �M�1 °M
k�1 ϕpX

pkq
N q where pXnq is given by the Euler scheme (4.1.2) for sJEuler and by the

Runge-Kutta integrator (4.4.7) for sJ2, with their respective errors. The average is taken over M � 106

trajectories, with the potential (4.5.1), ϕpxq � Trpxq, a final time T � 10 and a timestep h � 2�12T .





CHAPTER 5

Multirevolution integrators for SDEs with
fast stochastic oscillations

Note: This chapter is almost identical to the article [84] in collaboration with G. Vilmart.

5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we develop invariant-preserving integrators of second weak order that are robust
with respect to the stiffness ε both in accuracy and cost for the class of highly-oscillatory d-
dimensional SDEs (2.1.5). This class of SDEs includes in particular highly-oscillatory Kubo
oscillators (see [39])

dXptq � 2π?
ε

�
0 �1
1 0



Xptq � dW ptq �

�
0 �a
a 0



Xptqdt, a P R, (5.1.1)

or equivalently, dY � 2iπε�1{2Y � dW � iaY dt in the complex setting where Y � X1 � iX2.
Applying standard SDE integrators to solve equation (2.1.5) requires in general a time

stepsize h ¤ ε to be accurate, which makes these methods dramatically expensive when ε is
small. The goal of this work is to create robust numerical methods, i.e., numerical integrators
whose cost and accuracy do not deteriorate when ε becomes small. Several classes of methods
have already been developed for highly-oscillatory SDEs with a deterministic fast oscillation (see
for instance [41, 122]), but not in the case where the stiff oscillatory part is applied to the noise
itself. To numerically face this challenge, we introduce a new methodology to develop robust
methods of any high weak order to approximate the solution of equation (2.1.5). In particular,
we propose a method of weak order two, and a geometric modification of this algorithm that
preserves quadratic invariants.

Stochastic oscillations as defined in (2.1.5) typically arise in fiber optics models (see [7, 8,
58]) with a spatial discretization of the highly-oscillatory nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLS)
with white noise dispersion

duptq � i?
ε

∆uptq � dW ptq � F puptqqdt, upt � 0q � u0. (5.1.2)
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As described for instance in [58], in the case ε � 1, the NLS equation (5.1.2) with a cubic
nonlinearity F puq � |u|2u is a model in dimension d � 1 describing the propagation of a
signal in optical fibers where x corresponds to the retarded time, while t corresponds to the
distance along the fiber. Taking into account the inevitable chromatic dispersion effects of the
signal, modeled by a random centered stationary process m with a coefficient ν ¡ 0, yields the
following random PDE,

Bv
Bxpx, tq � νimpxqB

2v

Bt2 px, tq � ν2F pvpx, tqq, vpx � 0, tq � u0ptq.

The perfect fiber would satisfy m � 0, but in practice, engineers build fibers with a small
varying dispersion coefficient. To limit the pulse broadening induced by random dispersion,
specialists use a wide range of dispersion management techniques (see for instance [58] and
references therein). In [97, 44], the authors show that if we denote uνpx, tq � vpx{ν2, tq, then
as ν tends to 0 and under some ergodicity assumptions on m, uν converges to the solution u
of equation (5.1.2) with ε � 1. The non-stiff counterpart of equation (5.1.2), i.e., for ε � 1,
has also been studied theorically in [49] for a particular nonlinearity. The highly-oscillatory
behavior (ε ! 1) appears naturally when observing the propagation in long time with a small
nonlinearity (via the change of variable tÐ εt) or the propagation of a small initial data in an
optical fiber with a polynomial nonlinearity (via the change of variable uÐ u{ε). A goal of this
chapter is to develop efficient and cheap numerical methods that can model the propagation
of pulses in this context, in order to observe some specific behaviors and, ultimately, to build
enhanced fibers. Models of the form (5.1.2) also appear in the recent work [54] in the context
of stochastic three-wave semi-linear systems. We emphasize that there is a growing interest in
the recent litterature for stochastic models involving a fast Stratonovitch noise in the context
of ergodic stochastic dynamics. In [4], it is shown for a class of overdamped Langevin equations
that adding an appropriate fast Stratnovitch noise permits to increase the convergence rate to
equilibrium, while reducing the asymptotic variance at infinity. This suggests that new efficient
samplers for the invariant distribution of Langevin type models in context of large dimensional
molecular dynamics models could be developed. We also mention the recent homogenization
results on stochastic dynamics with fast Stratonovitch noises in [94] where our periodicity
assumption is replaced by an ergodicity assumption on the fast component of the dynamics
posed on manifolds.

Numerous possibilities exist for numerically integrating equations (2.1.5) or (5.1.2). We
highlight in particular the exponential integrators [39, 52] for the SDE (2.1.5), and the expo-
nential integrators [40], the Fourier split-step method [97] or the Crank-Nicholson scheme [11]
for the SPDE (5.1.2). These methods have the advantage that they preserve the L2 invariant
of the equation (that is, }uptq}L2 � }u0}L2 for all t ¥ 0) for a class of polynomial nonlinearities.
However, they face a severe timestep restriction h ¤ ε when the stiff parameter ε is small. Even
in the case of deterministic oscillations, there are restrictions in general, though some robust
algorithms exist (see [41] for instance). The methods presented in this chapter solve this issue
of stepsize restriction. The idea is to approximate the solution of equation (2.1.5) at random
times called revolution times because they correspond to complete revolutions of the oscillatory
part dX � ε�1{2AX � dW . This is in the spirit of [70] which also approximates the solution of
SDEs at random times.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 is devoted to the presentation of the new
integrators. In Section 5.3, we build an asymptotic expansion of the solution of (2.1.5) and eval-
uate it at revolution times to derive the new integrators and a limit model for equation (2.1.5).
Section 5.4 is devoted to the weak convergence theorems and their proofs. In Section 5.5, we
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Figure 5.1: Exact solution evaluated at revolution times for the deterministic oscillator (5.2.1)
with F pyq � iy and ε � 10�1.

present numerical experiments to confirm our theoretical error estimates, and we apply the new
methods to solve numerically the Schrödinger equation (5.1.2).

5.2 Multirevolution integrators for stochastic oscillators

Initially created in [102, 27] in the context of celestial mechanics and later extended using
geometric integration (see for instance [106, 28, 35]), multirevolution methods represent a class
of numerical methods used for solving highly-oscillatory differential equations while reducing
the cost of computation. In particular, they can approximate the solution of highly-oscillatory
ODEs of the following form at stroboscopic times εNT , where T � 1 is the period of dx

dt � Ax,
and N is an integer,

dx

dt
� 1
ε
Ax� F pxq, xp0q � x0. (5.2.1)

The solution x of this equation at times εNT is a perturbation of identity, that is, x sati-
fies xpεtq � x0 � Opεtq, thus the solution loses its highly-oscillatory feature when evaluated
at stroboscopic times, as shown in Figure 5.1 for the first component of the solution of equa-

tion (5.2.1) with F pxq � ix (respectively F pyq �
�

0 �1
1 0



y in the real setting). The idea of

multirevolution is to approximate xpεNq with N � Opε�1q with a cost independent of ε.
For stochastic oscillations, the solution Xptq � eε

�1{2AW ptqX0 of dX � ε�1{2AX �dW is not
periodic, but satisfies XpεTN q � X0 where the TN are random variables called revolution times
and defined by

T0 � 0, (5.2.2)

TN�1 � inf
!
t ¡ TN , ε

�1{2 |W pεtq �W pεTN q| ¥ 1
)
, N � 0, 1, 2, . . .

If X is the solution of (2.1.5), we show in Subsection 5.3.1 that X evaluated at times εTN is a
perturbation of the identity (in a strong and weak sense). Figure 5.2 illustrates the definition
of revolution times and shows the perturbation of identity property on the first component of a
Kubo oscillator (5.1.1) with a � 1. We highlight that the revolutions times TN can be simulated
without simulating the exact path W . Also we emphasize that the proposed algorithms do not
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Figure 5.2: Revolution times (5.2.2) of a Brownian path (top) and exact solution evaluated at revolution
times for the Kubo oscillator (5.1.1) with a � 1 and ε � 10�1 (bottom).

require to simulate W due to the use of appropriate discrete random variables. This will be
explained in Section 5.3.4.

We show in Section 5.3.3 that the solution X of (2.1.5) evaluated at times εTtε�1 (when t{ε
is an integer) converges weakly when εÑ 0 to the solution yt of the deterministic ODE

dyt
dt

� xg0ypytq, y0 � X0,

where g0
θpyq � e�AθF peAθyq and xg0y :� ³10 g0

θdθ. This ODE is exactly the same as the asymp-
totic model for deterministic oscillators of the form (5.2.1). This asymptotic model naturally
yields a weak order 1 deterministic integrator. We propose the two following new multirevolu-
tion methods of second weak order for integrating equation (2.1.5) at the revolution times εTNm
for m � 0, 1, 2, . . . with cost in H � Nε � Op1q independent of ε. Method B is a geo-
metric modification of Method A to preserve quadratic invariants of the form Qpyq � 1

2y
TSy

where S P Rd�d is a given symmetric matrix. Methods A and B involve a Fourier decomposition
of the following functions that are 1-periodic with respect to θ,

g0
θpyq � e�AθF peAθyq �

¸
kPZ

c0
kpyqe2iπkθ (5.2.3)

g1
θpyqpzq � e�AθF 1peAθyqpeAθzq �

¸
pPZ

c1
ppyqpzqe2iπpθ
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with Fourier coefficients pc0
kpyqqkPZ and pc1

ppyqqpPZ, respectively. The series appearing in (5.2.3)
have an infinite number of terms in general. For a practical implementation of the new methods,
we truncate these series up to an even number of modes Kt, while inducing an exponentially
small error (see Remark 5.4.3). For each timestep, we also introduce the bounded discrete
random variables ppαNk qk, and deterministic sequences ppβNp,kqp,k and pprβNp,kqp,k that satisfy

ErpαNk s �
"

1 if k � 0,
0 else,

pβNp,k �

$''''''&''''''%

1
2 � 1

3N if p � k � 0,
1

2π2k2N if p � 0, k � 0,
�1

2π2p2N if p � 0, k � 0,
1

2π2p2N if p� k � 0, p, k � 0,
0 else,

ErpαNp pαNk s �

$'&'%
1� 2

3N if p � k � 0,
1

π2p2N if p� k � 0, p, k � 0,
0 else,

prβNp,k �

$'&'%
1

2π2k2N if p � 0, k � 0,
�1

2π2p2N if p � 0, k � 0,
0 else.

The definition and construction of these random variables are further discussed in Sections 5.3.2
and 5.3.4.

Method A (Explicit integrator of weak order two in H � Nε to approximate the solution of
equation (2.1.5) at times εTNm for m � 0, 1, 2, . . .)

Y0 � X0
for m ¥ 0 do

Ym�1 � Ym �H

Kt{2�1¸
k��Kt{2

c0
kpYmqpαNk �H2

Kt{2�1¸
p,k��Kt{2

c1
ppYmqpc0

kpYmqqpβNp,k (5.2.4)

end for

Method B (Geometric integrator of weak order two in H � Nε to approximate the solution
of equation (2.1.5) at times εTNm for m � 0, 1, 2, . . . while preserving quadratic invariants)

Y0 � X0
for m ¥ 0 do

Ym�1 � Ym �H

Kt{2�1¸
k��Kt{2

c0
k

�
Ym � Ym�1

2


 pαNk (5.2.5)

�H2
Kt{2�1¸

p,k��Kt{2
c1
p

�
Ym � Ym�1

2


�
c0
k

�
Ym � Ym�1

2



 prβNp,k
end for

Remark 5.2.1. One could apply a Newton iteration to solve the implicit equation (5.2.5) in
Method B. However, a few fixed point iterations are sufficient (see discussion in [65, Chap. VIII]
for non-stiff implicit methods). Indeed, since the Lipschitz constant of the iterated map has
size OpHq, the convergence rate of the fixed point iterations is independent of the smallness
of ε.
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Remark 5.2.2. We observe that pβNp,k and prβNp,k are always zero except when p � 0, k � 0
or p � k � 0. Thus the computational cost of one step of Methods A and B grows linearly in
the number of modes in (5.2.3).

5.3 Analysis and asymptotic expansion of the exact solution

In this section, we first obtain a local expansion of the solution of (2.1.5) and then evaluate it
at particular random times to deal with the highly-oscillatory patterns of the exact solution.
Finally we derive from this expansion an asymptotic limit for equation (2.1.5) when εÑ 0.

5.3.1 Asymptotic expansion of the exact solution

Instead of studying directly equation (2.1.5), we apply the change of variable tÐ ε�1t to obtain
the following equation, whose solution satisfies Y ptq � Xpεtq with X solution of (2.1.5),

dY ptq � AY ptq � d�W ptq � εF pY ptqqdt, Y p0q � X0, (5.3.1)

where we denote for simplicity the Brownian motion �W ptq � ε�1{2W pεtq again by W . We intro-
duce the following assumption which guarantees in particular global existence and uniqueness
of the solution.

Assumption 5.3.1. The function F is globally Lipschitz continuous and lies in C3
P , i.e., there

exists constants L, C, K ¡ 0 such that for all y, y1, y2 P Rd

|F py1q � F py2q| ¤ L |y1 � y2|
���F piqpyq

��� ¤ Cp1� |y|Kq, i P t0, 1, 2, 3u. (5.3.2)

Also the initial condition X0 has bounded moments, that is, Er|X0|ps   8 for p ¥ 0.

Therefore we denote φε,tpX0q � Y ptq the solution of equation (5.3.1) and focus in the rest
of the chapter on the approximation of φε,tpyq at times t � Opε�1q. The variation of constants
formula yields

φε,tpyq � eAW ptqy � ε

» t
0
eApW ptq�W psqqF pφε,spyqqds. (5.3.3)

We deduce the following regularity properties.

Lemma 5.3.2. Under Assumption 5.3.1, the following estimates hold for all y, y1, y2 P Rd,
where C and K are independent of ε and t,

1. |φε,tpy1q � φε,tpy2q| ¤ C |y1 � y2| eCεt,

2. |φε,tpyq| ¤ Cp1� |y|qeCεt,

3. φε,tpyq is C3 in y and
���φpiqε,tpyq��� ¤ Cpεtqi�1p1� |y|KqeCεt for i P 1, 2, 3.

Proof. 1. First, φε,tpyq is the solution of

φε,tpyq � eAW ptqy � εeAW ptq
» t

0
e�AW psqF pφε,spyqqds.
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Using the boundedness of the continuous periodic function θ Ñ eθA and Assumption 5.3.1,
we get

|φε,tpy1q � φε,tpy2q| ¤ |y| � Lε

» t
0
|φε,spy1q � φε,spy2q| ds.

The Gronwall lemma yields the desired bound.

2. Straightforward using previous statement.

3. Differentiating the integral formulation defining φε,tpyq gives

Byφε,tpyqphq � eAW ptqh� εeAW ptq
» t

0
e�AW psqF 1pφε,spyqqpByφε,spyqphqqds.

Then Assumption 5.3.1 yields

|Byφε,tpyqphq| ¤ |h| � Lε

» t
0
|Byφε,tpyqphq| ds.

The Gronwall lemma allows us to obtain

|Byφε,tpyq| ¤ eLεt.

For the second derivative, we get

B2
yφε,tpyqph, kq � εeAW ptq

» t
0
e�AW psqrF 1pφε,spyqqpB2

yφε,spyqph, kqq
� F 2pφε,spyqqpByφε,spyqphq, Byφε,spyqpkqqsds.

Then ��B2
yφε,tpyqph, kq

�� ¤ Cε

» t
0
rp1� |φε,spyq|Kq |Byφε,spyqphq| |Byφε,spyqpkq|

� ��B2
yφε,spyqph, kq

��sds
¤ Cεtp1� |y|KqeCεt |h| |k| � Cε

» t
0

��B2
yφε,spyqph, kq

�� .
Then the Gronwall lemma allows us to conclude. The proof is similar for the third
derivative.

Using a local expansion of the solution of (5.3.1) in ε, we define the following first and
second order approximations of φε,tpyq,

ψ1
ε,tpyq � eAW ptqy � εeAW ptq

» t
0
e�AW psqF peAW psqyqds (5.3.4)

ψ2
ε,tpyq � ψ1

ε,tpyq � ε2eAW ptq
» t

0
e�AW psq

� F 1peAW psqyq
�
eAW psq

» s
0
e�AW prqF peAW prqyqdr



ds.
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Proposition 5.3.3 (local expansion). Under Assumption 5.3.1, for all y P Rd, j P t1, 2u
and t ¥ 0, there exist C and K two positive constants independent of ε and t such that���φε,tpyq � ψjε,tpyq

��� ¤ Cp1� |y|KqeCεtpεtqj�1.

The functions ψjε,t satisfy the following straightforward inequalities proved with similar
arguments as for Lemma 5.3.2.

Lemma 5.3.4. With the assumptions and notations of Proposition 5.3.3, the following esti-
mates hold for all y P Rd, where C and K are independent of ε and t,��ψ1

ε,tpyq
�� ¤ Cp1� |y|qeCεt, (5.3.5)��ψ2

ε,tpyq
�� ¤ Cp1� |y|KqeCεt, (5.3.6)���ψ2

ε,tpyq � eAW ptqy
��� ¤ Cp1� |y|KqpεtqeCεt. (5.3.7)

Proof of Proposition 5.3.3. Using Assumption 5.3.1, we get��φε,tpyq � ψ1
ε,tpyq

�� ¤ Lε

» t
0

���φε,spyq � eAW psqy
��� ds.

Then Lemma 5.3.2 yields���φε,spyq � eAW psqy
��� ¤ Cε

» s
0
|F pφε,rpyqq| dr ¤ Cε

» s
0
p1� |φε,rpyq|qdr

¤ Cε

» s
0
p1� Cp1� |y|qeCεrqdr ¤ Cp1� |y|qeCεspεsq.

We deduce
��φε,tpyq � ψ1

ε,tpyq
�� ¤ Cp1� |y|qeCεtpεtq2.

For j � 2, we first denote

rψ2
ε,tpyq � eAW ptqy � εeAW ptq

» t
0
e�AW psqF pψ1

ε,spyqqds.

With the same arguments we used for j � 1 and inequality (5.3.5), we have���φε,tpyq � rψ2
ε,tpyq

��� ¤ Cp1� |y|KqeCεtpεtq3.

It is sufficient to prove that
��ψ2
ε,tpyq � rψ2

ε,tpyq
�� ¤ Cp1 � |y|KqeCεtpεtq3. A Taylor expansion

of F pψ1
ε,spyqq in ε gives

F pψ1
ε,spyqq � F peAW psqyq � εF 1peAW psqyq

�
eAW psq

» s
0
e�AW prqF peAW prqyqdr



�Rε,s.

The remainder Rε,s satisfies

|Rε,s| ¤ Cε2 sup
xPreAW psqy,ψ1

ε,spyqs

��F 2pxq�� ����eAW psq
» s

0
e�AW prqF peAW prqyqdr

����2 .
Then, using the polynomial growth of F 2 and inequality (5.3.5), we get

|Rε,s| ¤ Cp1�
���eAW psqy

���K � ��ψ1
ε,spyq

��Kqpεsq2eCεs ¤ Cp1� |y|Kqpεsq2eCεs.

Hence the result.
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We shall prove in Section 5.3.3 that the function ψ2
ε,t in (5.3.4) evaluated at the revolution

times TN (defined in (5.2.2)) yields a strong order 2 approximation in H � εN .

Remark 5.3.5. If we replace the Brownian motion W in (5.3.4) by a piecewise linear func-
tion Wτ defined by

Wτ �
�

1� t

τ
� i



Wi �

�
t

τ
� i



Wi�1 for iτ ¤ t ¤ pi� 1qτ, (5.3.8)

where W0 � 0 and Wi�1 � Wi � ?
τξi with pξiqi a family of independent standard Gaussian

random variables, then it can be shown that we obtain an integrator of strong order two in εt.
However, the cost of a standard method computing an approximation of the integrals of equa-
tion (5.3.4) by replacing W with Wτ is in Opt2{τ2q, which makes this method tremendously
expensive for t � Opε�1q. This is why we develop in Section 5.3.4 weak integrators based on a
weak approximation of equation (5.3.4) with a cost independent of t. We shall replace stochas-
tic integrals by appropriate discrete random variables in order not to simulate any expensive
Brownian path W .

5.3.2 Properties of the revolution times

In this section, we study some properties linked to the revolution times TN that will be useful
for the analysis.

Proposition 5.3.6. The revolution times TN defined in (5.2.2) are positive and finite al-
most surely. Their differences pTN�1 � TN qN¥0 are independent identically distributed ran-
dom variables (same law as T1). The Laplace transform ErezT1s of T1 exists and is analytic
for Repzq   π2

8 . In addition, for x P �0, π2

8
�
, ErexT1s � 1

cosp?2xq . The variable T1 has bounded
moments, and they are given by

ErT k1 s �
p�2qkk!
p2kq!

p̧

j�1
p�1qj

¸
n1�����nj�p

niPN�

�
2p

2n1, . . . , 2nj



. (5.3.9)

In particular, ErT1s � 1, ErT 2
1 s � 5

3 , and VarpT1q � 2
3 . Finally, for a fixed ε0 P

�
0, π2

16
�
, for

all ε Ps0, ε0s and p ¥ 0, we have the estimate

EreεTN pεTN qps ¤ CeCεN pεNqp. (5.3.10)

The law of the first revolution time T1 has an analytic density, but there is no closed formula
for it. It can be numerically approximated accurately by inverting the Laplace transform. In
Figure 5.3, we observe the convergence in law of TN to a Gaussian variable according to the
central limit theorem.

Proof of Proposition 5.3.6. The first properties can be deduced from [109, Chap. 2.3], where the
Laplace transform formula is obtained with an analytic continuation of the equality Ere�xT1s �

1
coshp?2xq for x ¡ 0. Comparing the Taylor expansions of ErexT1s and 1

cosp?2xq yields (5.3.9).
The estimate (5.3.10) is proved as follows

EreεTN pεTN qps ¤ Ere2εTN s1{2ErpεTN q2ps1{2 � Ere2εT1sN{2εpErT 2p
N s1{2

¤ Ere2ε0T1sεN{2ε0pεNqpErT 2p
1 s1{2 ¤ CeCεN pεNqp,

where we used first the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and then twice the Jensen inequality.
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Figure 5.3: Convergence in law of
?

N
V arpT1q

�
TN

N � ErT1s
�

to a standard Gaussian random variable.

For developing an algorithm for the weak error, it is useful to know the moments of the
random variables appearing in the discretization, that are costly to simulate numerically, in
order to replace them with cheap discrete approximations with the same first and second
moments. This is the goal of the following proposition.
Proposition 5.3.7. The random variables

αNk � 1
N

³TN
0 e2iπkW psqds,

βNp,k � 1
N2

³TN
0 e2iπpW psq ³s

0 e
2iπkW prqdrds,rβNp,k � 1

N2

³TN
0 e2iπpW psq

�³s
0 e

2iπkW prq � 1
2
³TN
0 e2iπkW prqdr

	
ds � βNp,k �

αNp α
N
k

2

satisfy

ErαNk s � δk �
"

1 if k � 0,
0 else,

ErβNp,ks �

$''''''&''''''%

1
2 � 1

3N if p � k � 0,
1

2π2k2N if p � 0, k � 0,
�1

2π2p2N if p � 0, k � 0,
1

2π2p2N if p� k � 0, p, k � 0,
0 else,

ErαNp αNk s �

$'&'%
1� 2

3N if p � k � 0,
1

π2p2N if p� k � 0, p, k � 0,
0 else,

ErrβNp,ks �

$'&'%
1

2π2k2N if p � 0, k � 0,
�1

2π2p2N if p � 0, k � 0,
0 else.

Proof. Let k � 0 (the case k � 0 is straightforward using Proposition 5.3.6), then the Itô
formula applied to e2iπkW psq gives

1
2π2k2N

pe2iπkW ptq � 1q � i

πkN

» t
0
e2iπkW psqdW psq � 1

N

» t
0
e2iπkW psqds,

which yields at time t � TN ,

αNk � i

πkN

» TN
0

e2iπkW psqdW psq.
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Then t ÞÑ ³t
0 e

2iπkW psqdW psq is a martingale, so by the Doob theorem, as t ^ TN is finite,
Er³t^TN0 e2iπkW psqdW psqs � 0 for all t. The dominated convergence theorem for stochastic
integrals allows us to take the limit tÑ8 and yields ErαNk s � 0.

For the coefficients βNp,k, let pp, kq � p0, 0q (the case p � k � 0 is obtained straightforwardly
using Proposition 5.3.6), we use the Itô formula on e2iπpW psq and we integrate from s to TN ,

1� e2iπpW psq � 2iπp
» TN
s

e2iπpW prqdW prq � 2π2p2
» TN
s

e2iπpW prqdr.

Then, multiplying by 1
N2 e

2iπkW psq and integrating from 0 to TN yields

αNk � αNp�k
N

� 2iπp
N2

» TN
0

e2iπkW psq
» TN
s

e2iπpW prqdW prqds

� 2π2p2

N2

» TN
0

e2iπkW psq
» TN
s

e2iπpW prqdrds.

Using the stochastic Fubini theorem, we deduce» TN
0

e2iπkW psq
» TN
s

e2iπpW prqdW prqds �
» TN

0
e2iπpW prq

» r
0
e2iπkW psqdsdW prq,

which has zero average by the same arguments as before. Also by the Fubini theorem for
stochastic integrals, βNp,k � 1

N2

³TN
0 e2iπkW psq ³TN

s e2iπpW prqdrds, so that we get if p � 0,

ErβNp,ks �
δp�k � δk
2π2p2N

.

The case p � 0 is obtained by integrating by parts and using the same arguments. Indeed, we
find

βN0,k �
TN
N
αNk � βNk,0 �

i

πkN2

» TN
0

TNe
2iπkW psqdW psq � βNk,0,

and ErβN0,ks � �ErβNk,0s. Finally, the moments ErαNp αNk s are computed via the equality βNp,k �
βNk,p � αNp α

N
k . Then we obtain ErrβNp,ks from the formula rβNp,k � βNp,k �

αNp α
N
k

2 .

Remark 5.3.8 (stochastic Fourier series). Let f be a L2 function on s0, 1r extended on R
by 1-periodicity, whose Fourier coefficients are denoted as pckqkPZ. Then we deduce from
Proposition 5.3.7 the following equalities, where the second one is the stochastic version of
the Bessel-Parseval theorem,

E
�» T1

0
fpW psqqds

�
� c0 �

» 1

0
fpθqdθ,

E
�» T1

0
|fpW psqq|2 ds

�
�
¸
kPZ

|ck|2 ,

E

�����» T1

0
fpW psqqds

����2
�
� 5 |c0|2

3 �
¸
kPZ�

|ck|2
π2k2 .
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5.3.3 Asymptotic expansion at revolution times and limit model

With the results of Subsection 5.3.2, it is now possible to evaluate the local expansions (5.3.4)
at revolution times. To approximate numerically the integrals appearing in equation (5.3.4)
without evaluating F and F 1 too many times, we first replace the 1-periodic functions g0

θpyq
and g1

θpyqpzq defined in equation (5.2.3) by their associated Fourier series with the Fourier
coefficients pc0

kpyqqkPZ and pc1
ppyqqpPZ. We define the following approximation of φε,tpyq,

ψε,tpyq � eAW ptqy � ε
¸
kPZ

eAW ptqc0
kpyq

» t
0
e2iπkW psqds (5.3.11)

� ε2
¸
p,kPZ

eAW ptqc1
ppyq

�
c0
kpyq

» t
0

» s
0
e2iπpW psqe2iπkW prqdrds



.

Notice that c0
kpyq P Cd and c1

ppyq � pc0
kq1pyq P Cd�d but ψε,tpyq P Rd. We now evaluate this

function ψε,tpyq at time t � TN to get a second order strong approximation.

Proposition 5.3.9. We define the following quantity

ψε,N pyq � y �H
¸
kPZ

c0
kpyqαNk �H2

¸
p,kPZ

c1
ppyqpc0

kpyqqβNp,k,

where pc0
kpyqqkPZ and pc1

ppyqqpPZ are the Fourier coefficients of the 1-periodic functions g0
θpyq

and g1
θpyq defined in (5.2.3), αNk , βNp,k are the random variables defined in Proposition 5.3.7

and y P Rd is deterministic. Under Assumption 5.3.1, for all test functions ϕ P C3
P , there

exists H0 ¡ 0 such that for all H � Nε ¤ H0, the following estimates hold, where C and K
are independent of ε and N ,

E
�
|φε,TN pyq � ψε,N pyq|2

�1{2
¤ Cp1� |y|KqH3, (5.3.12)

|Erϕpφε,TN pyqqs � Erϕpψε,N pyqqs| ¤ Cp1� |y|KqH3, (5.3.13)

that is, ψε,N pyq is a numerical approximation of φε,TN pyq of strong/weak local order two.

Proof. Inequality (5.3.12) is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 5.3.6 when evaluating
the estimates of Proposition 5.3.3 at time TN . For the weak local estimate (5.3.13), using
inequality (5.3.12), the mean value inequality, Lemma 5.3.2 and equations (5.3.5) and (5.3.6),
we get

E
����ϕpφε,TN pyqq � ϕpψjε,TN pyqq

����
¤ E

�� sup
xPrφε,TN pyq,ψ

j
ε,TN

pyqs

��ϕ1pxq�� ���φε,TN pyq � ψjε,TN pyq
���
��

¤ Cp1� |y|KqE
��eCεTN pεTN qj�1 sup

xPrφε,TN pyq,ψ
j
ε,TN

pyqs
p1� |x|pq

��
¤ Cp1� |y|KqE

�
pεTN qj�1eCεTN

�
1� |φε,TN pyq|p �

���ψjε,TN pyq���p	�
¤ Cp1� |y|KqE �pεTN qj�1eCεTN

�
.

Finally we obtain inequality (5.3.13) by taking H small enough so that we can apply Proposi-
tion 5.3.6.
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For a fixed T � Nε, when εÑ 0 (or equivalently N Ñ8), the solution of (5.3.1) evaluated
at stroboscopic times TN � TTε�1 converges weakly to the solution of a deterministic ODE
that involves only the first mode c0

0 � xg0y � ³10 g0
θdθ of g0. This asymptotic model is the same

one as for the deterministic equation (5.2.1). The proof is postponed to Subsection 5.4.3.

Proposition 5.3.10 (asymptotic model). Under Assumption 5.3.1, for T ¡ 0, the solu-
tion φε,TTε�1 pX0q (for ε such that Tε�1 is an integer) of equation (2.1.5) converges weakly
when εÑ 0 to the solution at time T of

dyt
dt

� xg0ypytq, y0 � X0, (5.3.14)

that is, for all test function ϕ P C3
P ,

lim
εÑ0

��Erϕpφε,TTε�1 pX0qqs � ErϕpyT qs
�� � 0.

Remark 5.3.11. It can be proven using the results of Section 5.4 that the solution of the asymp-
totic model (Proposition 5.3.10) is an order one weak approximation of XpεTNmq for m ¥ 0
and X solution of equation (2.1.5). We deduce the following simple one-step explicit determin-
istic integrator that corresponds to the Euler method applied to equation (5.3.14),

y0 � X0, ym�1 � ym �Hc0
0pymq. (5.3.15)

Its cost is independent of ε and N , and it has weak order one w.r.t.H, that is, for all m ¥ 0,
we have Erϕpφε,TNmpX0qqs � Erϕpymqs � OpHq.

5.3.4 Construction of the second order integrators

To obtain an integrator of weak order two with a cost independent of ε and N , we truncate the
local expansion of Proposition 5.3.9. We also replace the involved random variables with cheap
discrete random variables with the same first and second moments. To simulate the random
variable αNk with discrete random variables pαNk with the same first and second moments, we
introduce a set pξkqkPN of independent random variables such that Ppξk � �1q � 1

2 , the
covariance matrix pCNα qp,k such that

pCNα q2p�1:2p,2k�1:2k �
�

CovpRepαNp q,RepαNk qq CovpRepαNp q, ImpαNk qq
CovpImpαNp q,RepαNk qq CovpImpαNp q, ImpαNk qq

�
,

and ΓN its square root. Then, pαNk is defined for k ¥ 0 as

pαNk � δk �
¸
lPN
pΓN2k�1,l � iΓN2k,lqξl with δk �

"
1 if k � 0
0 else

and we fix pαNk � pαN�k for k   0 (so that the solution stays real while still having the good
moments). We also define pβNp,k � ErβNp,ks with the values of Proposition 5.3.7. Doing so yields
Method A.

For Method B, we adapt Method A in the spirit of the implicit midpoint scheme for ODEs
(see [65, Chap. IV]) so that it preserves any quadratic invariant. We also replace pβNp,k byprβNp,k � ErrβNp,ks, using the values of Proposition 5.3.7.
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Remark 5.3.12. The methodology presented in Section 5.3 can be generalized to any order.
Thus, under more regularity assumptions on F , it is possible to build algorithms similar to
Method A of any weak order and that are still robust with respect to the stiffness ε. For
order 3, Method A becomes

Ym�1 � Ym �H
¸
kPZ

c0
kpYmqpαNk �H2

¸
p,kPZ

c1
ppYmqpc0

kpYmqqpβNp,k
�H3

¸
l,p,kPZ

c1
l pc1

ppc0
kqqpYmqpγp1q,Nl,p,k � c2

l pc0
p, c

0
kqpYmqpγp2q,Nl,p,k

with the new random variables

γ
p1q,N
l,p,k � 1

N2

» TN
0

e2iπqW psq
» s

0
e2iπpW prq

» r
0
e2iπkW pqqdqdrds,

γ
p2q,N
l,p,k � 1

2N2

» TN
0

e2iπqW psq
» s

0
e2iπpW prq

» s
0
e2iπkW pqqdqdrds,

and where the discrete random variables share the same moments up to order 3 for the pαNk ,
order 2 for the pβNp,k, and order 1 for the pγpiq,Nl,p,k . It is also possible to generalize Method B
up to any order in the spirit of the implicit midpoint scheme, but the construction of discrete
random variables allowing the preservation of quadratic invariants is not obvious for higher
orders (although backward error analysis guarantees the preservation of quadratic invariants
for the exact random variables based on W ).

5.4 Weak convergence analysis

We focus in this section on the proofs of the following two theorems, showing the order two
convergence of Methods A and B.

Theorem 5.4.1. Assume that the Fourier coefficients c0
k, c1

p of g0
θ and g1

θ in (5.2.3) are non-
zero only for �Kt{2 ¤ k, p   Kt{2. Then, under Assumption 5.3.1, Method A has weak order
two for solving (2.1.5), that is, for all T ¡ 0, for all test functions ϕ P C3

P , there exists H0 ¡ 0
such that for all H ¤ H0, for all m ¥ 0 such that mNε � mH ¤ T , there exist two positive
constants K and C both independent of ε, N and Kt such that

|Erϕpφε,TNmpX0qqs � ErϕpYmqs| ¤ CH2p1� Er|X0|Ksq. (5.4.1)

Theorem 5.4.2. Assume that the Fourier coefficients c0
k, c1

p of g0
θ and g1

θ in (5.2.3) are non-
zero only for �Kt{2 ¤ k, p   Kt{2. Then, under Assumption 5.3.1, if c1

0pc0
kq and c1

ppc0
0q are

Lipschitz continuous uniformly in k and p, Method B is well defined and is of weak order
two for solving (2.1.5) (i.e., it satisfies an estimate of the form (5.4.1)). In addition, if for a
fixed symmetric matrix S P Rd�d, the quantity Qpyq � 1

2y
TSy is preserved by equation (2.1.5),

then Method B also preserves the invariant Qpyq � 1
2y

TSy, that is, the solution Ym�1 of
equation (5.2.5) satisfies QpYm�1q � QpYmq.

These two theorems focus on approximating the exact solution of equation (2.1.5) at the
revolution times εTNm, m � 0, 1, . . . , but one could compute an approximation at different
times by composing with other methods at the end of the integration.
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Remark 5.4.3. Since the error constant C in (5.4.1) is independent of the number Kt of
Fourier modes, we emphasize that Theorems 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 remain valid for infinitely many
modes (Kt Ñ 8). In addition, assuming that F is of class Cs�1

P yields a truncation error of
the Fourier series in (5.2.3) of size Opp1 � |y|KqK�s

t q (see, e.g., [96, Sect. III.1.3]), and if g0
θ

is assumed analytic in θ (for example if F is a polynomial), this error becomes exponentially
small as Opp1� |y|qe�cKtq. For simplicity of the analysis, we thus assumed in Theorems 5.4.1
and 5.4.2 that g0

θ and g1
θ have a finite number Kt of non-zero Fourier modes in (5.2.3). If

this assumption does not hold, the truncation errors Opp1 � |y|KqK�s
t q or Opp1 � |y|qe�cKtq

should be added in the right-hand side of the error estimate (5.4.1). Let us prove it in the
analytic case. We first apply the change of variable rφε,tpyq � e�AW ptqφε,tpyq that has no
effect at time t � TNm. We now have to compare the two solutions of the following integral
formulations

rφε,tpyq � y � ε

» t
0
g0
W psqprφε,spyqqds,

rφpKtqε,t pyq � y � ε

» t
0

Kt{2�1¸
k��Kt{2

c0
kprφpKtqε,s pyqqe2iπkW psqds.

Using the truncation estimates that we previously discussed and the Lipschitz property of g0
θ ,

one gets��� rφε,t � rφpKtqε,t

��� pyq ¤ ε

» t
0

���g0
W psqprφε,spyqq � g0

W psqprφpKtqε,s pyqq
��� ds� Cεte�cKt sup

r0,1s

��g0pyq��
¤ Cε

» t
0

��� rφε,spyq � rφpKtqε,s pyq
��� ds� Cεtp1� |y|qe�cKt .

The Gronwall lemma and Proposition 5.3.6 yield for mNε ¤ T ,

E
���� rφε,TNmpyq � rφpKtqε,TNm

pyq
���2�1{2

¤ Cp1� |y|qe�cKt .

The structure of the convergence proof is similar to the one for standard SDE integrators,
see e.g. [104, Chap. 2], but one has to be cautious because our solution is evaluated at stochastic
times and the error constants should not depend on ε or N .

5.4.1 Boundedness of the numerical moments

Proposition 5.4.4 (bounded moments for the integrator (5.2.4)). Assume that for y P Rd, the
numerical integrator pψε,N pyq is given by

pψε,N pyq � y �H
¸
kPZ

c0
kpyqpαNk �H2

¸
p,kPZ

c1
ppyqpc0

kpyqqpβNp,k, (5.4.2)

where pαNk , pβNp,k are random variables defined such that for all q ¡ 0, E
��°

k
|pαNk |2
k2


q�
and

E

��°
p,k

��� pβNp,k
���
2

k2

�q�
are bounded uniformly in N . Then, under Assumption 5.3.1 and if |y| has

bounded moments, for any T ¡ 0, for all m, H such that mεN � mH ¤ T , for all q ¡ 0, we
have Er�� pψmε,N pyq��2qs ¤ Cqp1� Er|y|2qsq, where Cq is independent of m, ε and N .
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Proof. We first prove ��� pψε,N pyq � y
��� ¤ CHp1� |y|qMN , (5.4.3)

where ErpMN q2qs ¤ Cq for all q ¡ 0. We have��� pψε,N pyq � y
��� � H

�����¸
kPZ

c0
kpyqpαNk �H

¸
p,kPZ

c1
ppyqpc0

kpyqqpβNp,k
�����

¤ CH

��M p0q
N

d¸
kPZ

k2
��c0
kpyq

��2 �M
p1q
N

d¸
pPZ

��c1
ppyq

��2d¸
kPZ

k2
��c0
kpyq

��2�
where M p0q

N �
c°

k
|pαNk |2
k2 and M

plq
N �

c°
p,k

��� pβNp,k
���
2

k2 have moments bounded uniformly in N .
Then using the Bessel-Parseval theorem, we get

°
k k

2 ��c0
kpyq

��2 � ³1
0
��Bθgθpyq0��2 dθ. Assump-

tion 5.3.1 yields
��Bθg0

θpyq
�� ¤ Cp1 � |y|q. Then, the Bessel-Parseval theorem applied on g1

θ

gives
b°

p

��c1
ppyq

��2 ¤ C, hence the result.
We define ∆ψm � pψm�1

ε,N pyq � pψmε,N pyq � p pψε,N � Idqp pψmε,N pyqq, then

p pψm�1
ε,N pyqq2q � p pψmε,N pyqq2q � 2q̧

j�1

�
2l
j



p pψmε,N pyqq2q�j∆ψjm.

Equation (5.4.3) and the bounded moments of MN give���E �p pψmε,N pyqq2q�j∆ψjm���� ¤ E
���� pψmε,N pyq���2q�j CHjp1�

��� pψmε,N pyq���jqM j
N

�
¤ CqH

�
1� E

���� pψmε,N pyq���2q�
 .
We deduce

1� E
���� pψm�1

ε,N pyq
���2q� ¤ eCqH

�
1� E

���� pψmε,N pyq���2q�

and by induction E

���� pψmε,N pyq���2q� ¤ eCqmHp1� Er|y|2qsq ¤ eCqT p1� Er|y|2qsq.

Proposition 5.4.5 (bounded moments for the integrator (5.2.5)). Assume that for y P Rd, the
numerical scheme pψε,N pyq satisfies

pψε,N pyq � y �H
¸
kPZ

c0
k

�
y � pψε,N pyq

2

� pαNk (5.4.4)

�H2
¸
p,kPZ

c1
p

�
y � pψε,N pyq

2

��
c0
k

�
y � pψε,N pyq

2

�� prβNp,k,
where pαNk , prβNp,k are random variables defined such that for all q ¡ 0,

°
k

��pαNk ��, °p,k

����prβNp,k����,
E
��°

k
|pαNk |2
k2


q�
and E

��°
p,k

����
prβNp,k

����
2

k2


q�
are bounded uniformly in N . Then, under As-

sumption 5.3.1 and if |y| has bounded moments, for H0 small enough and any T ¡ 0, for
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all m, H such that mεN � mH ¤ T and H ¤ H0, for all q ¡ 0, we have Er
��� pψmε,N pyq���2qs ¤

Cqp1� Er|y|2qsq, where Cq is independent of m, ε and N .

Proof. We prove an equivalent of the estimate (5.4.3) for pψε,N pyq. The growth properties of
the Fourier coefficients yield

��� pψε,N pyq � y
��� ¤ CH

�¸
k

��c0
k

�� pyq ��pαNk ���¸
p,k

��c0
k

�� pyq ����prβNp,k����
�

� CH

�¸
k

��pαNk ���¸
p,k

����prβNp,k����
� ��� pψε,N pyq � y

��� ,
As
°
k

��pαNk ���°p,k

����prβNp,k���� is bounded, using the same estimates as in the proof of Proposition 5.4.4,
we get for all H ¤ H0 small enough,��� pψε,N pyq � y

��� ¤ CHp1� |y|qMN , (5.4.5)

where MN has bounded moments. The remaining of the proof is the same as in the proof of
Proposition 5.4.4.

5.4.2 Local weak error

Proposition 5.4.6 (local error estimate). Assume that for y P Rd deterministic, the numerical
scheme can be written as

pψε,N pyq � y �H
¸
kPZ

c0
kpyqpαNk �H2

¸
p,kPZ

c1
ppyqpc0

kpyqqpβNp,k �R,

where Er|R|s ¤ Cp1� |y|KqH3 and pαNk P C, pβNp,k P R are random variables such that pαNk � pαN�k
and

ErpαNk s � ErαNk s, ErpβNp,ks � ErβNp,ks, ErpαNk1pαNk2s � ErαNk1α
N
k2s.

Under Assumption 5.3.1, if pψε,N pyq satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 5.4.4 (or Proposi-
tion 5.4.5), for all test function ϕ P C3

P , there exists H0 ¡ 0 such that for all H � Nε ¤ H0,
the following estimate holds, where C and K are independent of ε and N ,���Erϕpφε,TN pyqqs � Erϕp pψε,N pyqqs��� ¤ Cp1� |y|KqH3,

that is, the numerical scheme has weak local order two.

Proof. Using Proposition 5.3.9 and its notation ψε,N pyq, it is enough to prove that���Erϕpψε,N pyqqs � Erϕp pψε,N pyqqs��� ¤ Cp1� |y|KqH3.

A local expansion gives

ϕpψε,N pyqq � ϕpyq � ϕ1pyqpψε,N pyq � yq � ϕ2pyqpψε,N pyq � y, ψε,N pyq � yq �R1.
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As ψε,N pyq � ψ2
ε,TN

pyq (see equation (5.3.4)), using inequalities (5.3.6), (5.3.7) evaluated at TN
and Proposition 5.3.6 yields

Er|R1|s ¤ E

�
sup

xPry,ψε,N pyqs

���ϕp3qpxq��� |ψε,N pyq � y|3
�

¤ E
�
Cp1� |y|K � |ψε,N pyq|Kqp1� |y|KqpεTN q3eCεTN

�
¤ E

�
Cp1� |y|KqpεTN q3eCεTN

�
¤ Cp1� |y|KqH3.

We obtain a similar expansion for ϕp pψε,N pyqq:
ϕp pψε,N pyqq � ϕpyq � ϕ1pyqp pψε,N pyq � yq � ϕ2pyqp pψε,N pyq � y, pψε,N pyq � yq � xR1,

where, using inequality (5.4.3) (or (5.4.5)),

Er|xR1|s ¤ E

�
sup

xPry, pψε,N pyqs

���ϕp3qpxq��� ��� pψε,N pyq � y
���3�

¤ CE
�
p1� |y|K �

��� pψε,N pyq���Kqp1� |y|KqH3M3
N

�
¤ Cp1� |y|KqH3E

�p1�MK
N q
�

¤ Cp1� |y|KqH3.

Making the difference of both equations gives

ϕpψε,N pyqq � ϕp pψε,N pyqq � ϕ1pyqpψε,N pyq � pψε,N pyqq � ϕ2pyqpψε,N pyq � yq2 (5.4.6)
� ϕ2pyqp pψε,N pyq � yq2 �R,

where Er|R|s ¤ Cp1� |y|KqH3. For the first term of (5.4.6), we have

Erϕ1pyqpψε,N pyq � pψε,N pyqqs � H
¸
kPZ

Erϕ1pyqpc0
kpyqpαNk � pαNk qqs

�H2
¸
p,kPZ

Erϕ1pyqpc1
ppyqpc0

kpyqqpβNp,k � pβNp,kqqs.
Then, we get

Erϕ1pyqpc0
kpyqpαNk � pαNk qqs � ErαNk � pαNk sϕ1pyqpc0

kpyqq � 0.

We can do the same thing with the term in βNp,k and obtain

Erϕ1pyqpψε,N pyq � pψε,N pyqqs � 0.

Let us now study the second order term Z � ϕ2pyqp pψε,N pyq � yq2 � ϕ2pyqpψε,N pyq � yq2 that
appears in (5.4.6). We develop this expression and keep only the order one and two terms to
obtain Z � H2Y �R where Er|R|s ¤ Cp1� |y|KqH3 (by the same arguments as before) and
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Y �
¸
k1,k2

�
ϕ2pyqpc0

k1pyqpαNk1 , c
0
k2pyqpαNk2q � ϕ2pyqpc0

k1pyqαNk1 , c
0
k2pyqαNk2q

�
�
¸
k1,k2

ppαNk1pαNk2 � αNk1α
N
k2qϕ2pyqpc0

k1pyq, c0
k2pyqq

The condition on the moments of the pαNk yields ErY s � 0.
Putting all these arguments together in (5.4.6), we finally get that���Erϕpψε,N pyqqs � Erϕp pψε,N pyqqs��� ¤ Cp1� |y|KqH3.

We deduce the local order two of the proposed numerical scheme.

Remark. The constant H0 in Proposition 5.4.6 depends on F , but also on the polynomial
growth power of ϕ and its first three derivatives. This dependence is expected when trying to
evaluate the solution of SDEs at random times. To make H0 independent of the test functions,
one can consider the following sets of test functions

C3
P,K � tϕ P C3, DC ¡ 0, Dk ¤ K,@y,

���ϕpiqpyq��� ¤ Cp1� |y|kq, i P t0, 1, 2, 3uu.

5.4.3 Global error

Theorem 5.4.7 (global convergence). Assume that the numerical scheme pψε,N satisfies equa-
tion (5.4.2) (respectively equation (5.4.4)) where pαNk P C, pβNp,k P R (respectively prβNp,k P R) are
random variables such that pαNk � pαN�k and

ErpαNk s � ErαNk s, ErpβNp,ks � ErβNp,ks, ErpαNk1pαNk2s � ErαNk1α
N
k2s.

(respectively pαNk satisfies the same conditions and prβNp,k satisfies ErprβNp,ks � ErrβNp,ks). Under

Assumption 5.3.1, if for all q ¡ 0, E
��°

k
|pαNk |2
k2


q�
and E

��°
p,k

��� pβNp,k
���
2

k2

�q�
are bounded

uniformly in N (respectively
°
k

��pαNk ��, °p,k

����prβNp,k����, E
��°

k
|pαNk |2
k2


q�
and E

��°
p,k

����
prβNp,k

����
2

k2


q�
are bounded uniformly in N), for all T ¡ 0, for all test function ϕ P C3

P , there exists H0 ¡ 0
such that for all H ¤ H0, for all M ¥ 0 such that MNε � MH ¤ T , there exist two positive
constants K and C both independent of ε and N such that���Erϕpφε,TNM pX0qqs � Erϕp pψMε,N pX0qqs

��� ¤ CH2p1� Er|X0|Ksq.

Proof. We denote
eM � Erϕpφε,TNM pX0qqs � Erϕp pψMε,N pX0qqs

and write it with a telescopic sum

eM �
M̧

m�1
Erϕpφε,TNpm�1qp pψM�m�1

ε,N pX0qqqs � Erϕpφε,TNmp pψM�m
ε,N pX0qqqs

�
M̧

m�1
Errϕm�1p pψε,N p pψM�m

ε,N pX0qqqs � Errϕm�1pφε,TN p pψM�m
ε,N pX0qqqs
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where rϕm�1 � ϕ � φε,TNpm�1q . Using Lemma 5.3.2 and ϕ P C3
P , we obtain for 0 ¤ i ¤ 3,���rϕpiqm pyq��� ¤ CeCεTNmp1� |y|Kq.

Thus, knowing the hitting times involved, rϕm P C3
P . Using Assumption 5.3.1, pc0

pq1 � c1
p

and βNp,k � rβNp,k � αpαk
2 , we deduce that pψε,N satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 5.4.6.

Applying Proposition 5.4.6 to each term of eM gives

|eM | ¤
M̧

m�1
CE

�
eCεTNm

�
H3

�
1� E

���� pψM�m
ε,N pX0q

���K�
 .
Finally, the moments of pψmε,N pX0q are all bounded uniformly in ε, N and m according to
Proposition 5.4.4 (respectively 5.4.5). Thus

|eM | ¤
M̧

m�1
CH3p1� Er|X0|Ksq ¤ CH2p1� Er|X0|Ksq.

We deduce the global weak order two.

With the help of Theorem 5.4.7, we prove Proposition 5.3.10 and the convergence of Meth-
ods A and B.

Proof of Proposition 5.3.10. Writing Theorem 5.4.7 for order one yields for all H � Nε small
enough and all M ¥ 0,

|Erϕpφε,TNM pX0qqs � ErϕpyεNM qs| ¤ CpεNq2p1� Er|X0|Ksq.

Evaluating in N � 1, M � T
ε and taking the limit εÑ 0 yield the result.

Proof of Theorem 5.4.1. As pαNk ¤ C and
°
p,k

���ErβNp,ks
���
2

k2 converges by Proposition 5.3.7, Theo-
rem 5.4.7 applies and concludes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 5.4.2. The regularity assumptions yield the Lipschitzness of the c0
kpyq and

the involved c1
ppyqpc0

kpyqq with constants independent of k and p. As
°
k

��pαNk �� and
°
p,k

����prβNp,k����
are bounded, the right-hand side of equation (5.2.5) is a contraction for all H ¤ H0 small
enough and the constant does not depend on Ym, so H0 depends only on F and F 1. Thus, the
integrator is well-posed for all H ¤ H0.

The weak order two is obtained using Theorem 5.4.7. Indeed the use of discrete random
variables and Proposition 5.3.7 gives the convergence of the series involved.

For showing that Method B preserves quadratic invariants, it is sufficient to prove that
Q1pyqp°k c

0
kpyqpαNk q � 0 and Q1pyqp°p,k c

1
ppyqpc0

kpyqqprβNp,kq � 0 (see [65, Chap. IV]). The preser-
vation of Q by equation (2.1.5) yields Q1pyqpAyq � 0 and Q1pyqpF pyqq � 0. We deduce the
following two equations, valid for all y P Rd,

yTSg0
θpyq � 0, (5.4.7)

yTSg1
θpyqpg0

νpyqq � �pg0
νpyqqTSg0

θpyq, (5.4.8)
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where equation (5.4.8) is obtained by differentiating equation (5.4.7) in the direction g0
ν . Using

equation (5.4.7), we have

Q1pyq
�¸

k

c0
kpyqpαNk

�
�
» 1

0
Q1pyqpg0

θpyqq
¸
k

e�2iπkθpαNk dθ � 0.

For the second order term, equation (5.4.8) and the values of Proposition 5.3.7 yield

Q1pyq
�¸
p,k

c1
ppyqpc0

kpyqqprβNp,k
�

�
» 1

0

» 1

0
yTSg1

θpyqpg0
νpyqq

¸
p,k

e�2iπpθe�2iπkν prβNp,kdνdθ
� �

» 1

0

» 1

0
pg0
νpyqqTSg0

θpyq
¸
p,k

e�2iπpθe�2iπkν prβNp,kdνdθ
� �1

2

» 1

0

» 1

0
pg0
νpyqqTSg0

θpyq
¸
p,k

re�2iπpθe�2iπkν � e�2iπpνe�2iπkθsprβNp,kdνdθ
� 0.

Hence Method B is well-posed, has weak order 2 and preserves the invariant Q.

5.5 Numerical experiments

In this section, we first illustrate numerically the weak order two of Methods A and B with
convergence curves. Then, we apply the new algorithms to solve the nonlinear Schrödinger
equation with highly-oscillatory white noise dispersion (5.1.2).

5.5.1 Weak order of convergence

To confirm the results of Theorem 5.4.1 and Theorem 5.4.2, we check numerically if Methods A
and B have weak order two of accuracy w.r.t.H uniformly in ε and N . As the Euler-Maruyama
method and the algorithms presented in [39, 11, 40] are completely inaccurate if they do not
satisfy the severe timestep restriction h ! ε, we compare the performance of Methods A
and B to the performance of the Euler method (5.3.15). We first apply the algorithms to
equation (2.1.5) with the linearity F pyq � iy, A � 2iπ, X0 � 1 and ε � 10�3. Equivalently we
can write it in the real setting as

dX � 2π?
ε

�
0 �1
1 0



X � dW �

�
0 �1
1 0



Xdt, X0 �

�
1
0



.

We plot on a logarithmic scale an estimate of the weak error for approximating X at time
T � 10�3T28 where ErT s � 0.256. The exact solution XpT q is approximated by the output of
Method B for H � ε. The parameters N and m are varying under the condition that Nm � 28.
The test function is ϕpyq � 2y1� 4y2 and the average is taken over 107 trajectories. We choose
the tolerance 10�13 for the fixed point. On the right picture of Figure 5.4, we use a modification
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Figure 5.4: Weak error versus the stepsize H � Nε for approximating the solution of equation (2.1.5)
at time εT28 for the linear F pyq � iy (left) and the non-linear F pyq � ip1 � Repyq3 � Impyq5qy (right)
with A � 2iπ, X0 � 1, ε � 10�3 and the test function ϕpyq � 2 Repyq � 4 Impyq.

of a Kubo oscillator introduced in [39] with the nonlinearity F pyq � ip1 � Repyq3 � Impyq5qy.
In the real setting, it yields the following two-dimensional SDE

dX � 2π?
ε

�
0 �1
1 0



X � dW �

�
0 �1
1 0



p1�X3

1 �X5
2 qXdt, X0 �

�
1
0



.

We take 8 modes for the Fourier decomposition and the same other parameters as before. The
average is taken over 106 trajectories.

In both cases, we observe the weak order two of Methods A and B. The irregularities of the
curve for a small H come from Monte-Carlo errors. We repeated the same experiment on many
other examples and we always observe the desired order two as long as H is small enough.

5.5.2 Numerical experiments on the NLS equation with white noise disper-
sion

We now apply the algorithms to solve the following SPDE of the form (5.1.2) on the torus T �
r�π, πs, with a polynomial nonlinearity and the stiffness parameter ε � 10�2,

du � 2π?
ε

�
0 �1
1 0



∆u � dW �

�
0 �1
1 0



|u|2σ udt, x P T, t ¡ 0, (5.5.1)

where the unknown u is a random process depending on x P T and t ¥ 0. We consider a
spectral discretization in space of this equation with Kx � 27 modes upx, tq � °|l|¤Kx Ylptqeilx.
We obtain an equation of the desired form (2.1.5) with a truncated nonlinearity and the block-
diagonal matrix

A � diagp�2πl2
�

0 �1
1 0



, |l| ¤ Kxq.

Beginning with the initial condition u0pxq � expp�3x4 � x2q on T that decreases fast enough,
we apply Methods A and B in the two cases σ � 2 and σ � 4 with Kt � 26 modes, N � 10
revolutions, m � 150 iterations and a tolerance of 10�13 for the fixed point iteration. Figure 5.5
shows the evolution in time of one trajectory given by Method B (with a 300 points evaluation
grid in space).
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Figure 5.5: Approximation by Method B of |u| and |Bxu| with u solution of a spatial discretization
with Kx � 27 modes of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation with white noise dispersion (5.5.1) on the
torus T � r�π, πs with the parameters ε � 10�2, σ � 2 (top) and σ � 4 (bottom).

In Figure 5.6, we observe the behavior of the discrete L2 and H1 norms of one trajectory
given by our two algorithms and the Euler method (5.3.15) (the simulated pαkqk are the same
for Methods A and B). The Euler method quickly blows up in both norms. The L2 norm
of Method A is not conserved. In contrast, Method B preserves the L2 norm according to
Theorem 5.4.2. When σ � 4, numerical simulations hint that a blow-up in the H1 norm always
happens for all considered methods at a certain time that increases as ε goes to zero. We recall
that in the optic fiber model (5.1.2), t represents the distance along the optic fiber and a cubic
nonlinearity (σ � 2) is typically considered [58]. For σ � 2, we do not observe any blow-up
in the H1 norm in Figure 5.6, suggesting the well-posedness of the model for all optic fiber
distance. Also, the larger σ is, the sooner the blow-up happens. These behaviors agree with
the blow-up conjecture for ε � 1 and σ ¥ 4 presented in [11], and suggest that the conjecture
persists in the highly-oscillatory regime ε ! 1.
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Figure 5.6: Evolution in long time of the quantities }Ut}L2 � }u0}L2 (left) and }Ut}H1 � }u0}H1 (right)
with Ut the approximation computed with Euler method and Methods A and B for one trajectory of
equation (5.5.1) with ε � 10�2, σ � 2 (top) and σ � 4 (bottom).



CHAPTER 6

Conclusion and outlook

In this thesis, we introduced new methods and tools for the numerical integration of stochastic
evolutionary problems.

First, in Chapter 3 and in the articles [83, 85], we introduced a new formalism of B-series,
called exotic aromatic B-series, that is designed specifically for computing order conditions for
sampling the invariant measure of Langevin dynamics in Rd or on manifolds. This formalism
also applies to partitioned methods, to the use of postprocessors, or perturbations that improve
the rate of convergence to infinity. The large number of terms in the Taylor expansions involved
in the considered schemes shows the necessity of a strong formalism to manage the tedious
calculations of order conditions already for relatively small orders for the invariant measure
(order two or three already).

In Chapter 4 and in the articles [83, 85], we applied the B-series formalism to find explicitly
the order conditions for a general class of Runge-Kutta methods for solving Langevin dynamics
in Rd and on manifolds, in the weak sense and for sampling directly the invariant measure. In
particular, we introduced the first order two scheme that does not reduce to a splitting method
for sampling the invariant measure of constrained Langevin dynamics.

In Chapter 5 and in the article [84], we designed a robust numerical methods for solving
stochastic (partial) differential equations with fast stochastic oscillations. We introduced a
method of weak order two with computational cost and accuracy both independent of the
stiffness of the oscillations, and we built a geometric modification of this method that preserves
quadratic invariants. We proved that these algorithms have weak order two, and illustrated
their convergence and behavior with the help of numerical experiments, by solving in particular
highly-oscillatory Kubo oscillators and the nonlinear Schrödinger equation with white noise
dispersion discretized in space with a Fourier expansion.

The new tools and methods presented in this work give rise to many new interesting research
ideas, that we present in the following sections.

6.1 Future work
Even for order two on a manifold, the computations of the order conditions for sampling the
invariant measure are barely feasible by hand, and their complexity is much higher without
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the help of the B-series formalism (see Appendix C). With E. Bronasco and G. Vilmart, we are
implementing the exotic aromatic B-series and the graph operations discussed in Chapter 3 to
make the calculations of the order conditions automatic on a symbolic manipulation package
(see [16]). The exotic aromatic B-series are also interesting for their algebraic and geometric
properties. It would be interesting to find a link between isometric equivariance and exotic
aromatic B-series methods as indicated in Section 3.2.4 and in the spirit of [100, 105, 56], and
to study the algebraic structure of the exotic aromatic B-series in the spirit of [13, 31].

The methodology we presented for creating high order integrators Langevin dynamics can
be generalized in various ways by creating partitioned methods, adding postprocessors or per-
turbations or considering a multiplicative noise. Combining high order integration with efficient
Metropolis-Hastings rejection procedures [103, 69] is also a crucial question where the tools pre-
sented here could bring insight. More generally, the work presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4
could lead to the development of new integrators with small error constant, favorable stability
properties, small variance and fast convergence to equilibrium, which is a challenging open
question.

We presented in Chapter 5 a high order method for solving stochastic evolutionary problems
with a dispersion term that is led by a highly-oscillatory white noise. The multirevolution
methods A and B are robust in the regime where ε ! 1. It would be interesting to find a
uniformly accurate (UA) method that has a cost and accuracy independent of the (possibly
not small) parameter ε, in the spirit of the recent works [33, 34]. We could try to generalize
the analysis directly to SPDEs with fast white noise dispersion, or to highly-oscillatory SDEs
led, for instance, by two fast white noise terms of different frequencies, or by one fast white
noise and one fast deterministic oscillation, in the spirit of [32] in the deterministic context.

The variety of tools we developed in this work recently led us to the study of a uniformly
accurate discretization for penalized Langevin dynamics. We give more details on this work in
Section 6.2.

6.2 A uniformly accurate integrator for penalized Langevin dy-
namics

In this section, we present a few results of the work [82] in preparation. We saw in Chapter 2
the overdamped Langevin dynamic (2.1.3) in Rd, and its constrained counterpart (2.1.4) on
a manifold. In a variety of physical applications, the constraints are fixed up to a small
parameter ε. The trajectory of the solution lies in the vicinity of the manifold M. One is then
interested in classes of SDEs in Rd indexed by a possibly stiff parameter ε that is related to the
distance to the manifold. With the same notations as in Chapter 2, we introduce the following
penalized dynamics in Rd to simulate trajectories in a vicinity of the manifold M,

dXεptq � fpXεptqqdt� σdW ptq � σ2

4 ∇ lnpdetpGqqpXεptqqdt� 1
ε
pgG�1ζqpXεptqqdt, (6.2.1)

where Xεp0q � X0 and the parameter ε can be of arbitrary size. It was shown in [38, Appendix
C] for similar penalized dynamics with a stiff term of the form 1

εgζ instead of 1
εgG

�1ζ, that
the solution Xε converges strongly to the solution X0 of (2.1.4) if X0 P M. This strong
convergence still holds for the dynamic (6.2.1), and we applied a renormalization in the stiff
term as it simplifies the analysis.
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A commonly used discretization for solving (6.2.1) is the explicit Euler scheme,

Xn�1 � Xn �
?
hσξ � hfpXnq � h

σ2

4 ∇ lnpdetpGqqpXnq � h

ε
pgG�1ζqpXnq. (6.2.2)

This integrator has weak order one of accuracy, but it faces some severe stepsize restriction,
typically of the form h ! ε, in order to be accurate in the regime ε ! 1. The alternative
of the explicit Euler scheme (6.2.2) on the manifold is the constrained Euler scheme (4.1.1).
This integrator has weak order one for solving (2.1.4) and it lies on the manifold M. It is
a consistent approximation of (6.2.1) if ε tends to zero. This integrator is, however, not fit
for solving (6.2.1) if ε is of size Op1q, since the exact solution Xεptq is not constrained on the
manifold in this regime.

Inspired by the results of Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and [38, Appendix C], we propose a new
integrator for solving penalized Langevin dynamics. In the context of a compact manifold M
of codimension one, the algorithm is the following:

New method: Uniform Discretization of Penalized Langevin Overdamped Dynamics (6.2.1)

Xε
n�1 � Xε

n �
?
hσξn � hfpXε

nq �
p1� e�h{εq2

2 pζ2G�2g1gqpXε
nq

� σ2ε

4 p1� e�2h{εqpG�1g1gqpXε
nq � gpXε

nqλ (6.2.3)

ζpXε
n�1q � e�h{εζpXε

nq � σ

c
ε

2p1� e�2h{εqgT pXε
nqξn

� εp1� e�h{εqpgT f � σ2

2 G
�1gT g1g � σ2

2 divpgqqpXε
nq

We would like to prove in the future work [82] that the method (6.2.3) is uniformly accurate
(UA), that is, it has an accuracy and a cost that do not depend on the stiff parameter ε
(see, for instance, [30, 32, 33, 34] and references therein). In particular, it would imply that
the method (6.2.3) is asymptotic-preserving (AP) [76, 75, 77], that is, it converges in both
regimes ε ! 1 and ε of the size of Op1q. Note that, in this latter case, the convergence can be
proved straightforwardly with a Taylor expansion. Using robust discretizations with respect to
the stiff parameter ε allows us to take relatively large timesteps h, even if ε is very small. It
plays an important role in multilevel Monte-Carlo methods (see [59, 60] and references therein),
or parallel in time methods [57] such as Parareal [95].

The idea of the algorithm (6.2.3) is the following. Instead of evaluating the possibly stiff
term h

ε gG
�1ζ as in the Euler scheme (6.2.2), we project in (6.2.3) a modified step of the explicit

Euler scheme in Rd on a manifold that is close to M when ε ! 1, and whose constraint is given
by a truncation of a uniform expansion of ζpXεq. The discretization (6.2.3) is in the spirit
of the class of Runge-Kutta projection methods (3.1.2) of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, and uses
truncated uniform expansions in h that are uniform with respect to the parameter ε in the spirit
of Chapter 5. Note that the integrator (6.2.3) has a cost similar to the cost of the constrained
Euler scheme (4.1.1) in terms of the number of evaluation of the functions f , ζ, g and g1.

To observe numerically the uniform accuracy property of the method (6.2.3), we apply it
on a torus in R3 for sampling the invariant measure of (6.2.1) for different time steps h and
parameters ε, and we compare it with the Euler integrators (6.2.2) in Rd and (4.1.1) on the
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Figure 6.1: Error for sampling the invariant measure of the penalized Langevin dynamics (6.2.1) on a
torus in R3 of the discretization (6.2.3) and the Euler integrators (6.2.2) and (4.1.1) for different values
of ε with h � 2�9T (left), and error curves versus ε of the discretization (6.2.3) for different timesteps h �

2�iT and i � 6, . . . , 10 (right), with the parameters T � 10, fpxq � �25px1 �R� r, x2, x3q, ϕpxq � |x|
2

and M � 107 trajectories.

manifold M. The constraint is given by ζpxq � px2
1 � x2

2 � x2
3 � R2 � r2q2 � 4R2px2

1 � x2
2q

with R � 3 and r � 1, and we choose fpxq � �25px1 �R� r, x2, x3q, with the parameters σ �?
2, ϕpxq � |x|2 and the final time T � 10. Increasing the value of T does not modify

the computed averages, which hints that we reached the equilibrium. The factor 25 in f
confines the solution in a reasonably small neighborhood of the torus, which allows a faster
convergence to equilibrium and to take less trajectories. With the help of the Baobab cluster
of the University of Geneva, we compute the Monte-Carlo estimator sJ � 1

M

°M
m�1 ϕpXpmq

N q �
ErϕpXN qs with M � 107 trajectories, where Xpmq

n is the m-th realisation of the integrator at
time tn � nh, and N is an integer satisfying Nh � T . We compare this approximation with a
reference value of

³
M ϕdµ8 computed with the method (6.2.3), by using a timestep h � 2�12.

We also plot an estimate of the Monte-Carlo error by using the standard error of the mean
estimator

�°M
m�1pϕpXpmq

N q � sJq2�1{2{aMpM � 1q. We observe in Figure 6.1 that the explicit
Euler scheme (6.2.2) blows up in the regime ε ! 1, and that the constrained integrator (4.1.1)
is accurate only in the regime ε ! 1. In contrast, the accuracy of the method (6.2.3) does not
deteriorate depending on ε.
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APPENDIX A

Coefficients of the order two Runge-Kutta
method

The coefficients of the Runge-Kutta method (4.4.7) used in Section 4.4.3 are

c2 � 0.621729189582953540,
d1 � �0.898931652839146019,
d3 � 0.318924515019668897,pa31 � 0.887706593835748395,pa41 � 0.0547449506054026516,pa22 � 1� pa21,pa43 � 1� pa41 � pa42.

c3 � 0.102032386582165330,
d2 � �1.66233102561284629,pa21 � 0.584372887990673524,pa32 � �0.345018694936693742,pa42 � �0.0205123070437693053,pa33 � 1� pa31 � pa32,





APPENDIX B

Integration by parts using the tree
formalism

We provide here the detailed calculations of the integrations by parts of the order four and
three terms, that are needed for the proof of Theorem 4.4.8. The integrations by parts of
the order four terms are presented in the examples (3.3.6) and (3.3.9), and they allow us to
rewrite

³
M A1ϕdµ8 as

³
M Bϕdµ8 where B is a differential operator of order three given by

Bϕ � F
�1

4 � 1
4 � 1

2 � 1
4 � 1

4

� 1
8 � 3

8 � 1
4 � 1

8 � 1
8

	
pϕq �Rϕ,

and R is a differential operator of order two. Using Lemma 3.3.6 multiple times, we get the
following integrations by parts of the order three terms of Bϕ.

1
4 � 1

4 � �1
4 � 1

4 � 1
4 � 1

4 � 1
2 � 1

2

�1
4 � 1

4 � 1
4 � 1

4 � 1
4 � 1

4

� 3
4 � 1

2 � 1
4 � 1

2 � 1
2

�1
4 � 1

4 � 1
4 � 1

4 � 1
4 � 3

4 � 1
4

� 1
4 � 3

4 � 1
4 � 1

2 � 1
2

�1
8 � 1

8 � 1
8 � 1

8 � 1
8 � 3

8
� 3

8 � 1
8 � 1

4 � 1
4
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8 � 1

8 � �1
8 � 1

4 � 1
8 � 1

4 � 1
8

� 5
8 � 5

8 � 1
8 � 1

4 � 1
4

1
4 � 1

4 � �1
2 � 1

2 � 5
4 � 1

4

� 5
4 � 1

4 � 1
4 � 1

4 � 1
2 � 1

2



APPENDIX C

Decomposition of the operators in exotic
aromatic forests

Forest γ Differential F pγqpϕq Exact epγq Numerical approximation apγq
Terms of order 4 w.r.t. ϕ

σ4∆2ϕ 1
8

1
8

σ4G�1∆ϕ2pg, gq �1
4 �1

4

σ4G�2ϕp4qpg, g, g, gq 1
8

1
8

Terms of order 3 w.r.t. ϕ

σ2∆ϕ1f 1
2

1
2

σ2G�1ϕp3qpg, g, fq �1
2 �1

2

σ4G�2ϕp3qpg, g, g1gq 1 1

σ4G�1°ϕp3qpg, g1ei, eiq �1
2 �1

2

σ2G�2pg, fqϕp3qpg, g, gq 1
2

1
2

σ4G�2 divpgqϕp3qpg, g, gq 1
4

1
4

σ4G�2pg, g1gqϕp3qpg, g, gq �3
4 �3

4

σ2G�1pg, fq∆ϕ1pgq �1
2 �1

2

Table C.1 (Part 1/8): Coefficients in exotic aromatic B-series of the operators L2ϕ{2 �
°
epγqF pγqpϕq

and A1ϕ �
°
apγqF pγqpϕq for consistent Runge-Kutta methods of the form (3.1.2).
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γ F pγqpϕq epγq apγq

σ4G�1 divpgq∆ϕ1pgq �1
4 �1

4

σ4G�2pg, g1gq∆ϕ1pgq 1
4

1
4

Terms of order 2 w.r.t. ϕ

ϕ2pf, fq 1
2

1
2

σ2°ϕ2pf 1ei, eiq 1
2 bTd

σ2G�1ϕ2pg, g1fq �1 �1

σ2G�1ϕ2pg, f 1gq �1 �bTd�pbTd
σ4G�2ϕ2pg, g1g1gq 3

2 �2pbT pd � pAdq � ppbTdq2 � 2pbTd� 1

σ2G�2ϕ2pg1g, g1gq 1
4 �pbT pd � pAdq � 1

2ppbTdq2 �pbTd
σ4G�2ϕ2pg, g2pg, gqq 1

2 2pbTd�2 � 2pbT pδ � d�2q � 1
2

σ4G�1ϕ2pg,∆gq �1
2 �1

2

σ4G�1°ϕ2pg1ei, g1eiq �1
4

pbT pd � pAdq � 1
2ppbTdq2 �pbTd

σ4G�1°ϕ2pg2pg, eiq, eiq 0 pbT pδ � d�2q �pbTd�2

G�1pg, fqϕ2pg, fq �1 �1

σ2G�1 divpgqϕ2pg, fq �1
2 �1

2

σ2G�2pg, g1gqϕ2pg, fq 1
2

1
2

σ2G�1pg, fq°ϕ2pei, g1eiq �1
2 �pbTd

σ4G�1 divpgq°ϕ2pei, g1eiq �1
4 �1

2
pbTd

σ4G�2pg, g1gq°ϕ2pei, g1eiq 1
4

1
2
pbTd

σ2G�2pg, fqϕ2pg, g1gq 2 2pbTd� 1

σ4G�2 divpgqϕ2pg, g1gq 1 pbTd� 1
2

σ4G�3pg, g1gqϕ2pg, g1gq �5
2 2pbT pd � pAdq � ppbTdq2 � 3pbTd� 3

2

Table C.1 (Part 2/8): Coefficients in exotic aromatic B-series of the operators L2ϕ{2 �
°
epγqF pγqpϕq

and A1ϕ �
°
apγqF pγqpϕq for consistent Runge-Kutta methods of the form (3.1.2).
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γ epγq apγq
1 1
1
2 bTd

1
2

1
2

1
4

1
4

�7
4

pbT pd � pAdq � 1
2ppbTdq2 �pbTd� 3

2

�1
2

pbT pδ � d�2q �pbTd�2 � 1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

�2 �pbTd� 3
2

1
8

1
8

�1 �1
2
pbTd� 3

4

19
8 �pbT pd � pAdq � 1

2ppbTdq2 � 3
2
pbTd� 15

8

Terms of order 1 w.r.t. ϕ

1
2 bT c

1
4

1
2b
Td�2

�1
2

pbT pd � pAcq �pbTd
�1

2
pbTAppδ � 1q � dq �pbTdbTd

0 bT pd � pAppδ � 1q � dqq

�1
4 �1

2b
T pδ � d�2q

0 pbT pδ � c � dq �pbT pc � dq

�1
4

1
2
pbT pd � pAd�2q � 1

2
pbTd

Table C.1 (Part 3/8): Coefficients in exotic aromatic B-series of the operators L2ϕ{2 �
°
epγqF pγqpϕq

and A1ϕ �
°
apγqF pγqpϕq for consistent Runge-Kutta methods of the form (3.1.2).
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γ epγq apγq

�pbT pd � p pAdq�2q � 3pbT pd � pApd � pApp1� δq � dqqq
1
2 �2pbTdpbT pd � pAdq � ppbTdq2 �pbTd
1
4

pbT pd � pAd�2q � 3
2
pbT pd � pApδ � d�2qq �pbTdppbTd�2 �pbT pδ � d�2qq � 1

2
pbTd

0 �2pbT pd�2
� pAdq � ppbTd� 1qpbTd�2 �pbTdpbT pδ � d�2q

0 pbT pd�2
� pAdq � 1

2
pbTd�2

0 1
2
pbT pδ � d�3q � 1

2
pbTd�3

�1
2 �pbT c

�1
4 �1

2
pbT c

1
4

1
2
pbT c

�1
2 �bT pδ � cq

�1
4 �1

2b
T pδ � d�2q

1
4 bT pd � pApp1� δq � dqqq � 1

2b
T pδ � d�2qpbT pc � pApp1� δq � dqq � ppbTdq2 �pbTd

1 �pbT pd � pApp1� δq � dqq �pbT pd � pApδ � cqq
1
2
pbT pd � pApp1� δq � dqq � 1

2ppbTdq2 � 1
2
pbTd

1
2 �1

2
pbT pd�2

� pApp1� δq � dqq � 1
2
pbT pd � pApδ � d�2qq

3pbT pd � pApd � pApp1� δq � dqqq � p2pbTd� 1
2qpbT pd � pAdq

�3pbT pd � p pApp1� δq � dqq�2q � 1
2
pbT pd � pApδ � dqq �pbT pd � p pAdq�2q

�1 �1
2
pbT pd�2

� pAppδ � 1q � dqq � 1
2
pbT pd � pApδ � d�2qq � 3

2ppbTdq2 � 3
2
pbTd

�1
4 �1

2
pbTd�2

�1
8 �1

4
pbTd�2

Table C.1 (Part 4/8): Coefficients in exotic aromatic B-series of the operators L2ϕ{2 �
°
epγqF pγqpϕq

and A1ϕ �
°
apγqF pγqpϕq for consistent Runge-Kutta methods of the form (3.1.2).
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γ epγq apγq

1
8

1
4
pbTd�2

1
4

1
2
pbT pδ � d�2q

1
8

1
4
pbT pδ � d�2q

�1
8

pbT pd�2
� pAdq � ppbTd� 1

2qpbTd�2 � ppbTd� 1
4qpbT pδ � d�2q

1
2 �pbT pd � pAcq �pbTd
1
2

pbT pδ �App1� δq � dqq �pbTdbTd
1
4 �1

2
pbT pd � pAd�2q � 1

2
pbTd

0 �pbT pd�2
� pAdq � 1

2
pbT pδ � d�2qpbT pd � p pAdq�2q � 3pbT pd � pApd � pApp1� δq � dqqq

�1
2 �2pbT pd�2

� pAdq � 2pbTdpbT pd � pAdq �pbT pδ � d�2q � ppbTdq2 �pbTd
�1

4
1
2
pbT pd � pApp3δ � 2 � 1q � d�2qq �pbTdppbT pδ � d�2q �pbTd�2q � 1

2
pbTd

1
2

pbT pδ � cq

1
2

1
2
pbT pδ � d�2q � 1

2
pbT pδ � cqpbT pc � pAppδ � 1q � dqq �pbT pd � pAppδ � 1q � dqq

�3
2 �pbT pd � pApδ � cqq � 1

2
pbT pδ � d�2q � 1

2
pbT pδ � cq � ppbTdq2 �pbTd

1
8

1
4
pbT pδ � d�2q

1
2
pbT pd � pAppδ � 1q � dqq � 1

2
pbT pd � pApδ � d�2qq

�3
4 �1

2
pbT pd�2

� pAppδ � 1q � dqq � 1
2
pbT pδ � d�2q � 1

2ppbTdq2 � 1
2
pbTd

3pbT pd � p pApp1� δq � dqq�2q � 1
2
pbT pd�2

� pAppδ � 1q � dqq
�pbT pd � p pAdq�2q � 3pbT pd � pApd � pApp1� δq � dqqq
�p1

2 � 2pbTdqpbT pd � pAdq � 1
2
pbT pd � pApδ � dqq � 1

2
pbT pd � pApδ � d�2qq

9
8 �9

2
pbT pδ � d�3q � 15

4
pbT pδ � d�2q � 3

2ppbTdq2 � 3
2
pbTd

�1
2 �bT c

Table C.1 (Part 5/8): Coefficients in exotic aromatic B-series of the operators L2ϕ{2 �
°
epγqF pγqpϕq

and A1ϕ �
°
apγqF pγqpϕq for consistent Runge-Kutta methods of the form (3.1.2).
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γ epγq apγq
�1

2 �1
2

�1
2 �1

2

�1
4 �1

2b
Td�2

�1
2 �bTd

3
2 �pbT pd � pAcq �pbTd� 1

3
2 bT pd � pApp1� δq � dqq �pbTApp1� δq � dq � ppbTd� 2qbTd
1
2

pbT pc � dq �pbT pδ � c � dq � 1
2

1
4

1
2b
T pδ � d�2q

3
4 �1

2
pbT pd � pAd�2q � 1

2
pbTd� 1

2

1
4

1
2
pbTd�3 � 1

2
pbT pδ � d�3q � 1

4

1
2 �pbT pd�2

� pAdq � 3
2
pbTd�2 �pbT pδ � d�2q � 1

2

1
4 �pbT pd � pAdq � 1

2ppbTdq2 �pbTdpbT pd � p pAdq�2q � 3pbT pd � pApd � pApp1� δq � dqqq
�9

4 �p2pbTd� 3qpbT pd � pAdq � 1
2ppbTdq2 � 4pbTd� 1

1
2
pbT pd � pApp3δ � 2 � 1q � d�2qq � 2pbT pd�2

� pAdq
�7

4 �p2pbTd� 3qpbTd�2 � 2ppbTd� 1qpbT pδ � d�2q � 1
2
pbTd� 3

2

�1
8 �1

8

�1
8 �1

8

3
2

pbT c� 1
3
4

1
2
pbT c� 1

2

�9
4

pbT pd � pAcq � 1
2
pbT c�pbTd� 3

2

1
2 bT pδ � cq
1
4

1
2b
T pδ � d�2q

Table C.1 (Part 6/8): Coefficients in exotic aromatic B-series of the operators L2ϕ{2 �
°
epγqF pγqpϕq

and A1ϕ �
°
apγqF pγqpϕq for consistent Runge-Kutta methods of the form (3.1.2).
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γ epγq apγqpbT pδ �Appδ � 1q � dqq
�5

4 �bT pd � pAppδ � 1q � dqq � 1
2b
T pδ � d�2q � ppbTd� 1qbTd

3
4

1
2
pbTd�2 � 1

2

3
8

1
4
pbTd�2 � 1

4

�9
8

1
2
pbT pd � pAd�2q � 1

4
pbTd�2 � 1

2
pbTd� 3

4

1
2

pbTd
1
4

1
2
pbTd

�1
2

pbT pd�2
� pAdq � 1

2
pbT pδ � d�2q � 1

2
pbTd� 1

4pbT pc � pAppδ � 1q � dqq �pbT pd � pApδ � cqq
�3 �pbT pd � pAppδ � 1q � dqq � ppbTdq2 � 3pbTd� 1

1
2
pbT pd�2

� pAppδ � 1q � dqq � 1
2
pbT pd � pApδ � d�2qq

�3
2 �1

2
pbT pd � pAppδ � 1q � dqq � 1

2ppbTdq2 � 3
2
pbTd� 1

2

3pbT pd � p pApp1� δq � dqq�2q � 1
2
pbT pd�2

� pApp3 � 1� δq � dqq
�2pbT pd � p pAdq�2q � 6pbT pd � pApd � pApp1� δq � dqqq
�1

2
pbT pd � pApδ � d�2qq � 1

2
pbT pd � pApδ � dqq

23
4 �p4pbTd� 5

2qpbT pd � pAdq �pbT pδ � d�2q � ppbTdq2 � 13
2
pbTd� 3

�3
4 �1

2
pbT pδ � d�2q � 1

2

�3
8 �1

4
pbT pδ � d�2q � 1

4
1
2
pbT pd � pApp2 � 1� 3δq � d�2qq �pbT pd�2

� pAdq
13
8 �p2pbTd� 3

2qpbTd�2 � p2pbTd� 3
4qpbT pδ � d�2q � 1

2
pbTd� 5

4

�1 �pbT pδ � cq � 1
2

�1 �1
2
pbT pδ � cq � 1

2
pbT pδ � d�2q � 1

2pbT pc � pApp1� δq � dqq �pbT pd � pApp1� δq � dqq
7
2 �pbT pd � pApδ � cqq � 1

2
pbT pδ � cq � 1

2
pbT pδ � d�2q � ppbTdq2 � 2pbTd� 3

2

�1
4 �1

4
pbT pδ � d�2q � 1

8
1
2
pbT pd�2

� pApp1� δq � dqq � 1
2
pbT pd � pApδ � d�2qq

7
4 �1

2
pbT pd � pApp1� δq � dqq � 1

2
pbT pδ � d�2q � 1

2ppbTdq2 �pbTd� 3
4

Table C.1 (Part 7/8): Coefficients in exotic aromatic B-series of the operators L2ϕ{2 �
°
epγqF pγqpϕq

and A1ϕ �
°
apγqF pγqpϕq for consistent Runge-Kutta methods of the form (3.1.2).
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γ epγq apγqpbT pd � p pAdq�2q � 3pbT pd � pApd � pApp1� δq � dqqq
�3pbT pd � p pApp1� δq � dqq�2q � p2pbTd� 1

2qpbT pd � pAdq
�1

2
pbT pd�2

� pApp1� δq � dqq � 1
2
pbT pd � pApδ � d�2qq � 9

2
pbT pδ � d�3q

�7
2 �1

2
pbT pd � pApδ � dqq � 15

4
pbT pδ � d�2q � ppbTdq2 � 3pbTd� 15

8

Table C.1 (Part 8/8): Coefficients in exotic aromatic B-series of the operators L2ϕ{2 �
°
epγqF pγqpϕq

and A1ϕ �
°
apγqF pγqpϕq for consistent Runge-Kutta methods of the form (3.1.2).

γ a0pγq
bTd�pbTd
bT c� 2bTd� 1

2

1
2b
Td�2 � bTd� 1

4

pbT pd � pAcq � 2pbT pd � pAdq � ppbTdq2 � 2pbTd� 1
2

pbTAppδ � 1q � dqq �pbTdbTd� 2pbTd� 1
2

bT pd � pAppδ � 1q � dqq

�1
2b
T pδ � d�2q � bTd� 1

4

pbT pδ � c � dq �pbT pc � dq � 2pbTd�2 � 2pbT pδ � d�2q

1
2
pbT pd � pAd�2q �pbT pd � pAdq � 1

2ppbTdq2 �pbTd� 1
4

�pbT pd � p pAdq�2q � 3pbT pd � pApd � pApp1� δq � dqqq
�p4� 2pbTdqpbT pd � pAdq � 3ppbTdq2 � 4pbTd� 1
1
2
pbT pd � pApp2 � 1� 3δq � d�2qq �pbT pd � pAdq
�ppbTd� 1qppbTd�2 �pbT pδ � d�2qq � 1

2ppbTdq2 �pbTd� 1
4

�2pbT pd�2
� pAdq � 2pbT pd � pAdq

�ppbTd� 2qpbTd�2 � p3�pbTdqpbT pδ � d�2q � ppbTdq2 � 2pbTd� 1
2

Table C.2 (Part 1/5): Coefficients in exotic aromatic B-series of the operator A0
1ϕ �

°
a0pγqF pγqpϕq

for consistent Runge-Kutta methods of the form (3.1.2).
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γ a0pγq

pbT pd�2
� pAdq �pbT pd � pAdq � 1

2
pbTd�2 �pbT pδ � d�2q � 1

2ppbTdq2 �pbTd� 1
4

1
2
pbT pδ � d�3q � 1

2
pbTd�3 �pbTd�2 �pbT pδ � d�2q

�pbTd�2 �pbT pδ � d�2q

�pbT c� 2pbTd� 1
2

�1
2
pbT c�pbTd� 1

4

1
2
pbT c�pbTd� 1

4

�bT pδ � cq � 2bTd� 1
2

�1
2b
T pδ � d�2q � bTd� 1

4

bT pd � pApp1� δq � dqq � 1
2b
T pδ � d�2q � bTd� 1

4pbT pd � pApp3 � 1� δq � dqq �pbT pd � pApδ � cqq
�pbT pc � pApp1� δq � dqq � 2ppbTdq2 � 4pbTd� 1
1
2
pbT pd � pApp3 � 1� δq � dqq � 1

2
pbT pd � pApδ � d�2qq

�1
2
pbT pd�2

� pApp1� δq � dqq � ppbTdq2 � 2pbTd� 1
2pbT pd � p pAdq�2q � 3pbT pd � pApd � pApp1� δq � dqqq � p2pbTd� 11

2 qpbT pd � pAdq
�3pbT pd � p pApp1� δq � dqq�2q � 1

2
pbT pd�2

� pApp1� δq � dqq
�1

2
pbT pd � pApδ � dqq � 1

2
pbT pd � pApδ � d�2qq � 4ppbTdq2 � 6pbTd� 3

2

�1
2
pbTd�2 �pbTd� 1

4

�1
4
pbTd�2 � 1

2
pbTd� 1

8

1
4
pbTd�2 � 1

2
pbTd� 1

8

�2pbTd�2 � 5
2
pbT pδ � d�2q �pbTd� 1

4

5
4
pbT pδ � d�2q �pbTd�2 � 1

2
pbTd� 1

8

Table C.2 (Part 2/5): Coefficients in exotic aromatic B-series of the operator A0
1ϕ �

°
a0pγqF pγqpϕq

for consistent Runge-Kutta methods of the form (3.1.2).
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γ a0pγq
p5

2 �pbTdqpbTd�2 � ppbTd� 13
4 qpbT pδ � d�2q

�pbT pd�2
� pAdq �pbT pd � pAdq � 1

2ppbTdq2 � 3
2
pbTd� 3

8

�pbT pd � pAcq � 2pbT pd � pAdq � ppbTdq2 � 2pbTd� 1
2

pbT pδ �App1� δq � dqq �pbTdbTd� 2pbTd� 1
2

�1
2
pbT pd � pAd�2q �pbT pd � pAdq � 1

2ppbTdq2 �pbTd� 1
4

�pbT pd�2
� pAdq �pbT pd � pAdq � 1

2
pbT pδ � d�2q � 1

2ppbTdq2 �pbTd� 1
4pbT pd � p pAdq�2q � 3pbT pd � pApd � pApp1� δq � dqqq � 2pbT pd�2

� pAdq
�p2pbTd� 6qpbT pd � pAdq �pbT pδ � d�2q � 4ppbTdq2 � 6pbTd� 3

2
1
2
pbT pd � pApp3δ � 2 � 1q � d�2qq �pbT pd � pAdq
�p1�pbTdqppbTd�2 �pbT pδ � d�2qq � 1

2ppbTdq2 �pbTd� 1
4

pbT pδ � cq � 2pbTd� 1
2

1
2
pbT pδ � d�2q � 1

2
pbT pδ � cq � 2pbTd� 1

2pbT pc � pAppδ � 1q � dqq �pbT pd � pAppδ � 3 � 1q � dqq
�pbT pd � pApδ � cqq � 1

2
pbT pδ � d�2q � 1

2
pbT pδ � cq � 2ppbTdq2 � 6pbTd� 3

2

1
4
pbT pδ � d�2q � 1

2
pbTd� 1

8
1
2
pbT pd � pAppδ � 3 � 1q � dqq � 1

2
pbT pd � pApδ � d�2qq

�1
2
pbT pd�2

� pAppδ � 1q � dqq � 1
2
pbT pδ � d�2q � ppbTdq2 � 3pbTd� 3

4

3pbT pd � p pApp1� δq � dqq�2q � p13
2 � 2pbTdqpbT pd � pAdq

�pbT pd � p pAdq�2q � 3pbT pd � pApd � pApp1� δq � dqqq
�1

2
pbT pd�2

� pAppδ � 1q � dqq � 1
2
pbT pd � pApδ � d�2qq � 9

2
pbT pδ � d�3q

�1
2
pbT pd � pApδ � dqq � 15

4
pbT pδ � d�2q � 9

2ppbTdq2 � 15
2
pbTd� 15

8

�bT c� 2pbTd� 1
2

�1
2b
Td�2 �pbTd� 1

4

�bTd�pbTd
Table C.2 (Part 3/5): Coefficients in exotic aromatic B-series of the operator A0

1ϕ �
°
a0pγqF pγqpϕq

for consistent Runge-Kutta methods of the form (3.1.2).
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γ a0pγq

�pbT pd � pAcq � 2pbT pd � pAdq � ppbTdq2 � 2pbTd� 1
2

bT pd � pApp1� δq � dqq �pbTApp1� δq � dq � ppbTd� 2qbTd� 4pbTd� 1
2pbT pc � dq �pbT pδ � c � dq � 2pbTd�2 � 2pbT pδ � d�2q

1
2b
T pδ � d�2q �pbTd� 1

4

�1
2
pbT pd � pAd�2q �pbT pd � pAdq � 1

2ppbTdq2 �pbTd� 1
4

1
2
pbTd�3 � 1

2
pbT pδ � d�3q �pbTd�2 �pbT pδ � d�2q

�pbT pd�2
� pAdq �pbT pd � pAdq � 1

2
pbTd�2 �pbT pδ � d�2q � 1

2ppbTdq2 �pbTd� 1
4pbT pd � p pAdq�2q � 3pbT pd � pApd � pApp1� δq � dqqq

�p2pbTd� 4qpbT pd � pAdq � 3ppbTdq2 � 4pbTd� 1
1
2
pbT pd � pApp3δ � 2 � 1q � d�2qq � 2pbT pd�2

� pAdq � 3pbT pd � pAdq
�p3� 2pbTdqpbTd�2 � p2pbTd� 4qpbT pδ � d�2q � 3

2ppbTdq2 � 3pbTd� 3
4pbTd�2 �pbT pδ � d�2qpbT c� 2pbTd� 1

2

1
2
pbT c�pbTd� 1

4pbT pd � pAcq � 2pbT pd � pAdq � 1
2
pbT c� ppbTdq2 � 3pbTd� 3

4

bT pδ � cq � 2pbTd� 1
2

1
2b
T pδ � d�2q �pbTd� 1

4

bT pd � pAppδ � 1q � dqq �pbT pδ �Appδ � 1q � dqq
�1

2b
T pδ � d�2q � ppbTd� 1qbTd� 4pbTd� 3

4

1
2
pbTd�2 �pbTd� 1

4

1
4
pbTd�2 � 1

2
pbTd� 1

8

1
2
pbT pd � pAd�2q �pbT pd � pAdq � 1

4
pbTd�2 � 1

2ppbTdq2 � 3
2
pbTd� 3

8pbT pd�2
� pAdq �pbT pd � pAdq � 1

2
pbT pδ � d�2q � 1

2ppbTdq2 �pbTd� 1
4

Table C.2 (Part 4/5): Coefficients in exotic aromatic B-series of the operator A0
1ϕ �

°
a0pγqF pγqpϕq

for consistent Runge-Kutta methods of the form (3.1.2).
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γ a0pγqpbT pc � pAppδ � 1q � dqq �pbT pd � pApδ � cqq
�pbT pd � pAppδ � 3 � 1q � dqq � 2ppbTdq2 � 4pbTd� 1
1
2
pbT pd�2

� pAppδ � 1q � dqq � 1
2
pbT pd � pApδ � d�2qq

�1
2
pbT pd � pAppδ � 3 � 1q � dqq � ppbTdq2 � 2pbTd� 1

2

3pbT pd � p pApp1� δq � dqq�2q � 1
2
pbT pd�2

� pApp3 � 1� δq � dqq
�2pbT pd � p pAdq�2q � 6pbT pd � pApd � pApp1� δq � dqqq � p23

2 � 4pbTdqpbT pd � pAdq
�1

2
pbT pd � pApδ � dqq � 1

2
pbT pd � pApδ � d�2qq �pbT pδ � d�2q � 8ppbTdq2 � 12pbTd� 3

2pbTd�2 � 5
2
pbT pδ � d�2q �pbTd� 1

4pbTd�2 � 5
4
pbT pδ � d�2q � 1

2
pbTd� 1

8
1
2
pbT pd � pApp2 � 1� 3δq � d�2qq �pbT pd�2

� pAdq � 2pbT pd � pAdq
�p2pbTd� 7

2qpbTd�2 � p17
4 � 2pbTdqpbT pδ � d�2q � ppbTdq2 � 5

2
pbTd� 5

8

�pbT pδ � cq � 2pbTd� 1
2

�1
2
pbT pδ � cq � 1

2
pbT pδ � d�2q � 2pbTd� 1

2pbT pc � pApp1� δq � dqq �pbT pd � pApp3 � 1� δq � dqq
�pbT pd � pApδ � cqq � 1

2
pbT pδ � cq � 1

2
pbT pδ � d�2q � 2ppbTdq2 � 6pbTd� 3

2

�1
4
pbT pδ � d�2q � 1

2
pbTd� 1

8
1
2
pbT pd�2

� pApp1� δq � dqq � 1
2
pbT pd � pApδ � d�2qq

�1
2
pbT pd � pApp3 � 1� δq � dqq � 1

2
pbT pδ � d�2q � ppbTdq2 � 3pbTd� 3

4pbT pd � p pAdq�2q � 3pbT pd � pApd � pApp1� δq � dqqq
�3pbT pd � p pApp1� δq � dqq�2q � 1

2
pbT pd � pApδ � dqq

�p2pbTd� 13
2 qpbT pd � pAdq � 1

2
pbT pd�2

� pApp1� δq � dqq
�1

2
pbT pd � pApδ � d�2qq � 9

2
pbT pδ � d�3q � 15

4
pbT pδ � d�2q � 9

2ppbTdq2 � 15
2
pbTd� 15

8

Table C.2 (Part 5/5): Coefficients in exotic aromatic B-series of the operator A0
1ϕ �

°
a0pγqF pγqpϕq

for consistent Runge-Kutta methods of the form (3.1.2).
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